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otake IN WIRELESs

ft° The new " LOTUS " Remote Control 4'

A,
CfrA

gives perfect reception and control `WC>.from any distance and from any
number of rooms simultaneously. os

The"LOTUS" Relay is placed
on or near to the Receiving
Set in accordance with in-
structions shown on the
"LOTUS" REMOTE
CONTROL AND JACK
CIRCUITS (free on appli-
cation).

The first Relay Filament
Control Wall Jack can be
fitted to the wall in any
convenient position in the
same room as the Re-
ceiving Set and wired to
the Relay and Set as
shown. The Plug for use
with the Wall Jack is
connected to either the
Loud Speaker or Phones.
The second Relay Fila-
ment Control Wall Jack
can be fitted in any room
of the house or building
in a similar manner, the
four wires being con-
tinued from the first Wall
Jack. There is no limit to
the number of Wall Jacks

Complete outfit for wring
up two rooms: -
1 "Lou" Radio Relay, 2 "Lotus.'
Relay Filament Control Wall Jacks,
t -Lntus ' Jack Plugs,
21 Yards of Spacial 30/-4 -Strand Wire. Price

Each additional room: -
1 'lotus. Relay Filament Control
Wall Jack 15 Yards of
Special 4 -Strand Wirt.7/6

Price

FREE COUPON

that can be so fitted in
different rocms. All the
rooms can listen in
simultaneously and it is
not possible for one room
to interfere with another.
The last plug to be
withdrawn breaks the
Filament Circuit and cuts
off the Set.
The Receiving Set is
actually controlled from
any point where a Wall
Jack is wired up and by
inserting or withdrawing
the Plug.
This Remote Control
makes it entirely un-
necessary to go to the
Set to switch it on or off.

THE

REMOTE CONTROL
GARNETT, WIIITELEY & CO., LTD., BROADGREEN ROAD,
LIVERPOOL, Makers of the Famous "LOTUS" Coil Holder

and " LOTUS" Buoyancy Valve Holder.

To ADVT. DEPT.. GARNETT, & CO., LTD..
LOTUS WORKS, BROADGRLEN RGAI), LIVERPOOL.

Please send free and post free Blue Prints and
instructions for the "LOTUS" Remote Control Address
Douse Wiring System and Jack Circuits.

Name

Date

L L. a J.
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B8 VALVE
means better reception

and cheaper sets
THE wonderfu' purity of tone that it is possible to obtain with resistance -

ca _.acity coupling has made this method of amplification extremely
popular. In the past the adoption o- this system involved a very considerable
sacrifice ( f volume. You couldn't have purity and volume at the same time.
The introduction of the B.T.H. B.8 Valve-with
its extraordinary high amplification factor of
50 (unsurpassed by any other valve) has made
resistance -capacity coupling an economic success.
Indeed the B.8 valve gives as great a sound
magnification per stage as the best L.F. trans-
former. The high impedance of the B.8 (180,000
ohms) reduces its H.T. current consumption to
only 1 60 as much as that of an ordinary
valve. Actually the consumption is no greater
than that dissipated by the battery when not in
use. Add to these advantages the simplicity and
lower constructional cost of a " Resistor " receiver,

)94

and you will appreciate what the new B.8
valve means to you.

The Free "RESISTOR" Eook.
The " Resistor " Book contains all necessary
details for the construction of 2, 3, 4 and 5 valve
resistance -coupled sets.
Theoreical and working diagrams are given,
together with photographs of the complete
receivers, lists of components and point-to-point
wiring schedules. The book also gives the
circuit for a 2 -valve amplifier for crystal users.
Send to -day for your copy.

Characteristics of the B.8 Valve

VII.. VOLTS ILL AMPS

1.8 to 2.8 0 1 at 1.8v.

ANODE VOLTS
AM tqa vIcAlION

FACTOR IMPEDANCE

90 to 120 50 180,000 ohms.

It will be noted that &filament is ,at d at 1.S to 2.81% Tie 'B.8 will function perfectly throtigheret this rang2.
It can be used directly from a 2-1,;lt accfnulator, or from a 4 cr 6 bo/t accumulator with suitable resistance.

B 8 VALVE
The aboW price is applicable in Great 'Britain and :Vrthern Ireland only

COUPON 2774C

The British Thomson -Houston Co.. Ltd.
Publication Department, Rugby

Dear Sits,
?lease send me a free ropy of your `RESISTOR"

Book of Resistance -Coupled Circuits.

Name

Address

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK LETTERS

A
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DUBILIER

4 tank of four Dubilier Alansbridge Condensers
applied for the Government Radio Station at Rugby.

A Natural Corollary
Some of the largest Mansbridge Condensers the world has ever seen-
a natural corollary to the combination of Dubilier and Mansbridge.
See that your Mansbridge Condensers are 'genuine Dubilier Mansbridge Con-
densers: No other kind of Mansbridge Condenser carries the Dubilier guarantee.

0'01 to 0'1 mfd. 2/6 l'O mfd. AU -
0'125 2/8 2'0
0'25 0'3 3/- 3.0 8/-
0'4 3;3 410 10/-
0'5 3/6 5'0 12/.

Other capacities are listed en page 12 of our Catalogue, post free on request.
All Dubilier Products carry our full guarantee, and we shall he pleased to fill your

order direct if your dealer cannot supply

Advsrt. of the DUBILIER CONDENSER CO (1925), Ltd., Daron IVorks, Victoria Road, N. Acton, IV.3. M.C. 270.

"MODERN WIRELESS"
HAVE YOU OBTAINED YOUR COPY OF " MODERN WIRELESS" ?
Mr. PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.,' contributes " THE BLACK PRINCE " a wonderful Four -Valve set for

long distance loud -speaker reception.

For crystal users there is the "No -Code " Crystal Set, designed to cut out the jamming that so often prevents
programme enjoyment.

Other first-class features include :

" The Overseas Three "
" Are Portable Sets Worth While? "
" The Four -Coil Two "
" The ' Combine Five ' On Test "

" Resistance -Capacity Problems"
" Design of Small Power Trans-

formers "
" More About Your Valves," etc.,

and an authoritative article

" THE SEARCH FOR QUALITY "
By CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY, M.I.E.E.

In this helpful and essentially practical article --the first of a special series the E.B.C's Chief Engineer tells
listeners how to solve the problem of perfect reproduction of the programmes.

" MODERN WIRELESS " - Now On Sale, 1 11-
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BUILD with BURNDEPT
COMPONENTS and
do justice to
your skill

YOUR LOCAL
DEALER

will supply
them

Don't waste your time and skill with "cheap" and
inefficient components. Build with Burndept.
Their quality makes your labour worth while and
the results they give do full justice to your skill.

ETHOVERNIER
DIAL
for your condensers
makes searching sim-
pler. Fits practically
any type of conden-
ser; reduction ratio
of 18 to 1. Silent,
free from backlash,

'smooth. It can be
supplied with or
without the-

ETHOLOG
A unique fitting which, kept securely in position round
the dial by spring pressure, contains a card scale on
which you can pencil the exact tuning position of any
station or various wave lengths. It obviates further
exploration once a station has been logged.
Ethovernier Dial complete with Etholog and

Card Scales .. .. 9'-
Ethovernier Dial only .. 8, -
Etholog only .. .. 2;! -

FIXED
RESISTORS

Economise in panel space and
initial cost by fitting fixed re-
sistors to control your valves --
one in series with each valve.

By their use valves
cannot be acci-
dentally overrun.
They are interchange-
able so that any valve
can be used with any
accumulator simply
by inserting a suitable
resistor.

Supplied in 18 different values
from 0.5 ohm to 50 ohms.
Retail 1 /8. Screw holders in
cartons containing 2. Retail 2, -

113URNDEPT
ow

BLACKHEATH, LONDON, S.E.3
AGENTS

RH

EVERYWHERE

ANTI -PHONIC
VALVE HOLDERS

using Burndept Anti -phonic Valve
Holders it is impossible to make wrong
connection when inserting a valve, the
metal sockets being sunk well below
the surface of the holder.

To insert the valve it is only necessary
to place it in "the circular groove and
turn until the valve drops into position.
Burndept Anti - Phonic Valve

Holders .. 2,"9

SUPER DUAL RHEO-
STATS and

Potentiometers
The Super Dual Rheostat 10-60 ohms
is suitable for working ;fly valve of
any accumulator up to 6 volts. Smooth
and silent Working.

Burndept Potentiometers are made with
250 and 500 ohm windings-robust in
construction.
Super Dual Rheostat 10-60 ohms 6/ -
Potentiometers 250 or 5110 ohms 6:-
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The Cornet player steps into the room
. . when Cossor R.C. Valves are used.

USE the new Cossor R.C. Valves-possessing the record
amplification factor of 40 or over with an impedance of
only 80,000 ohms-and you will enjoy the thrill of true-to-

life Radio. No longer an inanimate and mechanical reproduction
but life itself. Every vibrant passage is reproduced with great
mellowness. From the French horn to the cornet and from the
'cello to the violin, each instrument is heard in all its natural
beauty. No harshness, no discordant sounds-no distortion.
And the underlying reason for such marked superiority in tone
and volume lies in the wonderful Kalenised filament used in
combination with the method of construction employed. This
is an exclusive Cossor feature --no other valve has it. No other
valve gives such long service with such a meagre consumption of
current.

New Four
410 H.F. and Det. (Red
Band). For High Fre-
quency amplification or
Detector use. Imped-
ance 20,000 ohms. Amp.
factor 20. Consumption
I amp. - - 14/-

410 R.C. (Blue Band).
For Choke or Resistance
Coupling. Impedance
80,000' ohms. Amp.
factor 40. Consumption
-1 amp. - 14/ -

Volt Series
410L.F. (Black Band
For 1st. Low frequency
stage. Impedance
10,000 ohms. Amp.
factor 10. Consump-
tion '1 amp.- - 14/-
410P (Green Band)
Stentor Four Power
Valve. For last L.F.
stage. Impedance 5,000
ohms. Amp. factor 5.
Consumption '1 amp.

18/6

Also Two Volt Series
210 H.F. (Red Band)
For H.F. use. Consump-
tion 1 amp. 19/..
210 Det. and L.F.
(Black Band). Con-
sumption '1 amp. 19/ -

And Six
610HF and Det. (Red
Band) - - 14/
61ORC (Blue Band)
Resistance or Choke
Coupling - 14/ -

Consumption of all 6 -volt valves '1 amp.

210 R.C. (Blue Band)
Resist nce or Choke
Coupling. Consumption
'1 amp. - - 14/-
215 P Stentor Two
Power valve. Consump-
tiOn '15 amp. - 18/6

Volt Series
610LF (Black Band)
First L.F. stage 14/-
610 P (Stentor Six)
Power Valve - 22/6

Cossor Valves
for 2, 4 or 6 -volt Accumulators
Advt. of .4. C. Cossor, Ltd., digizbury Gros, Lando;:,
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in September, it is hoped, the telephone
service from England will be extended to
Mexico. Till they steal the wire, of course.

Russia to Go "All Out."
SOME time ago Europe was gladdened or

saddened-some of each-by the news
that Russia was to build a 1,000 kw.

broadcasting station so that every workman
and/or peasant in that happy land could
receive on a crystal set. Wages there do not
run to valves. It was all too obvious that
the waves bearing the light and joyous pro-
grammes, such as the one I published last
week, could not be confined to the borders of
Russia, and therefore a good deal of pro-
paganda could be put over.

PopulaiVireless
.041-.131Mimennennionninw ler-0111011111110N

ff Scientific Adviser . t Incorporating "Wireless." . ConsultantsSir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S 0
Technical Editor : Dr. J. 11. T. ROBERTS,
G. V. DOWDING -,r.Inst.P.

Grad.I.E.E. i J. F.CORR1GAN,M.Sc.,
Assistant Technical A.I.C.

Editors : C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
Easter Greetings --Why this Modesty ?--The Experiments will Extend-Russia to Go

All Out "-Who Pays ?-Twelve Stations for Ivan-When is an Aerial Not ?

Easter Greetings.
EXTRA warm ones from all of us to all

of you, in case it should snow. By
this time next week we shall be in

the middle of the Easter holidays. Already
the office boy is showing signs of fancy
vests, and the technical staff are competing
for the loan of our tin-lizzie two-seater-
" to try out a new circuit." I think ndt.
Well, let us hope the weather will not be
Easter-ly.

Why this Modesty?
THE Post Office has informed the German

Minister of Posts that the London -
New York wireless telephony set vice

is still in an experimental stage. Dear me !
And are the fees experimental, too ? One
hopes so. Anyhow, this candour is refresh-
ing, but it's unusual to charge the public
£5 a minute for the privilege of helping
PoSt Office research.

The Experiments will Extend.'
IN this connection, it is interesting toI learn, as I have, that when the_ long-

distance telephone line from Mexico
City (where they live on aguardiente and
plots) to the American border is completed,

Who Pays?
NOW we are gladdened or saddened-

according to how we think-at the
news that the scheme has been

dropped for the present, as impracticable.
Instead, an ambitious, programme of
regional -broadcasting is planned, still with
a view to leaving no one Russian out of reach
of all the glad tidings to be poured forth by
his rulers. 'Whether receiving sets will be
obligatory I do not know. But can there be
any doubt as to who will pay for the stations
detailed below ?

Stations
THE erection programine is said to be as

follows : Moscow, Leningrad, Taal -
koff, Tiflis, SaratOff and Ekaterinburg

(now Sverdlovsk), 25 kw. ; Minsk, Kieft.
Odessa, Kazan, Rostoff - en - Don awl
Taschkent (Turkestan), 10 kw. Siberia is a
nut to crack later ; all rusts and no people.
Yes, Ivan has got to pay, as well as sirs4
" vulgar " boat songs, I fear.

When Is an Aerial Not ?
ISHALL expect to hear news from valve

Barts of W R N Y (New York City),
(Continued on next page.)

.110111.1

Pow the arrangements were made to broadcast the Boat Race. (In circle) The microphone ; (left) the radio -Equipped launch, and (right) the special short-wave transmitter
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

as it is going to broadcast below 50 metres
in addition to its usual work on 375 metres.
Moreover, it is to use a buried " aerial,"
which will be six feet underground and run
in terra-cotta pipes.

The Burial.
WHAT a " come -down ! " This . will be

the first station in America, it is
claimed, to broadcast from a buried

aerial. So far as I know, it can have the
world rights, too. But it will be a- most
interesting experiment, both for the trans-
mitting engineers and the public. I suggest
the wire should be called a " burial,-" not an
aerial.

Now a Resurrection.

BY way
of contract, I am glad to report

that the Huddersfield Radio Society,
which was dead, is alive again. York-

shire tykes never really die, they only fade
away-retaining one eye open to see the
clouds roll by.

Our New War.
50 there is to be a war on the B.B.C.

monopoly of broadcasting, and the
cudgels have been taken up by the

music -hall managers mainly because some
amateur statistician says that the " halls "
lost £10,000 on the night the performance
at the Victoria Palace was broadcast. I will
go so far as to prophesy that the B.B.C. will
win without firing a shot, and to assert my
belief that as a result of the afore -mentioned
broadcast the " halls " have won many new
patrons-just as the theatres did when
excerpts of their shows were broadcast,

Never Say Die.
OR even say " marry." Here is Miss

Texanna Loomis-what a name for
an advertisement-running a wireless

school in Washington. She has been artist,
musician, singer and Red Cross nurse, and
now teaches young America watts watt.
Some day she will probably radiate some-
thing which will be received and answered
in the oldest code of the world.-(Look here !
Stick to wireless.-Ey. " P.W.")

Wireless Hypnotism.
ALL right ! I will So just to prove that

what I was hinting at is possible, I
will report that Lorenzo McCoy was

hypnotised by radio. No. He was already
married. The broadcaster at a Boston
station told him by radio to lock his hands
together and that he would be unable to
separate them until so ordered. Lorenzo
kindly complied, and found his auto -hand-
shake to be well and truly permanent. All
the king's horses, etc. The McCoy family
exerted its combined strength to no avail,
and papa continued .to shake himself
heartily by the hand till Boston let him
loose by the word of command,

Australian Progress.
THE number of licences issued is 187,228,

or one to every 33 persons. In Sydney
the ratio of licences to persons is one

to 23, or about the same as in the United
Kingdom,

2 L 0's Young Brother.

3 L 0 (Melbourne) has sent me a budget
of interesting news, not including any
report of a pick-up of its signals by

anyone over here. Just now they are
having a round -up of all available jam for
the Foundling Hospital. Pots are arriving
with such speed and generosity that all
ex -soldiers roundabout are being reminded
of the Great (plum-and-apple) War. No
mention of the Charleston or Froth blowers,
but they are running a shorthand speed
competition and building a new studio.
Cheerio, diggers !

The Australian Beam.
THE opportunity of telephoning by

wireless to Australia is well within
sight, as the preliminary work in

connection with adapting the Beam, to
telephony is far advanced, I don't know
what the fees are likely to be, but surely
they should be less than those for America.
it has already been done by Marconi from
Poldhu, and I am assured that the effect
on the imagination is uncanny. So I should
think.

Broadcasting in India.
MR. ERIC DUNSTAN, whose departure

for India, where he is to manage
the Indian Broadcasting Co. at

Calcutta, was recently announced, has
already got into his stride. Lecturing before
the Rotary Club there, he congratulated the
local amateurs on maintaining a broad-
casting service so long in the face of great
difficulties. The language question, which
has puzzled so many people, in view of the
vast number of dialects current, appears to
present little difficulty, English and Hin-
dustani being considered sufficient for
broadcasting purposes,

aimaimmunfiennumatiumaimiammemeMallemme:

-a' SHORT WAVES.
During the taking of a film, a bear attacked a

= well-known wireless artist. This only just E.--

= shows how careful you have to be to keep a =
= profession like this dark, even with animals.- =
= " Sunday Pictorial."
= * *

-a--- We read that there are 10,700 more radio fans
E- this year. It certainly looks as though we shall 'E
= have a fairly cool summer.

174-7-

E * *
* E

Listeners Inn : The public -house with a loud- =
F..-- speaker.-" Star." ==

..----

" Woman's Realm in Radio Talks. Even
 Spring Cleaning in 1927 Series !" runs head- FF.
E lines in the " Daily Chronicle." We have F-
E heard it said that this is generally a most
- uneven event =
= * * * E
F.--_ From a broadca3t1ng programme : 8.55. All E
E Stations except Aberdeen. The Week's Good E.
 Cause.-(Sunday Paper).
E What has the granite city done to serve these .2-
F2 constant insinuations against its generosity ?- =
-E' " Punch." E
-.7 * * * a -

An extract from a listener's letter to a daily
E newspaper : " We are not the cause of the

interference because we have a private earth." =
Evidently a monopolistic landowner on a

E.-- very large scale.-" Tit -Bits." E.

A reader writes to ask us which is the most E
= advisable for good all-round use, dry or wet -.-
1.-:.. cells- jobloroerSymittt ex -convict, awrge; oinneansevewryer E.

E.--: time.
_

* * *
=

'E. Need Talking To.-A critic says that wireless E -
 is unsociable. Indeed, there's none so deaf as
E.." he who listens in.-" Sunday Pictorial." F-
= * * * E== Snarl  " What will you give me for my radio E
E and loudspeaker ? "

.--

Coil (who lives downstairs) : " Twenty-five =
dollars more than it cost you, sawed, split, and
delivered."-" Science and Invention." =

F5-11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111=111111illigi

Langenherg -Station.
AIUNGST recent newcomers in the ether,

Langenberg has given rise to the most
interest amongst long-distance lis-

teners, and reports about its carrying
powers vary greatly. The most reasonable
suggestion in explanation of the apparent
variations of its radiated energy seems to be
that these are due to variations of the aeria
input, and that the plant is the subject of
study by the engineers.

The Rhineland Relay.
ANGENBERG is the first station to be

1-4 erected in the Ruhr. It lies between
Essen and Elberfeld and considerable

difficulty was met in finding a site, in which
task aeroplanes were used. It is only a
relay station, having no studio but relaying

-Elberfeld chiefly, though listeners may
sometimes catch it passing on the pro-
grammes of Cologne and Dusseldorf. Wave-
length, 468.8 metres.

More Amateur Transmitters.
MR. A. C. NARRAWAY, The School

House, Barrington, near Shrewsbury,
begs to announce that he transmits

on 45 metres to 90-100 metres ; call sign
2 A P W.

Mr. H. T. G. Freitas, R31 de Janeiro, 141,
Funchal, Madeira, transmits on 45 metres
with 10 watts ; call sign P 3 0- F. He
uses a Hartley circuit. Here's a chance for
a modest flip by a beginner.

" Super -het." Results.
IHAVE just heard of a man who made a

" superhet " from Gecophone com-
ponents, and with it can receive all

B.B.C. main stations and many of the relay
stations, besides forty Continentals, all a,
loud -speaker strength. He gets K D K A
(63. metres) on the loud speaker, using a
frame aerial of two turns two feet square;
with only one L.F. stage,

More Results.
EH. (Edinburgh), who I mentioned on

. February 17th as a runner-up for
valve honours, now tells me he has

got K F K X (Hastings, Nebraska). Ed,
I reckon you qualify, not only for that but
because of the bouquet you flung at P,W,"

Why Use Aerials ?
WHAT attracts me in E. H.'s work is the

results he gets on three valves with
the merest hint of an aerial. For

example, on an aerial 8 feet high in the same
room as the set, he can get at night prac-
tically all the Continental stations at extra -
loud - speaker strength, and on an aerial
3 feet high he has received several " Yank "
stations-reception confirmed. Why don't
you bury your aerial ? Why do you
bother with one ?

A Correction,

THE
photograph of " Some home -con-

structed receivers and components
shown at a recent wireless exhibition,

organised by a London Radio Society"-
which appeared in " P. W." 246 (page 1482)-
was not correctly described as above,
Actually, this picture was taken at a radio
show organised by the Tottenham and
District Branch of the Wireless League,

ARIEL.
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Telepathy and Radio,
. . . If that is true,

then there is a close
analogy between
the telepathic pro-
cess and radio tele-

graphy."

THE recent tele-
pathic experi-
ment conducted

by the Society for
Psychical , Research,
with the permission
of the B.B.C., and
the aid of their
splendid organisa-
tion, has excited some interest. The
results have not yet been fully worked
out or reported upon ; nor is it expected
that there will be much positive result
of the obvious kind, though there may
be side -issues of interest and perhaps
importance. Meanwhile, it may be ser-
viceable to take advantage of the interest
aroused for making a few remarks on tele-
pathy in general, and on the question
whether it has any close analogy with radio
transmission and reception.

The fact is that thought transmission,
as ordinarily conducted by speech or writ-
ing, is a much more complicated business
than is radio telegraphy. With wireless
apparatus .we know what we are doing.
We are exciting electric oscillations, which
emit continuous waves, and we are then
modulating or modifying those waves so
that they shall carry with them, at the
speed of light, the tones of music or of
human speech, not in the form of sound,
but in the form of variously formed ether
waves. We then at some distant place
receive those waves, rectify them so that
we: shall get intermittent disturbances all
of one sign, magnify them as much as
necessary, convert them into electric
currents which can affect a telephone,
and trust to the human ear for the rest.
Then begins a complication.

Ordinary Thought Transmission.

The human ear is receptive mechanism
for sound waves, and by remarkably
ingenious processes stimulates the terminals
of the auditory nerve. So far the process
can be followed with fair completeness,
though there are still outstanding puzzles
about it ; and we may well' marvel at the
discriminating power of what is called
" a musical ear." The nerve takes up
the tale, and carries it to the brain. The
brain somehow transmits it to the mind,
but in all that part we are completely
in the region of mystery, to which we have
only grown accustomed by long habit.

Ordinary thought transmission is effected
by another mysterious operation at the
sending end. A thought or idea in some
unknown way actuates the brain : that
somehow stimulates the nerves, and sets
the muscles working. The result is voice

production, or it may be the movement
of a hand holding a pen. All the rest
is purely physical, until the result of the
sending operation reaches either the ear
or the eye in the form of either sound
waves or light waves ; when, again, the
nerves are stimulated, and a remarkable
physiological activity, ending in psycho-
logical activity, occurs.

Direct Telepathy.

-Now the question has arisen whether
thought transmission is ever possible by
some less roundabout and indirect pro-
cess, whether mind can ever act on mind
without all this intermediate mechanism.
The question can only be answered by
experiment, and we must be guided by
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Another Interesting Article

SIR OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.,

WILL APPEAR IN
NEXT WEEK'S

" POPULAR WIRELESS,"
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the facts. It has been found that certain
people have this faculty, the faculty of
receiving a thought from another person
without its being uttered or written, and
without any ordinary sense indication.
How that can be done we have no idea ;
but then we have not really any idea as
to how it is done by ordinary methods.
The main mystery lies in the connection
between mind and brain. Human beings,
like everything else, are connected with
each other through the ether ; and it has
been guessed that perhaps a thought
excites vibrations in the ether to which
a distant brain can respond. If that is
true, then there is a close analogy between

A special and exclusive
article by

SIR OLIVER LODGE,
F.R.S.

(

the telepathic proccs
z;nd radio telegraphy.

But is it true ? Does a
t hought excite vibra-
tions? Have vibrations
anything to do with
it ? We simply do not

I OW. We do not know
enough about minds to

dogmatise on the subject. It may be that
they are inter -connected in some way,
apart from their action on the brain-;
though under the ordinary conditions of
life such direct thought transmission does -
not usually occur. Bergson thinks that
the brain is an inhibiting organ, tending
to prevent this direct communication;
and causing us to be dependent on the
physical methods of transmission to which
we are accustomed ; so that each individual -
is isolated, and independent, and screened
from others, except in so far as he may
wish to communicate with them. If the tele-
pathic method is a reality, it seems to le:
spontaneous and involturtary. When an
accident or an illness happens to one person.
there is evidence that relatives, even at a dis-
tance, may in some cases become aware of the
fact by what we call telepathy ; but the
agent or transmitter knows nothing about
it: nor is he aware of having produced any
effect; that is what I mean by its being
spontaneous and involuntary.

There are cases, however, in which a
simple idea has been transmitted to a per-
son awaiting it, the transmission being
purposive ;, and that is the sort of experi-
ment that on a large scale has recently
been tried. The evidence of the occasional
success of this experimental or purposive

.process has hitherto been limited to people
en rapport with each other, being either
well known to each other, or in the same
room, or something of that kind and even
that has not been accepted as a fact by the
majority of scientific men. That there
is anything like broadcast telepathy, so
that strangers can be reached at a distance,
is quite unlikely. It cannot be common,
or business could hardly go on. Neverthe-
less, it was thought worth while to try.
Is It Radio?

And even if it succeeded what would
it prove ? Well, it would open up a whole
series 61 questions that would still need
investigation. And we might not be any
nearer answering the -question that obtrudes
itself from time to time, whether telepathy
is a physical process at all, and whether
it has any re -fl. analogy with radio tele-
graphy. That question remains, and pro -
ably will remain for some time, unanswered.
Meanwhile enquiry must proceed.
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BROADCAST NOTES.
FROM OUR BROADCASTING CORRESPONDENTS.

The Monopoly Challenge-Tennis Broadcasts-Summer Term Talks-
De Vere Stacpoole--Henley Regatta, Too !-Surrey v. Hampshire-Return
of Donald Calthrop- Morning Concert at Bournemouth-Prince Arthur
of Connaught-Covent Garden Again-Wireless Band on View-A Great

Cyclist to Talk-A Recent Success.

The Monopoly Challenge.
THE various prospective challenges to

the B.B.C. monopoly exclusively
announced in POPULAR WIRELESS

created a great stir in wireless, political,
and newspaper circles. The Post Office are
understood to have begun an exhaustive
examination of the various proposals with
a view to their suppression should they
materialise.

The two great organisations of newspapers
have been trying to find out what group
from among their members was proposing
to break away in order to provide the new
broadcastino6 authority with racing infor-
mation and other news at all times of the
day and night. Members of Parliament, too,
have been exercised over the possibilities.
Most of the Liberals and a considerable
section of Conservatives frankly welcome
the idea and are hopeful of its maturity.

Labour, of course, is opposed for the
reason that the only change it would make
in the present broadcasting arrangements
is to consolidate their State character in all
directions. Thus, for instance, Labour
would see to it that all B.B.C. publishing
and printing were handled by the Stationery
Office. Thus, on the whole, quite an
interesting situation has developed out of
the disclosures in POPULAR WIRELESS.

It is understood, however, that the
earlier accounts of the experiments. at
Birchington with electric light wires were
optimistic. Anyway, those representatives
of the Press that were " told off " to in-
terview Mr. Chisholm, the Managing Direc-
tor of Secret Wireless, Ltd., have discovered
that the secrecy of the activities of his
company have been admirably applied to his
own movements. He is determined not to
talk for publication until he is quite ready.

Tennis Broadcasts.
It is probable, that the B.B.C. will give

running narratives of some of the chief
events in the Lawn Tennis Championships
at Wimbledon this summer. The B.B.C.
is now in touch with the All -England Lawn
Tennis and Croquet Club with this end in
view. The main difficulty appears to be
that the whole of the available seating
accommodation round the Centre Court is
already disposed of. In the first place,
the tennis authorities asked £1,000 for the
broadcast ; this the B.B.C.. turned down.
More reasonable terms were subsequently
discussed.

Summer Term Talks.
On April 20th there will be an S.B. Talk

on Talks. This will deal with the syllabus
for the months of May; June, and July.
Names included -in the new syllabus are
Professor D'Arcy Thompson, Professor
H. H. Turner, Professor Winifred
Dr. Chricton Millar, Professor George
Gordon, Professor Lascelles Abercrombie,
Mr. S, P, Ross, and Professor Barcroft.

There is understood to be some reduction
in the talk time for these three months, but
most listeners will be of opinion that -the
reduction is inadequate. Indeed, the B.B.C.
will have some difficulty in avoiding a
Press attack considerably more serious and
general than any that have so far taken
place. Fleet Street has not forgotten that
by May the influence of the new Governors
will have had a fair chance to make itself
felt. And if in May there should not be
much lighter programmes, then the storm
will burst on all fronts.

De Vero Stacpoole.
A talk of the kind listeners would not

exclude is that to be given by Mr. H. de

expectations are high. Since last heard by
British listeners, Donald Calthrop has been
round the world.
Morning Concert at Bournemouth.

Bournemouth wilt giVe a special morning,
concert for the benefit of holiday-makers
on Easter Monday. This is a practice which
listeners elsewhere would like to see adopted.
The music chosen by Bournemouth for the
occasion will be uniformly light and attrac.-
tive. Incidentally, the new octet at Bourne-
mouth is winning golden opinions from
local listeners.
Prince Arthur of Connaught.

The speech of Prince Arthur of Con-
naught will be broadcast from the Royal
Albert Hall on the occasion of his giving
the inaugural address at the Boys' Brigade
Rally on May 4th.
Covent Garden Again.

. Listeners will be delighted to learn that
part of " Der Rosenkavalier," the opening
event of the Covent Garden season, will be
relayed between 8 and 9 p.m. on Monday,
May 2nd.
Wireless Band on View.

The augniented London wireless military
band will be broadcast from the Embank-

The Covent Garden Octet, which will shortly be heard over the ether.

Vere Stacpoole when, on April 16th, he
reads some of his own adventure stories
of the South Seas, S.B. from London.

Henley Regatta, Too !
Some of the most interesting events of

the Henley Regatta in July will be broad-
cast generally.

Surrey v. Hampshire.
There is to be a running narrative of

Surrey v. HampShire- front Kennington
Oval on Saturday, May 7th. The B.B.C.
had better be careful about narratives of
cricket matches. A little of this will go a
long way with most listeners.

Return of Donald Calthrop.
Donald Calthrop returns to the micro-

phone on April 13th in the cast of " Yours
to Hand." a hmnorous sketch ,of which

ment Gardens on Saturday, May 7th.
This should form an excellent precedent
for other similar arrangements during the
summer,

A Great Cyclist to Talk.
Mr. W. J. Bailey, the great amateur

cyclist, who has landed no less than four
world' championships as well as the Grand
Prix de Paris, will broadcast S.B. from
London on the pleasures of the racing track,
on April 16th. On the previous day he will
have competed at Herne Hill with the
champions of Germany and of Holland.

A Recent Success.
The " production " of Kismet by the

B.B.C. last week was a great success, and,
judging by the reports coming in, seems to
have met with general approval.
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An interesting de-
scription of a method
of coupling which has

i many practical appli-
cations.

By P. W. HARRIS,
M.I.R.E.

(Editor of the
"Wireless Constructor.

Loftin
Chic pit

ONE of the most interesting of recent
American contributions to the radio
art is the Loftin -White Constant

Coupling and Non -reactive Plate Circuit."
The first description of this circuit to appear
in this country was published in " Wireless,"
in October last. In view of the impression
given in some quarters that the particular
method is a British invention it is well
to make clear that the credit is due
entirely to Mr. Edward H. Loftin and Mr.

readers know, in a radio receiver in which
both the grid and the plate circuits are
tuned, the capacity of the valve gives
sufficient, reaction to maintain the set in a
state of continuous oscillation unless we
adopt some method to counter -balance it.
The earliest remedy was to introduce into
the first circuit-i.e. the grid circuit-suffi-
cient losses to absorb the surplus fed -back
energy, which would otherwise keep the set
oscillating, leaving only sufficient reaction to

P16.4 THER OFWO- WHLVESMCW7

Young White, two experienced American
radio engineers.

Loftin was a commander in the United
States Navy and was in charge of the
radio research and patent section for
several years, after which he became a
consulting radio engineer with an important
practice. White has been experimenting
with radio circuits for fifteen years and thus
also knows what he is. talking about. There
arc two very important aspects of the
Loftin -White circuit, one of which is the
method of obtaining what is called ." con-
stant -coupling," and the other_ the method
of preventing feed -back and oscillation by
a method quite different from that adopted
in the usual neutralising or " losser " cir-
cuit.

Earlier Methods.
When the various neutralising circuits

came into vogue a few years ago, they were
hailed as a complete solution of our radio
frequency amplifying difficulties. In which-
ever method is used-the "Rice," which
is very popular, and deservedly so, in this
country ; the " Hazeltine," which has lent
itself so admirably to factory production
(although, so far as England is concerned,
it has received comparatively little attention
by the home constructor) ; or other allied
methods, the coupling between one circuit
and another can be chosen to give high
efficiency of transfer without any need of
worrying about unwanted oscillations. As

reduce the damping of the circuit to a reason-
able value. This method, while simple to
apply, and --as I have already shown in
these pages-not quite so inefficient as is
sometimes believed, has a number of dis-
advantages, such as lack of selectivity and
a comparative insensitiveness. Seeing that
in such a circuit, consisting of a tuned grid
and tuned plate, the path of the fed -back

energy is through the valve itself, it became
ob)icus that if we could arrange some
counteracting method to stop this feed-
back without introducing losses, the
efficiency could be expected to rise. The
various neutralising methods all do this.
Roughly speaking, we can say that the
modern neutralising methods arc arranged
to counteract the voltages fed -hack through
the valve capacity by equal and opposite
voltages through a balancing capacity.'
The method has been explained so many
times that there is no need to deal with it
further here.

Varying Efficiency.
In our enthusiasm for the high efficiency

gained by neutralising, ve rather overlocke
the fact that one of the chief problems in
radio -frequency amplification still remained
unsolved. In the ordinary inductive -
coupling methods, the energy passed from
a primary to a secondary winding depends
to some extent on the frequency of the
current flowing in the windings. For
example, on the ordinary- broadcast band
from, say, 200 to 600 metres, a degree of
coupling which is perfectly efficient on 200
metres is much too loose on 550 metres.
Equally, if we adjust our coupling to give
maximum energy transfer at 550 metres,
it is much too tight for 250 metres. For
this reason commercial receivers and H.F.
transformers used by home constructors
are so arranged to give a good average
coupling, but we cannot get away from the
fact that one coupling is not suitable over
the whole range.

(Continued on next page.)

An experimental assembly, using parts readily available, by which some very interesting experimeatc Can
be made with the Loftin -White circuits.
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THE NEW LOFTIN-
WHITE CIRCUIT.

(Continued from previous page.)

*

It is worth a few moments' consideration
to see just where this variation of coupling
affects our wireless receiver design. There
are three points where it has an important
effect. Firstly, there is our coupling from
the aerial (if we use inductive coupling).
Here coupling which is suitable for shorter
waves is unsuitable for the longer waves;
secondly, we have the coupling between
valves where the same criticism applies;
thirdly-and this is a very important point
-we have reaction coupling. All experi-
menters who handle reaction circuits know
that tighter reaction coupling is required
to bring the set into oscillation on longer
waves than on the shorter, and indeed the

constant resetting of the reaction control
is quite a prolific source of the oscillation
trouble against which the B.B.C., quite
rightly, issues frequent warnings.

In a previous paragraph I have referred
to the grid and plate circuits of the valve
being in tune. This, of course, suggests
the tuned anode type of circuit. If, how-
ever, we use as the coupling a transformer
of Which the secondary is tuned, there would,
at first glance, appear to be no tuning of the
plate circuit of the valve, and the troubles
to which I have referred might seem
inapplicable to the case. However, the
effect of interaction of primary and
secondary magnetic fields is such that if the
coupling is tight the whole circuit acts as
if the plate circuit were tuned, the grid and
plate circuits behaving as one.

Obtaining Constant Coupling.
As we loosen the coupling this tuned -

anode effect is gradually reduced and a
point can be reached in which the coupling
is just sufficient to feed back enough
energy to maintain the set in a state of
oscillation. A reasonably efficient H.F.
transformer can be designed to give this
effect and the tuning thus obtained is
very sharp, but we lose appreciably in signal
strength, for when the  coupling is weak
enough to avoid the self -oscillation trouble
it is not strong enough to give a highly
efficient energy transfer.

. It is thus evident that with these facts
in mind many experimenters have en-

deavoured to overcome the difficulties
referred to. One quite early method
of compensating for the reduced efficiency
on the longer waves was to arrange the
coupling between the primary and the
secondary of the H.F. transformer to be
continuously variable as we increase the
capacity in the tuning circuit. This was
effected by connecting a rotor carrying a
primary winding of an H.F. transformer to
the shaft of the variable condenser used
for tuning. I actually handled an American
receiver (the " Zenith ") incorporating this
idea nearly two years ago, in the United
States, and, as a matter of fact, gave a
description of it in " Wireless " on my return
from my American visit in 1925.

An interesting unit enabling the home
constructor to utilise this variable coupling
method was placed on the market in
America last year under the name of the
tiaras Equamatic system. It has recently
been copied here, under a different name.

Loftin and White, however, have tackled
the matter from an entirely different view-
point, and one which is -so charmingly simple
that it is strange that it has not occurred
to any of us before. In the Loftin -White
circuit, shown in Fig. 1, there are two
distinct ideas of great interest-one dealing
with the constancy of the coupling and the
other with the feed -back.

Loftin and. White worked on the lines
that the voltage drop across a condenser
decreases with frequency, whereas the
transfer of energy between the primary and
the secondary windings increases with
frequency. By combining the two effects in
their coupling they are able to get a sub-
stantially uniform transfer of energy on
high or low frequencies, for as the efficiency
of coupling by the inductive method
increases as we get to the shorter waves, so

radio - frequency currents. Now, if you
imagine L, to be short-circuited, you will
realise that the radio -frequency currents
flowing through C, in series with the tuning
condenser C3 set up differences of voltage
across it which will give quite effective
coupling to the circuit 'Ca, C2. L2 just as
much as if the voltages were set up across
a portion of the inductan,ce L2.

Now high frequencies pass easily through
C, and low frequencies with more difficulty.
The easier the frequencies pass through Cl
the smaller the voltage differences set up
across it, and, as it is voltage difference we
want for coupling, you will see that longer
waves give greater voltage difference across
Cl than the shorter ones.

Preventing Feed -batik Troubles.
Now come back to L1. The radio -fre-

quency current passing through L, induces
voltage into the winding L2, and as the
transfer of energy in this way decreases in
efficiency as wave -length is increased, we
can use the old phrase that " what we lose
on the swings we gain on the roundabouts "
-the swings being the inductive coupling
and the roundabouts the capacity coupling.

So far, so good ! We now come to the
condenser C which at first glance might be
looked upon as a stopping condenser. In
this case a stopping condenser is not needed
as C2 serves the purpose. C, has a special
function which is not at all obvious on first
examination.

In speaking of the valve feed -back which
produces self -oscillation or other reaction,
effects, we have always assumed that the:
feed -back is " in phase." To use the old
analogy of the child's swing in the garden,
we have assumed that the pushes on the
swing are timed just when the swing is
moving away from us and not towards us.

Showing the simple nature of the experimental lay -out for Loftin -White circuit experiments.

correspondingly the efficiency of the capaci-
tative coupling decreases. The correct
choice of inductances and capacities enables
a really constant coupling to be obtained.
Fig. 1 shows the Loftin -White circuit for
two valves (H.F. and detector without
direct reaction). Ignoring the aerial coupling
for the moment, the first valve is fed through
a radio -frequency choke R.F.C. and is
coupled to the next circuit through the
condenser C the inductance Li and the
capacity C. In the ordinary way the valve
would be coupled through L3, one side of
which would be connected to the plate and
the other to the H.T. battery, as shown in
Fig. 2. In the Loftin -White circuit *e
place a capacity 03 between plate and L,
for a purpose I will explain later, and for
this reason we must feed the valve through
the radio -frequency choke. In the circuit
comprising P, Ci, 1.41, C2, there flow only the

If such a swing is moving backwards and
forwards sixty times a minute, and we give
sixty impulses a minute to the swing at. the
right moment, then the oscillation of the
swing can be built up steadily with each
push. If, however, our sixty impulses a
minute are wrongly timed in relation to the
movement of the swing, then no building -up
effect will be obtained. When our pushes
come just at the right moment as well as
at the right fre,quenry, then our pushes are
in phase with swing.

Similarly to get a valve feed -back effect
it is necessary that the impulses should be
fed back " in phase." The condenser C
in conjunction with the rest of the circuit,
upsets the phasing of the feed -back, and
so, when it is properly proportioned with
the rest of the circuit, we can arrange that
the feed -back voltages do not come at the

(Continued on page 283.)
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(Right.) The control boards in the
transmitting hall.

(Below.) The rectifier room. Note
the number of large insulators used.

LANGENBERG.
The huge broadcasting station which is known to

amateurs as " Germany's 5 X X."

(Above.) The main station building, showing one of the aerial towers. (Left.) A close view of one of
the aerial towers, which is 315 feet in height.

13
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I GERMANY'S 5 X X
A description of Langenberg, the latest and largest German

broadcasting station.
FROM A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.
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THE race for the biggest high -power
broadcasting station in Europe which
began at Daventry was soon keenly

entered into on the Continent. The
Germans countered Daventry with Konigs-
wusterhausen, the Russians broke the
German record at Moscow, and now the
new Rhineland station at Langenberg has
arisen, not only to break European records,
but to claim the distinction of being the
biggestin the world.

TwoTremettdousIlasts.
It is erected in the most densely popu-

lated area iii Gemany, in a district which
teems' with vast manufactories and mines,
and one of the first difficulties experienced

by the engineers was to
choose a spot in which the
smoke screen from thou-
sands of ' chimneys and
furnaces would interfere as
little as possible with
reception. Before any
decision was made, German
scientists and engineers
undertook with their usual
thoroughness a very careful
survey of the district.

At length a spot near
the town Of Langenberg,
six miles north of Elberfeld
and twenty-two miles from
Cologne, was chosen, where
the ground rises to a
height of about .830 feet
above sea level. Here the
two tremendous masts,
each about 315 ft. high, and
810 ft. apart, were erected.

Although the masts
weigh more than 32 tons

each, they are unsupported by any
anchoring system. They are in the form of
slim four-sided pyramids, and to make up
for the absence of guys a great deal of
attention had to be given to their founda-
tion in gigantic concrete blocks. Each of
the feet is also insulated in porcelain.
The construction is of wide -mesh girders
offering very little surface to wind pressure
and allowing a considerable play in the
whole mast.

A Striking Feature.
For aerial a five -wire T -type was chosen,

with the lead down to the station from a
point near the centre. In order to be able
to experiment freely for the best results
when tests had begun, platforms with
winding apparatus were erected on the
masts about 100 feet above the earth.
From these the aerial could be adjusted
either in length or height.

An earthing system comprising eight
miles of copper is one of the most striking
features of the Langenberg station. It is
claimed to be absolutely perfect in its
results. The system, laid out in a great
star formation on all sides of the station

One el the trans-
mitting valves used

at Langenberg.

building, consists of copper wires buried
one metre below the surface and joined
elliptically at their extremities by a wide
band of copper. Every listener knows that
it is impossible to take too much trouble
with an earth, and it is probably true to

' say that the success now attending the
results of transmissions from Langenberg
is very largely duo to the splendid system -
described above.

The new station has an input power of
60 kw. and an output of 25 kw. The
necessary electric power for the station
is taken from the overland system of the
Berlin Electricity Works, and the pressure
of the current is stepped up to 10,000
volts. The transmitting valves require a
great volume of water (as much as 1,100
gallons per hour) to cool them, and this
water is first softened by a special process
to prevent the formation of " fur " in the
water jackets.

Programmes a r e
ordinarily supplied
by land line from six
different studios.
The chief of these Is
at Cologne, and the
others are at Elber-
feld, Essen, Dussel-
dorf, Dortmund and
Muenster. But trans-
mission is also
possible from any
station in Germany,
and the Berlin pro-
gramme is sometimes
taken over. Many
difficulties had to be
overcome b y the
engineers before these
programmes could be
employed. -

Range.

The most import-
ant achievement of
the new station is its
wide radius of recep-
tion. On a crystal
set with an inside
aerial Langenberg
can be received with-
in a 32 -miles radius,
and with an, outdoor
aerial within 64 miles.
Under specially
favourable conditions
it was recorded that
an adapted crystal
set in Vienna received
the programme. This
is a distance of 830
miles. Complaints
during the early days
of the station that
programmes were
not well received in
districts close to the

station were balanced by reports from a
distance of 1,600 to over 2,000 miles
stating that reception was perfect.

Herr Ernst Hardt, the station director
under the control of the
Westdeutsche Rund f unk
Co., met at first with a
good deal of criticism from
listeners in the Ruhr area,
who believed that he was
going to neglect them.
Hardt had stated that he
attached great importance
to the cultural mission of
a station with such a
vast influence, and that
he would arrange for at
least one opera and one
drama a week. Ho had
to speak at several protest
meetings and assure the
outraged Rhinelanders
that he would care for
local as well as general
interests. He appears to
be keeping his pledge.

Complaints have also
been received from districts
south of Cologne that re-
ception there from Lang-
cnberg is poor. In order
to cover the area in which this " blind
spot" is centred it has been decided to erect
a relay station.

Another type of
transmitting valve
used at Langenberg.

The exterior of the Potsdam Broadcasting Station in Berlin. A number
of Langenberg station photographs are included in following page
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Above is shown, on the left, one of the modern high -power,
water-cooled transmitting valves, and (right) the series of
powerful generators and current converters used. The main

power control switchboard is shown on the right.

The above photograph gives a view of some of the transmitting apparatus.

( Above) Thick wires are buried is the above trencher..
These form the extensive "earth which covers a very
hrge area. The base of one of the masts is also shown.

(Right) Another portion of the Main transmitting
apparatus. The wires running across operate the large

switches which are mounted high up on the wall.
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In 1910 great interest was displayed in the reception of Morse signals !

WHAT dayS they were ! And what a
little it took to please us ! There
was no oscillation, no bickering

about programmes ; we were just content
to take what was going. I speak of some-
where round about 1910. Even then there
was an enthusiastic little band of -amateurs
who sat up far into the night listening to
the little sand -papery scratches given
out by ships' sets.

It was by a mere chance I joined \the
happy band. Chancing to be up at Isle -
worth one day, I saw a company of Terri-
torials marching through a gate to a small
hut in a field. I found out they were going
to a wireless demonstration, so I joined the
party, and we were all, in turn, treated to
a precious minute listening -in. When it
was all over, I stayed behind, made friends
with the operator, and came away with
the diagram of a crystal circuit, a piece
of galena, and instructions of how to wind
some electric bell -wire round a cardboard
tube. Some aerial wire and a pair of head-
phones would complete the set.

An Ail -night Vigil.
I went up home in the Midlands for the

Easter holidays, and soon had up a magnifi-
cent aerial suspended from the top of a
tall fir -tree, a four -wire fellow nearly 200
ft. long. In those days it was the fashion
to connect together electrically the upper
ends.

By ten o'clock one night all was ready
for a test. Acting'on the instructions of my
friend, the set responded when the bell -
push in the room was pressed, so all that
remained was to drop on the wave -length
of some station that might he going. This
was a case of working in the dark, for I
knew nothing about the wave -lengths of
any station ; arid, to he on the safe side,
I had wound tubeS with wire totalling
4 ft. 6 in. in length. After prodding about
on the bared wire in vain for three hours,
things seemed pretty hopeless. Suddenly,
however, a rich musical note boomed in at
good 'strength, This, I found out later, was
Poldhu giving out its nightly News Brilletin.
Later on I dropped on the ship and coast
stations. At 5 a.m. I turned in, pretty well
pleased with the night's work.

Other popular stations that old-timers
will remember were Nauen, with its coarse

poppy note on
1,200 metres ;
Clifden, high
and clearly
defined on
4,000 metres;
Eiffel Tower,
loud and

deliberate (as I noted it in my log), also on
1,200 metres.

Scheveningen, T.C. (Calais), T.D. (Dun-
kirk), and the Batavier boats were others
frequently heard.

Welcome Morse.
It seems difficult to believe in these

days that friends considered it a great
privilege to  he asked to come in of an
evening and listen to a couple of hours of
Morse. If only some of us could bat get
away from it for all time ! The great
advantage of Morse in the presence of
friends was that you could label it as you
wished, and I'm afraid some of us put very
distant labels on it, according to the
company present.

At the same time, even then there were
occasional plums to be picked from the
ether. Every now and then a mild form
of concert would burst in upon the listeners ;
rather a watery affair, it is true, but, never-
theless, an actual programme of unan-
nounced but easily recognised items, and
alWays finishing up in style with the

tea
A RADIO RETROSPECT.

Ry R. HUMFREY.
National Anthem. These were given out
by the Lepel. experimental station at
Slough, where a quenched spark system
was in use. Herr Lepel was a genial Austrian
with a taste for weird experiments, and
had rigged up a small eight -fingered key
board that controlled an inductance shunted roue
the arch which altered the pitch of the note and
formed a scale. The items were mostly hymns,
and sounded like a child playing on one note.
Anyhow, they must rank as early examples of
broadcast tunes. If, during one of these shows,
another station chipped in with " There is a
Happy Land," that would be the De Forest
station at Cambridge having its own little joke.
Another diversion for those who could read Mom,
was to listen to someone who repeatedly rapped oui;
over the ether, " Smoke So-and-So's coarse -cut
mixture." This gentleman did not give his call-sigii
on these occasions, but we knew him to be Cullercoats,
where the Poulsen system was being tried out at that
time. I often wondered if he worked on a commissio:i
basis.

Telephony Experiments.
The biggest surprise I ever had whilst listening -in

was one Sunday morning in November, 1912. I could
hardly believe my ears when I heard a couple talking
to each other, and several times counting from on
to twelve. The conversation finished with " Good-
bye, Joe." (It wasn't " old man " in those days.)

This, I found out afterwards, was a conversation
between two representatives of the Grindell-Matthew,
Syndicate, speaking respectively from Letchworth
and Welwyn, a distance of 12 miles. They did better
than they knew at the moment, for I was listening t,r
them at a point near Banbury, over 50 miles away.
When, a few days later, I put on the 'phones, a
very clear voice repeated several times, " Experi-
menters of the British Isles, Signor Marconi greet+
you across the ether." That, however, was a yowl's
friend of mine with a keen sense of humour. He had
cleverly connected up my set to a microphone, and
was working his little stunt up in the attic no further
than two floors up.

An amateur's receiving station in the year 1910. This set nowadays woad be regardel
bulky for crystal work
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Some interesting

short articles of

an eminently
practical nature.

AERIAL INSULATION.

AN
excellent method of providing a high
degree of insulation for an aerial is
the one illustrated in the accompany-

ing diagram.
The method is particularly suitable in

those cases in which the aerial is to be
attached to a chimneystack, or to the end
of a house. It is not so suitable for aerials
which are secured to the ends of long thin
masts, owing to the combined weight of the
insulators employed.

As will be seen from the diagram, a chain
of three insulators is" attached to the upper
part of the chimneystack, and about two
feet below it is attached another chain of
three insulators. These chains of insulators
then converge to a single insulator, to
which the aerial wire itself is attached.

Ordinary small por-
celain insulators may 
be employed for the
purpose, although, of
course, it is desirable
that the main insu-
lator to which the aerial wire is attached
should be of the most efficient pattern
possible.

It is best to secure the insulators to the
chimney -stack by means of rawlplugs,
inserted in the brick of the stack-not in
the mortar The free ends of the wire
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attached Jo the insulators should be fas-
tened tightly to screws which are then
inserted in the rawlplugs.

AN IMPROVISED VERNIER CONDENSER.
IT is often very convenient to have at

hand a vernier condenser of a simple
type in order to conduct rough experi-

ments in the introduction of small amounts
cf capacity into one or more portions of a
radio receiving circuit. The instrument
here illustrated is capable of meeting this
need in a very appropriate manner, and,
as its construction is of the simplest nature.
it will no doubt recommend itself to the
attentions of wireless amateurs who do not
ivisli to go to the- expense of procuring a
vernier condenser of the orthodox variety.

Procure two thin and perfectly flat pieces
of cardboard. Place these in a warm oven
until they are thoroughly dried, and then
give them a coating of shellac varnish on
both sides in order to render them moisture

proof. A convenient size for the cardboard
is four inches by three inches.

Next, obtain two sheets of silver paper
or tinfoil a little smaller in dimensions than -
the cardboard pieces. The "silver paper "
on which cigarette manufacturers expend a
small fraction of their surplus profits will
come in very nicely for this need. Gum a
sheet of silver paper or tinfoil on to each

'113
i".asily-Made

Vernier
Condenser.

cardboard piece, and from a projecting
tack of tinfoil on each sheet take thin wire
leads.

Now insert each cardboard piece having
a sheet of tinfoil attached to it into the
projecting plug of a two -coil holder. If the
cardboard is thin, this wedging of it down
the split portion of the plug will not injure
the latter

The condenser will now be complete,
and its capacity is, of course, varied by
moving the coil holder supporting the
movable tinfoil sheet up against the
stationary one, the closer together the two
tinfoil sheets being, the greater the capacity
set up by the condenser.

LINKING -UP PANEL UNITS.
AN exceptionally neat and effective mode

of connecting up panel units which
I saw in use the other day is well

worthy of a description in these columns.
By the use of this method, two separate

panels can be connected together or dis-
connected in the absolute minimum of
time, and without the necessity of em-
ploying wire or flex leads for the purpose..

The illustration below indicates clearly
the means by which this is accomplished.

Suppose, for example, it is desired
occasignally to connect up a single valve
amplifying unit to an ordinary crystal set.
On the side of the crystal set cabinet.
just below the 'phone terminals, is placed
an ordinary coil plug, and two short leads
are taken from this to the 'phone terminals.
A similar plug is attached to the side of
the cabinet just below the input terminals
of the amplifier, leads from the coil plug
to the under sides of the input terminals
being taken as before.

If due care is taken to fix the two coil
plugs at exactly the same height from the
bases of the cabinets, a ready means of
linking up the two units will have been
accomplished. Moreover, if at any time
the use of the amplifier is not required,
the latter can instantly be disconnected,
and the 'phone leads secured to the crystal
set 'phone terminals in the usual manner.

The method can, of course, be extended
to the connecting up of many other varying
types of panel units.

A NOTE FOR REACTION USERS.
IWONDER how many reaction enthu-

siasts have noticed the apparent fact
that if the reaction coil is wound with

thinner wire than the aerial coil, a consider-
able improvement in reception' results. Not
only does the actual signal strength under

(Continued on next page.)
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HINTS AND HOOKUPS.
(continued from precious page.) t

any given set of conditions increase, but the
set tends to becoine more selective, and
reaction noises are much more readily
eliminated, or, at least, kept under control.

For instance, if the reaction, coil of an
ordinary valve set is wound with No. 24
wire, it is very advantageous to have the
aerial coil constructed with No. 20, or even
No. 18 wire. The efficiency thus obtaihedis
very considerably greater than, would be the
ease if both coils were wound with the same
gauge of wire. Such, at any rate, has been
my experience, and I am confident that
other amateurs will reach the same con-
clitsion if they take the trouble to put this
note to an actual test.

A NOVEL PANEL FIXTURE.
ONE usually finds the knob of a variable

condenser much too handy when
pulling out the panel in the American

type of cabinet, and this has consequently
the effect of causing the vanes to rub, so
here is a hint which will be of use in this
matter.

The panel is always fixed to the baseboard
brackets by means of two bolts and nuts,
but I substitute these for two small cabinet
door handles. (Handicrafts, Ltd. supply
them for a few pence.) These handles are
fitted With a threaded rod and nut, and can
be fixed in the same way as previously done

(see sketch). Being made in mahogany or
)lack erinoid they will match both kinds of
)anels, and not only do they look neat,
nit they prove invaluable when pulling out

the panel.

A STATIC REDUCING NOTION.
.

AMATEURS who are persistently
troubled by static interference in
their reception, including not merely

atmospherics of the natural variety, but
also all kinds of other interference, such
es those due to the -presence of electrical
generators in the' neighbourhood- of the
receiving aerial, may like to experiment
with the following means of effecting, at
the very least, some amelioration of the
trouble.

Remove the aerial and earth terminals
from the panel of the set, and then cut
a strip of good white paper of such a size
that it will reach across the panel from
the aerial to the earth terminal. A pencil
line is then drawn down, the middle of
the paper strip, after which the terminals
are replaced, as shown in the diagram,
Fig. 1.

In carrying out the above operation,
it is necessary to make sure that the under-
sides of the terminals make good electrical
contact with the pencil line. In order to
ensure this, it is advisable to clean up
the: under parts of the terminals with a
little sandpaper, as these portions are
often covered with lacquer.

In many cases this very simple treat-
ment will result in a complete cessation of
the interference trouble. If the trouble
still persists, make the pencil line on the
strip of paper between the two terminals
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thicker, and; if necessary, draw two or more
such lines on the paper strip.

This device works, of course, by pro-
viding a very high resistance path for the
disturbing currents. These are shorted to
earth, while the majority of the transmitted
waves pass on to the set.

Another variation of this basic idea is
to soak the paper strip in Indian ink (ink
of the ordinary blue -black variety will not
do), and then, after allowing it to dry, to
secure the paper strip in the above fashion.
In this case the device works in the same
way as the pencil line strip. Indian ink
contains carbon, and this presents a high
resistance leakage path to
the interfering impulses.

It should be understood,
of course, that these suitzges-
tions are not put forward as
an absolute cure of interfer-
ence troubles in every Single
case. Nevertheless, the
above means are very often
successful, and as they are
simple to carry out in
practice, it will be well
worth the while of any radio
set owner who is troubled by
static interference to carry
out a few experiments with
their use: Finally, if the
experiments are a complete
success, a thin layer of shellac
wax over the paper strip
will keep , the  pencil line
intact and prevent it from
being rubbed away.

A NEAT DIAL INDICATOR.

Awhich will help one
NEAT dial indicator,

to a more accurate
reading of condenser scales,
may be made in a few
moments out of a brass
terminal strip from an old

e'll)4/1147..

flash -lamp battery, by cutting one end
to a point and bending the strip to the
required shape. This may be affixed to the
panel by means of Chatterton's compound,
or by a small nut and bolt, and can easily
be arranged so that the distance between
the point of the brass strip and the dial
scale is very small. Such indicators are
more attractive in appearance than the
usual " transfer " arrow, and do not look at
all " makeshift." The brass can, of course,
be cut with an ordinary pair of scissors.

RESTORING OLD PANELS.
THE materials required are : (1) A sheet

of fine emery cloth, grade 0 or 00,
(2) A sheet of Blue -back emery paper,

grade 00, (3) linseed or olive oil, and (4)
pumice powder: :

Knock some small nails or brads into
the bench round the edges of the panel so
that both hands may be used. Fold a strip
of the emery cloth round a block of wood
or cork, which fits nicely into the palm of
the hand, then with a smooth circular
motion rub evenly over the whole surface
of the panel.

In a short time the emery cloth will be
wont down ; a fresh strip should be: sub-
stituted and the work continued. A
considerable amount of ebonite dust will
have accumulated, and this must be
brushed off and the panel examined to see
that the whole surface is receiving the same
treatment.

When the panel presents an even, dull
appearance, and no trace of the old polish
remains, brush off the dust clinging to the
panel and replace the emery cloth with a
strip of the Blue -back paper. This should
be used in the same manner as the cloth,
and until the rather deep scratches caused
by the previous operation have all been
removed. A little linseed oil and pumice
powder on a piece of soft rag will finish off
the process as far as the " matting " is
concerned, and the surplus oil should be
wiped off with a clean duster.

The resulting surface will not change
colour and will last indefinitely.
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WHOSE TURN?
WRITERS of constructional articles in the radio journals
keep one eye on the advertisement columns. Advertisers
naturally expect their products to be used and mentioned
in turn by these writers. So when you see certain makes of
components definitely specified, remember that they are not
necessarily the best. Users now know that they can replace
every part named in any published circuit with the corre-
sponding part in the LISSEN range. You will use all the
energy available if you build with LISSEN parts and get
louder, clearer signals from near and far in consequence.

SAVES H.T
You should put a I.ISSEN z Mfd. Mans -
bridge Type Condenser across your H.T.
Battery (t mfd. will do, although a
larger size is preferable), and so lengthen
its life by so per cent.
These fine -quality condensers are totally
enclosed by a moulded solid insulating
case. This is a great protection, especially
when the condensers are of large capacity
and are used in eliminator circuits. The
condenser cannot short-circuit on to its

-case.

LIME., Dia is9ri.lge ripe Condensers

2 mfd. 4/8. a mid. 3/10.
Other capacities :
.01 2/4 '23 ... 3/-
o3 2/4 r .. 2/6
025 .. 2/4 .5 3/4

LISSEN FIXED CONDENSERS
These arc the condensers you should use
for resistance -capacity units. They arc
absolutely leak -proof ; they deliver all
their stored -up energy, and they never
vary. Guaranteed accurate to within
5 per cent of marked capacities. Notice
the new improved case which enables
condenser to be mounted upright or flat.
A pair of grid -leak clips is included free
with every .grid condenser.

LISSEN Fixed Mica Condensers
.000i to .00 , 1!- each (much reduced)
002 to 'ooG, 1,'6

ONLY 1/6

The baseboard type of LISSEN Re-
sistor is now reduced from 2/6 to 1/6.
This type has, of course, no knob,
dial or pointer, but is provided with
2 holes for screwing to baseboard.'
7 and 35 ohms Rheostats : 400 ohms
Potentiometer, each 1/6 (Previously 2/6)

PANEL RHEOSTATS

The wires do not loosen, the arm
keeps iu perfect contact-nothing
ever goes wrong with this Rheostat.
Rheostats, 7 and 35 ohms .. 2/6

(Previously 41-)
Potentiometer 400 ohms.. .. 2/6

(Previously 4/6)
Dual Rheostat, 35 ohms ... ... 4/6

(Previously 8/.)

EFFICIENT & NEAT

LISSEN
2 -tray Switch.

Energy often leaks away at the switch
points. But not if the efficient LISSEN
switches are used. There is a LISSEN
switch for every switching need. Each
one is very neat and fixed by the one -
hole method. Tinned tags enable con-
nexion to be made easily. PLOW

LISSEN TWO - WAY SWITCH 1/6
(Previously 2/9)

LISSEN KEY SWITCH .. 1/6
(Previously 2/61

LISSEN REVERSING SWITCH 2/6
(Previously 4/-)

SERIES PARALLEL
SW ITCH . 2/8

(Previously 3/9)
LISSEN FIVE -POINT SWITCH 216

(Previously 4/-)
LISSEN D.P.D.T. SWITCH .. 2/6

(Previously 4'-)

SCOOPED OUT

1Ie
Iui

There is not a square inch of superfluous
ebonite in this LISSEN Valve Holder. That
means low capacity and low loss, and therefore
stronger, clearer signals. Shown ready for
baseboard mounting, but can also ba used for
panel mounting by bending springs straight.
Patented. Previously 1:8. NOW 1/.

LISSEN GRID LEAKS

LISSEN Leaks are absolutely silent in use;
their resistances never alter. This was proved
some time ago by exposing them to the rain
and sun on our factory roof.
All resistances. Previously r/3. NOW 1/-

LISSEN LTD., S-16, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY
Managing Director : THOMAS N. COLE. L. 308
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MOST wireless amateurs are, I fear, quite
ignorant of the highly important
role that common dust, grease from

one's fingers, and kindred grime fulfil in the
direction of effecting injury. On this par-
ticular occasion I will confine my attention,
to the possibilities relative to metallic
contacts when they are influenced by the
presence of specks of grimO of any de-
scription.

Bear in mind that there is no means of
overcoming these particular defects-not
at the present time, at any rate,

Building -Up Effect.
Suppose we are " listening in " to stations

which are not very far away from our set.
In such a case it does not matter seriously
if the metallic contacts are of a compara-
tively poor character ; for no great effort
is needed on the respective parts of the
apparatus to surmount any poorness of
condition.

In the event, however, of our desiring to
hear what distant stations are transmitting,
the matter is in another category altogether.
If we wish to secure a satisfactory response
therefrom, a very small E.M.F. is sufficient,
provided all fittings are in proper order.
Necessary accuracy depends on the response
beginning with tiny impulses of the correct

* 011 ---- -4.  -4,--0----- -.0-4.-4 - 0-0- -0 -0- 0011
+ +An article of interest to all readers, whether they be owners of super-hets. $
+ or of the more popular crystal set, and especially valuable to those who go +
+

in for long-distance reception. +

+

+ By JAMES SCOTT, M,S.C.I., M.E.H A., M.A.C.S.
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frequency ; so that they may be gradually
worked up to suitable pitch.

A little comparison will emphasise my
meaning. We are confronted, say, with a
huge rock balanced on a small projection.
It is too large to lift, or to shift M. the or-
dinary way. If, however, we give it a gentle
push (the effect of which is too insignificant
to be seen), then wait for a short interval of
time and repeat the push with slightly
stronger vigour, following this up with a
third, fourth, and so on jerk, each succeed-
ing one being stronger than the preceding
shove, we may within half an hour or so
find that the great mass is rocking notice-

' ably to and fro ; and can eventually be
given a powerful thrust capable of causing
it to tumble right over off the pinnacle upon
which it has for so long been standing quite
firmly and apparently immovable.

Process of Tuning.
The whole subject of tuning depends on

the success with which the force is worked
up from a minute action, or impulse, to
-one of a bold, energetic kind, becoming, in
due (purse, one of great magnitude or volume.

But, if the preliminary tiny disturbance
cannot happen as it should do, there will be
no response such as is required. When
handling a very small E.M.F., perfect con-

tact between the numerous
metallic connections is abso-

An ordinary piece of wire, showing the oxide coating.

lutely necessary. An electric
pressure of several volts or
so axe usually necessary to
break down even a thin in-
sulating film, but such volt-.
ages are rarely found on the
H.F. side of a wireless re-
ceiver.

A coat of oxide, for instance,
which is so thin as to be
scarcely perceptible, While
being all right for currents
derived in other forms of elec-
trical apparatus, can he so
seriously upsetting as to
render a " wireless " set use-
less for desired action.

An E.M.F. of 100 volts can
spring across a minute'space
if the insulating film has been
disturbed in the manner sug-
gested ; while one of 3,000
volts is capable of yielding a
spark of a millimetre dimen-
sion, and jump across a.
space about equal to its own

size or, of course, of any lesser width,
thereby demonstrating the fact that a dis-
tinct loss of current may be involved by
even the least noticeable of gaps in an
insulating film.

Exceedingly Small Impulses.
If, on the other hand, we manipulate

one -hundredth of a volt, or one -thousandth,
or one -millionth, no such phenomenon
occurs. Yet, as Sir Oliver Lodge points
out so strikingly, the initial surgings upon
which success in listening -in from very
distant stations depends cannot begin at
much over one -millionth of a volt. Hence,
it only needs the very slightest defect to
interfere with the beginning of the process,
and consequently tuning cannot be effected
as it should be.

In attempting to discover explanations
for these phenomena, many patient and
clever experiments have repeatedly been
undertaken, and the outcome of these is to
establish the truth that some electrons aro
evidently free from their atoms, and can be
controlled by the merest electric force which
remains, as it were, intact.

Just a slight digression will be advisable
here. According to the old theory-not
ancient, but not so modern as the study of
electricity, matter consisted of combina-
tions of atoms and molecules, the former
(when alone) comprising the elements-
iron, gold, silver, copper, oxygen, hydrogen,
nitrogen, etc.-which could not be changed
into anything else.

(Continued on page 261.)
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through the microscope.
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The Condenser of the future is evolved on the logarithmic
principle-thus avoiding in the only possible manner the
defects inherent in both Square Law and Straight Line
Frequency types. Only by designing a condenser on the " log "
principle is it possible to spread stations really satisfactorily
over the whole dial, without any falling out of step at the
beginning and the end. By using individual " log " con-
densers in multi -tuned circuits remember that all dial readings
are the same. Thus tuning is an extremely simple matter.

-001 - 21/-
0005 -17/6
.0003 - 16/6

In time all condensers sold will be designed on the " log " prin-
ciple, but so far CYLDON Log Mid -line Condensers-just
placed on the market-are the first tog principle condensers
to be made in this country.

And just as CYLDON Condensers, of whatever type, are
reckoned in very highest class of all, so CYLDON " Log
Mid -line Condensers " are not only the first out, but will
remain the best. Prices :

*00025 - 16/-
*0002 - 15/6
Pr:ces include 4" Knob dial. It
dial le not required. deduct I -.

This new condenser is such a great improvement that in future all our gang condensers
will be built up with Log Mid -Line Units. If you are building a receiver using gang
control, bear in mind that the CYLDON Log Mid -Line is the only correct condenser. Prices:

2 -GANG £2-10-0. 3 -GANG 4 -GANG £4-10.0.

LOG LE MID -LINE

CYLDON Temprytes, the best means of valve contro.!, are guaranteel to function perfectly with any type of
valve. Comprehensive valve chart, showing correct Tempryte for every valve, free on application to your dealer.

CYLDON TEMPRYTES, 2 6 each. HOLDER MOU:VT1NGS, 16 each.
If unable to obtain CYLDON products locally: write direct to

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS,
CYLDON WORKS, SARNESFIELD ROAD, ENFIELD TOWN, MIDDX. nrco),,e:

E.tfield o672.
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NOTICE
TO ALL

BENNETT COLLEGE
STUDENTS

PAST OR PRESENT.
To -day I received a letter from an old student

who for private ,reasons did not complete his
course although he had paid his fees. This
was three or four years ago. . He writes to
ask if he is at liberty to complete his course.

This notice is to inform all Bennett College
students, past or present, if for any reason
whatever they have not completed their course,
no matter how long ago it may have been,
their names are still kept and they are at liberty
to resume their studies until their course is com-
pleted, in fact, we shall welcome them back.
Some students who may have taken up a
technical course may prefer to transfer to a
commercial course or vice versa. We teach
all the technical trades and ail the commercial
professions by post, in all parts of the world,
and we specialise in all the examinations
in connection with them. If any student
has joined for a course that does not suit
him he is at liberty to transfer. We hope
all Bennett College students will make this
known to their friends.

.

If You want any advice write to me at this
address, The Bennett College, Dept. 1°6,
Sheffield.

F.R.S.A., AI.I..Mar.E., A.I.Struct.E., etc.,

Governor of

THE BENNETT COLLEGE,
SHEFFIELD.

Don't Despair
We will make. your broken or burnt out
vake as good as new. Simply pack it up
and Send it to us'together with your name
and address and remittance. Half
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REPAIRED Me cst-AT HALF LIST PRICES. of new/

(Minimum charge 51-).
Wow, S.P.'s and low capacity types not repairable.
Minimum D.E. current 015 amp. when repaired.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
VALCO LTD., Dept. P.W. Tabor Grove,

WIMBLEDON, S.W.19.

VALCO will mend it!
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REDFERN'S

NON-METALLIC SURFACE

RADIO PANELS
(Registered Trade Mark.)

REDFERN'S LOW LOSS
COQ FORMERS
made in four sizes.
Size A. 2 in. 1/6 each. B. 2l in 1/9 each.

C. 3 in. 2/1 each. D. 31 in. 2/3 each.

Save One and
Sixpence per

Valve
Beyond the Detector stage, to pay
more than r/3 for the valve holders

"shock absorbing" devices are
is extravagance. The belief that

]PR
necessary in every stage is a definitely
exploded fallacy. For H.F. and L.F.
stages there is nothing better than the new Ashley Valve Holder.
Constructed throughout of genuine bakelite and non-oxydising metal, the valve
sockets are surrounded by air throughout co% of their length. Sockets and
connections are stamped complete out of one piece, provision being made for
wiring to terminals or soldering to tags. Moreover, a special safety groove is
provided to ensure the valve legs engaging with the corresponding sockets.

STANDARD VALUE RESISTANCES
Exhaustive tests by the
National Physical and
other  world famous
laboratories have pro-
duced highly satisfactory
reports. Each Resistance
on completion is subjected
to a prolonged ordeal
during which it is under
pressure at a minimum of
230 volts.
Guaranteed accurate within ten
per cent. Superior to wire wound.
Differs in construction from all
others.

If your dealer cannot supply
we send post free.

Ashley Wireless Telephone Co. ( 1925) Ltd.
Finch Place, London Road, Liverpool

PRICE 2/6 each
(with clips)

50,000 ohms to 1 megohm.

ICE 1/3 each
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OBTAINING ACCURATE TUNING.
BY A. E. HALL.

-   0000 --0-----004-0--- *
CONTROL dials are perforce handled

considerably, and consequently the
marking often gets dirty, indistinct,

. and sometimes entirely removed.- These
can usually be made equal to new by care-
fully: scraping away the old filling from the

narking niches and refilling with white
sealing -wax.

This is prepared by breaking into small
pieces a. quantity of white sealing -wax, and
having put the bits in a small bottle they
should be covered with alcohol (methylated
spirits). The wax quickly dissolves, and
may be applied with a small artist's -painting
brush. When the filling has been allowed

to dry, any that has strayed from its course
may be removed with a sharp knife. Should
this filling become dirty it can be cleaned
with a damp cloth.

A condenser dial used for
DX work "must have the
reading clear and distinct,
and should it be dirty it
may be treated as above.
For critical tuning the indi-
cators used by many ama-
teurs are not at all suit-
able. (Ivorine arrows, saw
clots in screws, etc). These
should be discarded and a
new register made .by
scratching a fine- line on the
panel with a scriber or strong
needle and filling with wax.

A template could be made
in a few minutes to do this
line and keep it straight
(Fig. 1). The line should
extend under the edge of the

SYSIV. SY
ClICS,
SER,

dial, and when filled may he trimmed with a
knife, as before. Close tuning can le made
very simple by fixing a small -magnifying
glass overthe register or painter, as shown in
Fig. 2. A suitable glass can be purchased
for a few coppers. Care should be taken in
soldering the arm (if necessary). Some are
made with the glass sliding in a sheath,
with this removed a small screw passed
through the swivel hole can be used for
fixing.

*  1-4.- -0- --r---- .0-0000000-0.
MINUTE DEFECTS OF

CONTACT.
4 (Continued from page 253.) t* --  ........ - 1.-0 *

Other substances were the atoms of the
elements remodelled, so to speak, in such
a way as to produce compounds-i.e., iron -
oxide, gold -chloride, silver nitrate, copper -
sulphate, oxide of hydrogen (water), nitrate
of soda, and so on. But the more recent
theories conclude that the actual basis of all
matter, whether the particles are elemental
or compounds, is electrical, and composed
of electrons and protons.

There is no need to go deeper into the
very technical phases of this subject in order
to understand sufficiently the purport of
my words. Simply bear in mind that every-
thing in the world-solids, liquids and gases
-is made up of particles of electricity, known
as electrons, which we may regard as par-
ticles- of energy,

The " Critical Force."
Now we will return to the topic under

treatment. It is really surprising that a
conductor can carry such infinitesimal
quantities of current as it does-but there
is the fact !

Electrons could not, however, obey
Ohm's law if the minute E.M.F. did not
yield a corresponding amount of current.
In other words, a current, too insignificant
for detection by ordinary means, can pro-
duce a tiny proportional result on the
electrons, and so start the surgings which
necessarily grow, so to express it, gradually
until they become so voluminous as to be
extremely clear, distinct, and accurate. -

When an insulating medium has been
broken down it serves then as a conductor.
It is really ionized ; or has its electrons duly
liberated: It does not signify whether it con-
sists of oxide, grease, or anything else which

is used to keep the current travelling along
its desired course-it easily conducts.

What is known as a " critical force " is
necessary to break them down. It is in this
direction that the action of dust, perspira-
tion from one's fingers, globules from
vapour, etc., produces risk of destruction in
small scattered areas. And, moreover, such
effects cannot be prevented by any known
methods : anything and everything which
is exposed to the air is liable to this descrip-
tion of fault. Even the breath can be
responsible for it ; so that it will be at once
apparent how significant it is from the
point of view of "wireless" performance. If
the interrupting surface is scraped off it
speedily reappears, as is obvious, since no
one can prevent dust from falling.

Metals may secure complete contact
through the scraping action
of loose fittings. But if such
a junction should receive a
shock, even of slight extent,
such as a jolt or shake, it
may be rebroken, and thus
cause the familiar troubles,
which consist of several in-
definable noises, and odd
behaviour of all kinds. The
actual causes of these defects
are generally so small that
it is extremely difficult to
trace them, and it is much
better to endeavour to pre-
vent them altogether.

For satisfactory tuning,
all parts of an aerial must
be well joined up ; and in
instances where sliding con-
tacts are used the binding,
or other form of holding,
should be staid and capable
of resisting chance shifting
from any cause. It is for
this reason that soldered
contacts are safest and most
suitable. Sliding contacts .
are unreliable.

The illustrations may afford some enlight-
enment in these affairs, although they must
be regarded as merely typical, because every
case has its own individual items or trouble-
some formation, etc.

Minute Details.
In Fig. I we see an intact wire, and all

metal surfaces covered with oxide are
similar in granular texture to this structure.

In Fig. 2 are several grains of dust, etc.,
recognisable through the microscope as
emanating from fabrics, timber, stones,
road grit, and so forth.

In Fig. 3 are shown several leakages of
current, to which so many of the un-
favourable incidents described are directly
traceable, although they may not be ob-
servable to the naked eye.

fiG. 3.
DAIWA, ey
eNA.0:0Y

/18
Leakage of current, though invisible to the naked eye, due to

faulty insulation.
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7A;R:r Crystal Set

THIS
crystal set has been called the

" R.7 " because it gives nice loud
signals. Although the " R " code is

not used by broadcast listeners very much,
it is a very useful one, for it immediately
indicates a definite volume. " Good tele-
phone strength," " fair loud speaker," etc.,
are all very well, but this haphazard method
is not a very definite means of classifying

strength of reception. The " R " system
at once suggests a graduation. It is used by
all the service stations. The " R " merely
stands for " Reception," while the numbers
range from 1 u,.) to 9. The latter number
represents very loud signals indeed, while
1 would only be applied to signals that were
practically inaudible on the most sensitive
telephone receivers.

Will Bring in 5 X X.

There is nothing particularly original
about the " R.7 " crystal set, and it is quite
a simple sort of set to construct and to
handle. It will, of course, tune up to
Daventry with the assistance of the

* 0 0 -0- 0 0 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 4-4- -4- -a- -4. *
+ t

An efficient set for reception of either +

the local station or 5 X X. Designed, Built
and Described +

0 By R. BREWSTER. 0
A 0* -0-.1,- -0+..1.-+-.-e*

ubiquitous loading coil. The circuit is
interesting, as the diagram on this page
will show. Two closely coupled coils are
used, and these are joined directly together
at one end and by means of a .001 mfd.
fixed condenser at the other. A very fair
degree of selectivity results although the
two coils do not form completely separate
circuits.

An Interesting Point.
It is probable that it would be more

correct to regard both the coils and the .001
mfd. fixed condenser as forming, as it were,
one unit in the aerial circuit which has the
.0005 mfd. variable condenser to tune it.%
Nevertheless the efficiency of the circuit
appears to be relatively greater on the lower
wave -length stations than on Daventry,
although it brings in this station as well
as most crystal receivers. The significance
of this will be obvious, inasmuch as the
use of a large loading coil such as is regnii ed

for Daventry would tend to make the other
coils assume comparatively unimportant
positions.

But there is one point well worth bringing
forward, and that is that by varying the
turns on the coils a little one way or another

PARTS REQUIRED.
1 Ebonite panel, 8 in. by 8 in.

-E 1 Case to fit.
1 '0005 mfd. variable condenser (any good

make).
If 1 Panel mounting crystal detector. E-
 1 Panel mounting single -way coil holder.

1 .001 mfd. fixed condenser.
 4 Terminals.

1 Piece of Pirtoid tubing of dimensions
detailed in text. (H. Clarke & Co.). =

E Quantity of wire, etc. (See text.)
911919M1991999999999111119911111911MMIMmumna:

it is possible to increase the efficiency of the
set by making it " balance " more accur-
ately on individual aerial systems. The
balancing refers more to the aerial or smaller
coil, and means but two or three tutus
more or less. There will, however, be
more to say about this when we get to the

(Conlinerul on uek.t page.)

A back -of -panel photograph of the " R.7 "
crystal set clearly showing the coil and most of its conneations.
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THE
" R.7 " CRYSTAL SET.

+
4, (Continued from precious poge.)

*
construction of the ooil. -Suffice it -to say
at this juncture that this " wangling " is
by no means essential, and that good signals
Call be obtained on practically any fairly
decent -aerial with the set built exactly as
described.

Note the five separators used to keep the coil windings apart.

Very little gear is required for this set.
As it is the Most important task, and per-
haps the most tricky, it will be advisable to
wind the coil first. For this about three
ounces of 24 or 26 gauge wire will be
required, although it will be safer to pur-
chas'e a quarter of a pound. The insula-
tion is not important, so that as cotton
covered is the cheapest, this can be used.
A former about 21 in. in diameter and 3 or
SO in. in length must then be obtained. It
should be of ebonite or " Pirtoid " for prefer-
ence, although well waxed cardboard will do.

Winding the Coll.

About h in. from one end two holes
should- be pierced and through this the wire
threaded. Thirty-two turns should then
be wound on and the last turn secured by
threading the wire through two more small
holes. Four or five inches should be left
at each end for connecting purposes. Now
wo have a complete solonoid coil of thirty-
two turns. The second coil should then
be wound over these thirty-two turns,
starting a little way from the beginning of
these, so that they can be decreased if
necessary. Five round pieces of hard dry
wood can be ,used to separate the two
windings, although it will not greatly.
affect results if the second coil is wound
directly over the other. .

For this second coil 70 complete turns
should be wound, and when completed it
will lap considerably over the first coil.
The latter is referred to as the inside coil in
the diagram. The coil unit completed,
this can be laid aside and the task of drilling
the panel commenced. This is quite
straightforward, as the appropriate diagram
shows. Any type of crystal detector can be
used, so that should one be purchased which

requires more than one hole with which to
mount it on the panel, then the measure-
ment given for a crystal detector mounting
hole should be ignored and others drilled
accordingly.

- The author has" used- both a " Griphc,o "
and an " RI." detector in this set, and
both gave excellent results. Mounting the
coil unit is rather a tricky job, but there are
several methods by which this can be
carried out. Two small angle brackets
can be fashioned and secured to the fernier
by means of small nuts and screws. The

unit can then be held to
the panel by means of these
brackets. Another way is to
shape a piece of wood to fit
into the former across its
diameter. This can be fastened
with screws. One or two screws
can then be passed through
the panel into this wood.'

The Terminals.
'The variable condenser need

not be one of ultra' efficiency.
As a matter of fact an S:L.F.
fine-tuning, low loss variable
_would be rather wasted in a
crystal receiver. It is advant-
ageous to have a square law
condenser, and as long as its
movement is fairly smooth
and its construction robust,
this is all that really matters.
A .001 mfd: fixed condenser of
any type of make can be em-
ployed. This also applies to
the loading coil holder.

When all the components are mounted
they can be wired up. But before we
proceed with this I would like to draw con-
structors' attention to the disposition of the
four terminals, which is nothing if not a
novel one. It will be noticed that the
'phone terminals are placed to the left of
the panel. The reason for this is so that
the telephone cords do not foul the right
hand when this member is performing the
actions of tuning -in by adjusting the con-
denser and detector. Y By having the ter-
minals to the left the hand does not pass
over the cords at all, except in the case of
left-handed persons who, after all, are in
the minority.

The Wiring Connections.
On my crystal sets I always place the

earth terminal a trifle lower than the aerial
terminal-just a fraction of an inch. I do
this on valve sets too, when the aerial and
earth terminals are in line as in the case of
the crystal set under discussion. Even
in my most distracted moments I never
connect up the aerial and earth terminals
rouixl the wrong way, because subconsciously
I always think of the earth as being lower !
This practice may .not appeal to all con-
structors as it is not a tidy one in point
of the appearance of the set !

The wiring must be carried out carefully.
as it is very easy to make a mistake when
four connections to one coil unit have to be
dealt with. I must confess that I did
pot do much soldering for I used Belling -Lee
" sub -connectors." These are little fit-
ments which screw on to the shanks of the

(Conrinued on par 267.
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What are the
ideal conditions for

Distant Reception?
A dark night with rain pouring in torrents and the wind
whistling through the trees. A good receiver, well -charged
batteries, and a stage or so of H.F. amplification, incor-
porating Siv BARREL TYPE TRANSFORMERS : these
are the ideal conditions for long distance reception.
With a few notable exceptions, such as the Super -Hetero-
dyne, " straight " circuits using components designed by
competent engineers will in most cases give maximum
satisfaction with certainty of results.
The AD range of components offer you the essentials for
any circuit-need we say more ? The name McMichael
bears testimony for the superiority of components manu-
factured and sold under the sign 141,1 and all bear a
12 months' guarantee. Your dealer stocks them.

Standard Barrel type units in ranges covering 80-7,000 m.
* Semi aperiodic two Units, one broadcast, the other
Daventry (at present available in two ranges -300,500
metres and 1,000;2, 500 metres)
'No. 1 Star covering broadcast wavelengths without
changing the H.F. unit. - New Issues.

UNIFORM PRICE 1.0/- EACH.
Demand of your Dealer tilt Components.

BRITISH, BEST AND CHEAPEST IN THE LONG RUN.

Telephone.
Slough

441-442.

6HE NEW 4T H.F. CHOK?

The new t* H.F. Choke is scientific-
ally designed to deal effectively with
both long and short wave frequencies.
With an inductance of 60,000 micro -
henries, negligible self capacity, and
a D.C. resistance of 130 ohms, it is
ideal for all purposes. Note particu-
larly the reduction in diameter of
the end windings which deal in a
graduated manner with the higher
frequencies, and the central portion
with the lower frequencies.

PRICE 9/- EACH.)

MLELJ-L. A E LE31-4
ManuFacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus
WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUCH: BUCKS:

IRISH AGENTS, B. N. B. WIRELESS LTD., DUBLIN AND BELFAST.

Telegrams:
Radiether,

Slough.

Aducelisiag Service Ltd.
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KCB' THE FIRST -THE BEST 4...

THE PICK OF THE BUNCH!"
Derives Current for

SAFE
ALL High and Low Tension troubles, inesx

and expowe saved-by just attaching
adaptor to electric light lampholder 1
Valves of different filament current and volt- I
age can be used
No batteries o: accumulatcin whatsoever
required I
Bunning costs approximately icl. per hour!
The " EKCO " Silent " Background !

MODEL .1A --D C.

THE'EK.CO" L----
11161i TENSION UNIT
levees APPLISO

MODEL fill_VA

Size 6" x 6" x
(British. Letters Patent Na.262567.)
PROVIDES HIGH TENSION
x Variable Voltage .. 0-100

Fixed Voltage . 120
PRICE £4:5:0

Wireless Receiving Sets from Electric Supply Mains (D.C. & A.C.) by just attaching
adaptor to Electric Light Lampholder !SILENT ! SOUND!

THE SENSATION OF 1927!

o

,

1. 7 T,10

101.-
4:-.)000000000

" °  "" "" "

C 0"in&

COMBINED H.T.-L.T.-G.B. UNIT
FOR D.C.! MAINS

(British Letters Patent No. 262567 and Patents Pending.)

Price £15 : 15 : 0
ILLUSTRATED FOLDER describing the 10 " EKCO " Models
for each A.C. and D.C. Mains at Prices from 42,B. POST FREE.
Obtainable from all the Leadinz Wireless Stores or direct from:-

I .K.COLE

MODEL "0"
PROVIDES:
(a) ILTi-1 Variable voltage 0-100.

1 0.120.
1 Fixed 120.

L.T.-Current for any number of valves of
different type or voltage on your
receiver, provided cacti valve does not
require a filament current of snorethan 35 amps.

.1r) (1.13.-Tappin,gs at 0, 14, 3, 41, 6, 9, 12,15, 16, 21.

MODEL

THE .EKCO W
HIGH TENSION UNIT
(PATENTS AIED Noe
MODEL e,2V,t3 A

M
.e.A

20 0-1011 :" 1-"--5H7F,IN

co °.c......°ts, ;A /0:"T 5

Size 1 2" X 6" X 7"
(British Lottery Patent Nos. 161167 and 148119.)
PROVIDES HIGH TENSION

1 Variable Voltage 0-100-
1 Fixed Voltage ... 120

PRICE 27 115 : 0
Royalty 12;6 extra; A.C. Model only.

TD (Dept. A), 513, LONDON ROAD,
 WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA.

isk4,01,4tViehglitest effick e

ARAINAN45IllitaA"?.11'4.12,,ltl1111:iiittillftt2ig&P.4-y,./INSQ72,741:41.e.,

olv price Vgiv

CUT down the valve
replacement expense,
in your Radio Set !

Here is a Dull Emitter sib
Valve that costs little
because millions use it, but
so carefully is it manu-
factured that it carries a
guarantee of good, work-
manship and a reputation
of sterling service.
Try it next time.
2 VOLT POWER VALVE 8;6

If your Dealer cannot
supply end P.O. 4:1 1,

Post Free.

4 ii
2 Volt
-3 cittip

kd

Continental Radio knportC9!
tiSpital SQ,IdishOjkate,LondonEC1

CONDENSER

tt,

.-..__

-- -----:--
w:th Ebonite EndsandACAULd -in. dial
'CO05 5 9, '003 /6
Vernier Dial 1/6

extra.

RELIABILITY,
WIRELESS GUIDE

Send for New Edition No. 9.A.
It's FREE. Packed full of good
things at keen prices for

Wireless Constructors.
Trade Enquiries Solicited.

::::,\:.
.J 1-11TAY'L OR E. CO

1 -RADIO HOUSE,__,-AY ST. HUDDERSFIELD/

STANDARD
6 -PIN BASE

'tt

Price I/3
SPECIMA RELIABILITY VALUtS

EBONITE
STANDARD

TELEPHONE
PLUG

For
WIdthign.Hinged
Oak

Mahogany

WIRELESS
CABINETS_

I

,,,,IJIBswel

... .40_
Panels 71n. h

12 in. 17/-,19'x.,
17/6, 18 in. 18/6.

11- extra.

f
ellLidSockets

RELIABILITY
GANG CONDENSERS

, --
.. ,. -rt all. t

" ' l. " i

Two Gang, '0005 mid. 18/ -
Three Gang, 'C005 mid. 25,

NON-REYEEIBLE
TELEPHO.,E

PLU.;

With
Insu
fated

Price 1,13

gliiiiiii
G

Wit? Screw
Connections

Price 1/-
RELIABILITY
CONDENSERS

Mansbridge
141 .ds. Type.
'15,o1/6 I Ws.
'5, 1/9 1 infs.

2/6
3;6

MULTI-
BORER

for EBONITE
A Simple
and Effective

Tool.Drills !"

Iand 4"
1/6

Drill only.
I- s h a n k

9d.

- VERNIER
2 -COIL HOLDER

Stele Action

i.

'-r' ®

For Baseboard 6
or Panel 3/V

VERNIER
FRICTION DIAL'

2/
1!),;

r-...k,0
Price $1.

i

KEY
SWITCH Pin

Type

1 3
COIL

FORMER

INSULATOR
and GAL.

BRACKET
1/9

POLARITY
INDICATOR

1 Indicates
A.C. or
Polarity
D.C.
Immedi-

, ately
qs isms, ,,_,

0Knee .°

RELIABILITY
COIL RACK

For 8
Spare
Coils

alliki..10,-

Highly Polienea
Finish. Complete
with fixing a le)

screws L 0

0
I ll!

'''.
1 -Hole /.
Fixing

SPECIALITY Ex-
perlmenters' Par-
cels, Post Paid 5/6

8- ____,

ORDERS VALUE 5/6 Carriage Paid.:Under 5:6. 2c1. per 1/- for packing. eto
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THE
"R.7 " CRYSTAL SET.

4 (Continued from page 264.)

terminals. They make very secure con-
tacts a -id as they will take several leads
at once, they are very handy when a set
which includes a fair amount of wiring is
being made.

The wiring concluded, the panel can be
fitted to a cabinet which can be home made
if the constructor desires, or purchased
quite cheaply from any radio store. It is a
standard size, so that little difficulty should
be experienced in obtaining one.

A " Building -up " Effect.
No trouble should be met with in tuning

in the local station, although you should
not forget to have a shorting plug in the
loading coil holder when this is not in use.
If the set is working properly the greatest
volume should be obtained only over a degree
or two of the condenser dial. A building -
up effect will be noticed as this point is

vIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIe
E-:

=
= THE WIRING.=
- a- Connect aerial terminal to one side of
If loading -coil holder and to one side of
 crystal detector and to one side of variable
 condenser. =

Connect earth terminal to remaining
side of variable condenser, taking this E

E lead on to one side of -001 mfd. fixed con- ...E..
F--- denser and to top end of inside coil. =

Connect remaining side of crystal de-
teeter to one 'phone terminal. .==

Connect other 'phone terminal to
f..1 remaining side of -001 mfd. fixed con-
= denser, taking this lead on to bottom end =- of outside coil.
E.E. Connect remaining side of loading -coil E
E holder to bottom end of inside coil and to E--=E top end of outside coil. E-

F.75fififinfififififilfifififififififiufififilfilIMIIIfifinfifinlifittfiffi

reached. This will be quite different from
an ordinary increase in strength. The
tone of the signals seem to change from a
weak, thin, tinny kind of note to the round,
undistorted reproduction characteristic of a
crystal set. I have not noticed this effect
with any other crystal set, although it is
frequently met with in valve sets.

Now, as mentioned earlier in this article,
it may happen that even better results than
the set will in the ordinary way give may
be obtained by varying the coil turns
slightly to suit individual aerials. This
adjustment will be quite a refinement, and
in very many cases may not provide greater
volume.

In any case only the outside coil need be
varied, and at the most it will mean but
four or five turns one way or the other.

For Daventry, a 150 -turn coil must be
plugged into the loading coil socket,

Some Results Obtained.
In conclusion I trust every " PM."

reader who builds this set will ()Vain as
good results as is given by my set, results
which are so good that I gave the name
" R.7 " to the receiver. My aerial and
earth are good, and I am not very far away
from a maid station; but even so, the fact
that my set will just operate a loud speaker
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sufficiently well for it to be heard at the
otherside of the room when all is quiet does,
I think, justify my claim !

Daventry I seldom receive well on any
crystal set, but this station comes in fairly
well on the " R.7 " crystal receiver. Of
course, in an instrument of this nature the

crystal detector is all important, and more
really depends upon this component 'than
anything else. The best crystal receiver in
existence will give poor results if the de-
tector is insensitive, while an efficient, care-
fully adjusted detector invariably means
good results.

This photograph can be compared with the wiring diagram above.
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T is always interesting when the writers
of )vireless, semi -technical articles in -

y 'the! ne*Spatiers start to air their
:opinions as to the efficacy of home-made
receivers. Many of them seeksafety in the
glib and sometimes parrot -like statement
that " straight circuits are always the best."

We noticed recently in a Sunday paper
that the wireless correspondent of that
jciurnal stated he had received a letter from
a Manchester reader asking whether he
did not think more harm was done to the
cause of radio in general and pure repro-
duction in particular, by the continued
outpourings of " stunt " circuits in the
semi -technical press than by the pirate
home constructor. This Manchester reader
wanted to know " whether it is not possible,
in the light of present knowledge, to lay
down a specification for a standard receiver
to work a loud speaker,"

The writer of the wireless notes comments
on this, and he says he is quite sure his
Manchester friend is voicing the opinion of
very many who have been " lured " to depart
from the simple and perfectly satisfactory
straight circuit, than which nothing can be
better [sic]. Since his personal opinion is
asked, he says, he will say right out that
the man who wants the best in the way of
reproduction, either from his local station
or a number of distant stations, will keep
right away from any of the circuits with
" fancy names." At the same time, he
comes to the conclusion that in the majority
of cases both time and money will be saved
if a good commercial set is bought and
no attempt made to build one at home !

A Few Facts.
Of course, the writer of the above

sentiments is obviously out of touch with
the amateur movement in this country,
and would seem to have 'very little sym-
pathy with the home constructor. Curiously
enough, he seems to forget that quite a
number of the more popular commercial
ets on the market to -clay have circuits

basically founded on circuits which first
saw the light of day in the wireless periodi-
cals of this country and, furthermore, a
very large number of the more popular
sets on the market are far from being
- straight " circuit receivers.

Inasmuch as we publish from time to
time in POPULAR WIRELESS, " The Wireless
Constructor," and " Modern Wireless,"
details about a large number of sets which
have what we suppose our friend the
critic in the Sunday paper would call
" fancy names," we feel it necessary to
bring a few facts to his notice. Names
are given to wireless sets these days because
it is much better than giving them purely
technical labels.

Just as the valve manufacturers would
popularise certain types of valves more
efficiently if they would adopt a more
simplified system of nomenclature.

The " Black Prince "-and Others.
By the naming of wireless receivers, the

amateur constructor is enabled to differen-
tiate between their merits with greater
ease and to remember the various points -in
their favour, etc., -more easily than if the
sets were described simply as " An H.F.,
Det., and 2 L.F. receiver," etc.

The writer in the Sunday paper we have
referred to goes on to give his views with
regard to a standard circuit which he
thinks one of the very best. He thinks

*- 10-4.4-4.4. *

CURRENT
TOPICS.

By THE EDITOR.
Circuits with Fancy Names - An
" Ideal " Set -The Experimenter's

Point of View.

the circuit should be for the operation of
a loud speaker. Four valves should be
used. One efficient stage of neutralised
H.F. amplification transformer coupled to a
high magnification anode bend detector ;
this to be followed by two stages of resist-
ance capacity note magnification coupling.

A Standard Set?
The valves should be of the 6 -volt

class, the output valve being capable of
handling a grid swing of at least 20 volts.
That is to say, the grid bias on the last
valve should be about 20 volts negative.
The output of the L.F. stage through a
choke capacity filter circuit, and the main
voltage on the last valve, should be 120,
the power supply being derived from the
H.T. accumulator or from a good " mains
unit " capable of delivering at least 20
milliamperes of current. No switching
arrangements to cut out any valves should

receivers because they have -names and
because they are frequently dealt with in
the technical press is not only misleading
but silly, and, in any case, to lay down a
standard specification for a valve set would
have little or no appeal to the vast majority
of people who are interested in the technique
of wireless.

However, for the man who, similar to
the Manchester reader we have mentioned,
lacks obviously the elementary knowledge
to operate a receiver, the only alternative
is undoubtedly to buy a straightforward
commercial set.

Delights of Circult4hanges.
He probably finds many of the sets to

which are given " fancy names " " delu-
sions and snares " because he lacks the
knowledge wherewith to operate them
correctly. He is not really an amateur:: but
a listener, and, as a listener, he should
not criticise things which he knows nothing
about.

He is quite right when he says that these
sets are good for trade. but- he is quite
wrong when he says people buy a large
quantity of components which they quickly
discard. That is just what the real amateur
does not do. He obtains a varied collection
of components, but because he builds one
set and scraps it the next week, he does not
necessarily scrap all his components.
He uses them time after time in various

The studio of one of Germany's largest broadcasting stations, in Potsdamerstrasse, Berlin.

be tolerated. There should be a good
Volume control which can he had by dim-
ming the filament of the last valve. In
the anode circuit of the last valve a milli-
ampere metre should be provided. Not
more than two tuninr,e' dials are necessary.
Used with the correct valves, such a re-
ceiver will give astonishingly- good results."

This advice is curiously at variance with
his other remarks. Undoubtedly his sug-
gestions above are excellent, and nobody
will quarrel with them.

The only point we criticise is that we
think the grid bias of 20 volts rather
excessive. Thirteen and a half to fourteen
should be ample. The receiver outlined
above is very similar, by the way, to "The
Black Prince," fully described in the April
issue of " Modern Wireless " by Mr. Percy
W. Harris.

But dogmatic assertions condemning

circuits and so continues to enjoy an
almost unlimited variety in the way of
circuit experiments.

The same applies to the man who is
" lured to depart from the simple and
perfectly satisfactory straight circuit." -

There arc many .types of " straight "
circuits which, in the hands of the in-
experienced amateur, very easily cause
interference due to oscillation. It is possible,
however, that the writer in the Sunday
paper is a little confused in his own mind
as to what is meant by a " straight "
Circuit, and he certainly betrays a lack
Of knowledge of the many types of receivers
on the market which owe their design to
circuits which first appeared in the technical
and semi -technical press, and also a lack
Of knowledge regarding the sets described
in the wireless papers and the popularity
of the hobby Of home construction.
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To Introduce TWO NEW BATTERIES

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD.
WOOLWICH, S.E.I 8

with 50 YEARS' experience of BATTERY MANUFACTURE

are now placing on t:le market

TWO SPECIAL RADIO BATTERIES
to compete with the cheap batteries now being imported

iEIMIEN 60 at 9,6
IEVSiE14 100 at 156

Coe BRITISH MAKE tile PREFERENCE and help to RELIEVE UNEMPLOYMENT
Obtainable from all Dealers.

A NEW BATTERY CHARGE INDICATOR
Chaslyn Vent Type Hydrometer apgletr.)
For High and Low Tension
accumulators (1250 S.C.) Can be
left permanently on accumulator
during discharge and will show a!
a glance the state of charge by the
way the balls of different specific
gravities
sink or
swim.

PRICE:

1/6
EACH

Post Free.

Always on View. No Mess.
Checks Faulty Charging. Increases
Life of Battery. Easy to see
Simple to read. No bothersome
scales. No burden on memory

Full-size
CHASLYN
HYDRO-
METERS

Price /each 3,..
Post
Free.

J. H. COLLIE & CO., 10, Canning Place, LIVERPOOL
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"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Whole Page £40 Quarter Page £ 10
Half Page £20 Eighth Page £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols, to page) per inch 30/ -
Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 15/ -
NO SERIES DIP -AUNTS. ALL COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN
ADVERTISEME?2 COPY SUE- HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
JECT TO EDIVJRIAL APPROVAL OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

ALL communications respecting advertising must be made to : -

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
'Phone CITY 7261.
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Valve Manniacturers and Repairers
owerhouse Mills

WEST BOLLINGTON,MACCLESFIELD
D.E., 7/-; B.E., 4;6; POWER VALVES, 8/6
CASH WITH ORDER OR C.O.D. PROMPT DELIVERY.
LUSTROLUX VALVES FOR ALL PURPOSES
SEND FOR PARTICULARS OF OUR R.C. VALVES

F316.01061111.601 6 LI Iliag li II MOM 11101M105 111 MOM II II 11.1111111gal

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED by

LUSTROLUX LTD.

The EnX-ONE11/1EPTER
Is a beautifttlly finished Moving Coil instrument of wonderful
precision and delicacy Measures microamps to 20 amps.
millivolts to 2,000 volts, and 50 ohms to 50 megs.
INSTRUMENT ONLY 50/, MULTIPLIERS EACH 6/6.

LOUD SPEAKERS
are elegant furniture, as delightful as a violin Model -de luxe
hornless mahogany cabinet type for lid of, set or on wall
Liquidation stock of brand-new original 5 -guinea Violinas,
filled 2,000 ohm Viola reed reproducer, 251, packing and
carriage, 5/
HEAR -EASY 'PHONE EARPADS. List Price, 21.. pr
Sale, 6d. pr Free to Blind Half-price to Hospitals.
SALE OF RECEIVERS by MARCONI CO andother Leading Makers. M. Crystal Cabinets, wills
'phones, 15'6. The Bargain of the Year. The R.I3 10 1

Valve and Crystal Reflex Sets with Ogram Valve, As nsw
in Cabinet, with phones, 30/. Usual price, £5. A, number
of 2. 3. 4. 5 and b Vale. Sets as Bargain Prices.
TEXAS CONE LOUD SPEAKER with the Golden Voice 3 guinea Model,
bronze. for 30/.. complete with cord
Weston Relays, 301- Wheatstone Bridges, 451.; Mioio-Calvos, 60;.;

351-; Res. Boxes, Thermo and Elect to -static Meters, Cell Test,
ii,,paciey Meters, all at low prices.
NOW READY-OUR NEW CATALOGUE
68 Pages. Novel Apparatus. Profusely Illustrated. Numerous New Lines.
Over 1,000 Splendid Bargains. Send 4d. Stamp and Save Pounds.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS, 21S, Upper Thames St.. Landon, E.C.4.
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enormous undistorted volume of music from
the nearest station.
It is recommended unreservedly to the DX
enthusiast, and to the man who wants purity
and punch from the local station.

Buy the "Wireless Constructor" for May.

On Sale April 14th

Price 6d,
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To "%Wireless
Men ,
This note we

And those who

use a Solder,

Discard 'Jour
tools
For now there
rules,

The simplest
thingPFlasold:

FLUSOL
The New Fluid Solder.

Fifteen pence will save a heap
of trouble in your home.

Wireless Jobs, Motor Jobs,
Lighting Sets, Pots, Pans and
Kettles, etc., anyone can now

repair with ease.

JUST A SMEAR OF
"FLUSOLDA," A TI UCH
WITH A HO'I IRON AND

THE JIB IS WINE.
.The greatest advance in sol-
dering methods yet dicovered.

111 The proof is in the tin, 1/3 ; from your wireless dealer or ironmonger. 
A 111

12 THE TRANSPORT SUPPLY CO., LTD., WARRINGTON.

CENTROID
Wireless Components

.C.V1001ENLIKERIC CAld

Screened Coils
C5BA 250-550 Split Primary Aerial Coil

Each

C5DA 1000-2500 8/6
C5BT 250-550 Transformer 101-
C5DT 1000-2500 12/-
C6B 250-550 , Secondary - 10/-
C6D 1000-2500 - - 12/-
C3B 250-550 Rcinartz Coils - - 10/-

D 11 0 0 0 0 C3D 1000-2500 - - 12'-
-itglies Prices include complete screened coil and base.

An entirely new and original method of using screened coils.

CENTROID lead-in and earthing switch - 4/- each
CENTROID slow-motion dial 3/

CONDENSERS
Die Cast. Low Loss. Square Law

SINGLE - - - 10i- each
DUAL - - - 217-
TWO GANG -

THREE ., - - 33!-
Y o end three gong no, fitted with add:banal

balancing condensers.

Obtainable through dealer:
or direct From manufacturers

The Camden Engineering Co., Ltd.
Bayham Place, Camden Town N W.1

The WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Edited by PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

The May issue of "The Wireless Constructor "-
on sale next Thursday, April 14th-will contain
a full descriptibn of "THE SIGNAL BOX."
This wonderful new 3-valver combines an
astonishing distance -getting power with an

Amongst the
Other Special Features are :-
Notes on Neutralisation
By Capt. H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.

The "As -You -Like -It"
Crystal Set.

The "Selector
Two."

"New Lamps
for Old."

And a Six - in - One
Amplifier, "The
Note Magniplex."

t
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Visible Wave -length Indicator.
REFERRING to the matteref the quartz-.

crystalswavelength control which
mentioned recently, an interestins,

development of this system arises from the
discovery that if a quartz crystal be suitably
mounted between two wire electrodes within
a glass bulb, containing a mixture of helium
and neon at a low pressure, it will glow when
connected to a circuit which is oscillating
at or near its fundamental frequency. The
glow is very much more pronounced when
the applied electrical oscillations are of the
same frequency as the natural frequency of
oscillation of the crystal.

This glow is presumed to he due to some
discharge effect which is influenced by the
actual mechanical vibrations of the crystal.

Air application of this discovery which
has already been made, is to provide a
Visible indication of the variation of a wave-
length of a transmitter. A set of three of
these quartz crystals, mounted up within
their exhausted bulb, is provided and the
crystals differ slightly in natural frequency.
The centre crystal is arranged to have a
natural frequency' equal to that of the
transmitting station whose output is to be
observed and controlled. If the set of
quartz oseillatorth is kept under observation
in a darkened room or at night-time, it will
be f6thia that the centre crystal glows
most brightly when the transmitter is
working on its proper wave -length, whilst if
the transmitter. goes ,4 little off its wave-
length, one or other of the outer crystals
will begin to glow more brightly, the glow
of the centre crystal diminishing. The effect
may be compared-although it is not
optically similar-to the shining of a beam
of light upon the centre crystal, this beam
shifting to the right or to the left according
as the wave -length goes up 'or down.
have not actually seen this system in
operation, but I am told, after a very little
practice in observing it, it is possible for
the operator to know immediately what the
transmitter wave -length is " doing." If this
is so, it is evidently a very neat and useful
appliance.

.- Aerial Corrosion.
Many beginners in wireless are often

puzzled as to whether they should use bare
or insulated wire for; their aerial. One
frequently sees advice given to amateurs
on this point, sometimes in favour of the
bare wire, sometimes in favour of the
insulated wire, and no doubt the confusion
in the mind of the reader arises from the
fact that the explanation for the advice is
usually an incomplete one.

It is true that insulated-more partico-,
laxly enamelled-Wiee has certain advan-
tages, and it is true also that bare wire may
in Some cases be fairly satisfactory.' The
insulated wire has the advantage that the
insulation, particularly if rubber or enamel,
acts as a protective covering for the wire
and prevents, or, at any rate, retards, the
corrosion which comes from exposure to the
"elements." It is sometimes thought that
the insulation prevents the access of ,the
electro-magnetic or wireless waves, just as
it would prevent electric current from
entering the wire if it were placed in contact
with an electrified conductor. There is,
however, a fundamental difference between
the method of . electric current production
in the aerial by the incidente Of electro-
magnetic waves and the method of pro -

TECHNICAL
NOTES. 4

+

+

A Weekly Feature
Conducted by t

Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F..Inst.P. +

(Stuff Consult -nit.) 4
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auction of the electric current which would
be produced in it by connecting, for example,
to a battery.

Shaking -Up Electrons.
In the first place the electro-magnetic

waves do not introduce any electrons into
the aerial at all, and therefore the insulating
covering of the aerial does not interfere. The
electro-magnetie 'waves merely have the
effect of " shaking up " the electrons which
are already in the wire, and the waves are
able to pass perfectly well through the
insulator.,

If bare wire be used, this after a time
becomes corroded at its surface and a layer

their- enthusiasm for the later achievement,
have made in some cases rather unjusticom,
parisons between the wireless telephony
service and the longenestabliShed cable
service, and in one case it was stated by gL
contributor (I understand, a eontributor
to this journal) that " it takes some hours
before a reply to a cable you send to America
can reach you."

Messrs. The Western Union Telegraph
Company, who own and operate the largest
telegraph and cable system in the world,
have asked me to point out, through the
medium of " Technical Notes," that replieF4
to messages sent from Great Britain to
America are regularly received over their
lines in the ordinary course of business in
from two to five minutes, a statement which
may be corroborated by the many business
houses who make extensive use of this
service. They go on to say, " Whilst W3
do not suggest that such an exchange of
telegrams can entirely take the place of a
conversation on the telephone, we think
you will agree that the experience Of our
clients is quite different from that indicated
by the quotation referred to."

had not seen the statement mentioned
by the Western Union Telegraph Company,
nor do I know by whom it was made or in

Students at the Marconi College, Chelmsford, undergoing a special training course to enable them to become
operators on the new air liners.

of semi -conducting material is formed. It
is sometimes stated that, owing 'the fact
that the high-frequeney currents tend to
travel more in the surface of the wire than
throughout the body of :it, this corro4d
surface acts as a high resistance. It should
be remembered, boWever, that it is still
" open " to the electricity, to, travel in the
surface of the wire beneath the corrosion
and to treat the corroded covering as though
it were an insulator.. This does not quite
accurately represent the true state of affairs,
but it is sufficiently near the truth for
purposes of general explanation: I think
frem this you,will see that the corroded
wire is equivalent to a wire of less diameter
than the original. -

Cable v.- 'Phone. .

In view of, the developments. of trans;
atlantic wireless telephony some writers
and correspondents of (lit-Ye rent papers, in

what connection, but I am very pleased to
take the opportunity of giving the facts of
the case as put forward above,

Permalloy.
At . the same time the Western Union

send me a full technical description ex-
plaining the improved methods which have
enabled such a rapid exchange of telegrams
to be possible. Apparently much has been
accomplished by the use of " permalloy "
cables, one of which was laid between New
York and the Azores in 1924, and the
second between New York and Penzance in
1926. The latter cable is capable of trans-
mitting 2,500 letters per minute -7-a capacity
equivalent to that of no less than four of the
older type of cables. It ' was designed
jointly by the engineers of the Western
Electric Company, the Western Union
Telegraph -Company,- and the Telegraph

(Continued on page 284.)
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Mr. SCOTT-TAGGART'S Further Comments on
Dynamic Curves.

The Editor, POPULAR WIIMICSI:.
tiir,-My sttention has been drawn to your issue

of February 12th in which appears a further letter
from Mr. Royds, of Reigate, and an article by Capt.
IL J. Round. The editorial heading " Arc Dynamic
Curves Misleading? " is good journalism, but rather
suggests the answer " Yes," whereas, from my
personal knowledge of him, Capt. Round is certainly
not like the old lady from the country who on being
shown, at the Zoo, the unbelievable sight of a giraffe,
exclaimed : " There's no scrim animal." I haVe no
comments whatever to make on Capt.. Round's
article. Although he is in a rival camp, there is
nothing controversial in his remarks. He has, however,
obtained, or been given, the impression that my
article on " What Dynamic Curves Mean " was a
battle -cry for a change -over from static to dynamic
curves, and he says there is no ease for such a change.
I agree entirely. There is not a single word in my
article suggesting the change. For the fourth time
and, I hope the last, I wish to say that my article
was one explaining why a given static curve, if .taken
as representing what happened in practice, was
" utterly fallacious." This is no reflection on an
innocent useful static curve, pathetic as it is when
away from its " family." It is the person who does
not understand about dynamic curves who makes
the " utterly fallacious," " unreliable," " useless "
deductions.

" In Good Company."
Capt. Round says : " The expert will be able to

prophesy " what the dynamic curve will be like.
Mr. Royds says : " Anyone pretending to any
knowledge of dynamic curves " can imagine the
dynamic curve 'from the static group. My article,
however, was not meant for experts, prophets, and
pretenders.

Mr. Royds' letter is in a very different class alto-
gether. He continues to stress the elliptical nature 
of dynamic curves with such a ruthless -determina-
tion to show my article was " inaccurate," that I
almost wonder what his object, is in writing. i am
in good company, however, for Capt. Round, as I
will show, made similar " inaccurate " statements.
First of all, I should like to say that dynamic .curves:
can be dead straight lines, curved lines, long thin
ellipses to all intents and purposes straight lines,
ellipses of varying sizes, lines of other shape. If I
did not mention ellipses it must have been for one of
the following reasons.

(a) I did not know what I was talking about and
was ignorant of dynamic ellipses.

(b) If I had heard of such ellipses, their omission
was a definite inaccuracy and perfectly unjustifiable.

(c) The Consideration of elliptical dynamic curves
would have very greatly complicated and confused
a simple explanation which was being given for the
first time and was written for those with no knowledge
of the subject.

Regarding (a), elliptical curves were, I believe,
given in Major stanley's book on Valves published
in 1919, and which I was commissioned to review for
the leading electrical journal in this country. I also
published in " Modern Wireless " (March, 1925) an
article by Capt. Round on " Choke and Transformer
Amplifiers," which, while not an article explaining
dynamic curves, gave a very able and detailed account
of how and when elliptical dynamic curves are
obtained.

Mr. Royds would have shown himself more generous
if lie had given me credit for a desire to present what
lie himself calls " a difficult subject " in as simple a
manner as possible in the ease of a first article written
for those with no knowledge of the subject. Although
my :Wide was of considerable length, the only point
capable of any criticism was the association of the
straight curve with the loud -speaker example. As,
in a wireless receiver, the dynamic curves of many of
rime valves in operation are often straight, I felt and
still feel perfectly justified, under the circumstances,
in regarding the loud -speaker case as if it were not

iptical.

" Inaccurate Simplicity."
As a matter of fact, Mr. Royds' cheap sneer about

" inaccurate simplicity " could equally have been
levelled at Capt. Round, who in an article published
in "Wireless Weekly,"- of October 29th, 1924, treats
a choke coupled 'amplifier in the same way as one
using resistance coupling, making his. -100,000 ohm
impedance choke give a dead straight line dynamic
curve (see his Fig. 10).- I do not recollect Mr. Royds
writing to me as editor to complain -of Capt Round's
" simple inaccuracy," or " inaccurate simplicity."
As a matter of fact, history is repeating itself. Capt.
Round's simplification of 1924 (in a distinctly technical
article) was justified, and so. is mine. Six months
later (" Modern Wireless," March; 1925) Capt. Round
explained : " In that article (the one in Which he gave
a straight line curve for a chOIM) tcilnevetiCnompli-
eating it, I slurred over the calculation*of 'the 'choke
amplifier. I drew a line for a choke and actually, in
that case, it was roughly correct, but'the funolution
is so interesting that I am now going toglye

" In a resistance R, if we impress a voltage V 'across
it, and V is a sine wave form, we can write :'

V = V, sin 2a- nt (1) 
and the current by Ohm's law is

V,I= -it sin 2r at (2)

-0--1011.- e *

CORRESPONDENCE.
Letters from readers discussing interesting
and topical wireless events, or recording un-
usual experiences, are always welcomed ;
but it must be clearly understood that the
publication of such does in no way indicate
that we associate ourselves with the views
expressed by our correspondents, and we
cannot accept any responsibility for informa-
tion given.-Editor.

the current is in phase with the voltage (n is the
frequency).

In a choke coil I,
if V = V, sin 27r at (3)
the current is :

= sin((271" al --11 (4)

it is lagging 90° behind the voltage.
" If we plot out, 1 and 2 we shall obtain our straight

line, but if we plot out 3 and 4 we shall get in nearly
all cases an ellipse."

A further paragraph from Capt. Round's article
reads :

Remember V, is arbitrary after we have settled
the shape of our ellipse. V, settles the size of it.
Increasing L or n makes the ellipse shallower until
with L or at extremely large the choke acts like an
infinite resistance as far as the alternating current
is concerned. If n or L are small the ellipse extends
vertically. If at any place the ellipse runs into the
curve, Va = 0 ; or into the axis, I = 0, then we
get distortion."

Adjusting one of the loud speakers used on the
latest and largest motor liner, the s.s. " Alcantara."

Further on Capt. Round deals with eases where
resonance and partial resonance in connection with
a choke will produce a straight line or au ellipse so
thin as to be virtually a straight line.

Capt. Round's 1925 article is a distinctly " heas'y "
one technically, and the moment 1 introduced
ellipses I should have had to introduce similar
matter, no doubt to the confusion of many readers.
I therefore did what Capt. Round did in his first
article.

From Mr. Royds first letter many readers may
have got the impression that dynamic curves are
elliptical instead of straight as I showed one of them.
It will do no harm. therefore, to say that while a
reactive apparatus (e.g., a choke) may produce an
ellipse, yet a straight line dynamic curve is obtain-
able :

(1) In tuned H.F. amplifier circuits.
(2) In untuned H.F. amplifier circuits.
(3) Where an ellipse is so thin and long that it

is to all intents and purposes a straight line.
(4) Where a choke of certain characteristics is in

the anode circuit of a valve.
(5) In resistance coupled L.F. amplifiers.
The curve of Fig. 3 (.4 my article was taken with a

20,000 ohm resistance in the anode circuit, and is an
actual laboratory measured dynamic curve. As I
indicated 20,000 ohms impedance, different other
curves could be produced if further details of different
output circuits were given. Mr. Royds' ellipse ap-
parently is one of these, but since the reactive and
resistance components of the impedance were not
given, they must have been assumed by him. I
chose a resistance of 20,000 ohms because the curve
is then independent of changes in frequency. Mr.
Royds says that " with every note uttered a different
dynamic curve is obtainable." This does not apply
where, for example, the anode circuit contains a
plain resistance. Moreover, since I was discussing a

line " dynamic curve, I explained that a dead
straight line was required if distortion was to be
avoided.

Mr. Royds' endow( assumption that he shares
with Heaven an exclusive monopoly of interpreta-
tion of parts of my article is in keeping with the tone
of his criticism. The dynamic curve I gave was not
below the static curve but crossed it in the usual way.

It, would have been below if the anode (not KT.)
voltages had not been made to correspond under
stable conditions of non -reception of signals.

Mr. Royds flatters himself in heavy type that
" we have now agreed that ordinary static curves
are both reliable and useful."

I am very patient, but I am getting a trifle tired of
pointing out that nothing I wrote suggested anything
else, and to read my article again would do everyone
who has read this correspondence a lot of good.

This correspondence has reached an unprofitable
stage. My only regret is that I have learnt nothing
from Mr. Royds or others about dynamic curves which
has not been published in my own former journals,
and I have certainly learnt nothing new about writing
a simple explanatory wireless article.

Yours faithfully, -
London. JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART.

ANOTHER FILADYNE SUCCESS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Slr,-Although in the midst of constructing
an elaborate long-distance 5-valver I was so attracted
by the description of the " Spider " and its.principle,
that I immediately made one up and took the descrip-
tion literally by knocking it up in the rough. 

Without paying any attention to the sekction of
the correct transformer ratio for the L.F. stage, I
tried it out on telephones.

So far, I have recorded 35 stations on headphones
(about 8 of these would be loud -speaker strenartim)
which are beautifully clear and others which are faint
and inferior I have excluded from my lists

Of these 35 I have so far only definitely identified
15, as the remainder, although excellent in volume and
quality. rarely gave their call sign, but having
plotted a curve of my log I have a good idea who most
of them are.

The above results have fostered considerably my
interest in the principle, and I shall as time permits
experiment on some of Mr. English's refinements of
the Flladyne."

For an enjoyable trip- round Europa with the
greatest of ease in tuning I can thoroughly recommend
the " Spider," which is the most fascinating receiver
I have yet constructed, having built several-amongst
them being multi -stage H.F. amplifiers.

I am now converting the above " knock -up " into
a respectable lay -out from which I hope even more
fun will be obtained.

Looking forward to " more about the Filadyne "
and wishing " PM." continued success.

Yours faithfully,
5, Queen's Gate, T. L. ANTHONY.

Southsea.

PERFECT REPRODUCTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Scdne of your correspondents seem to be
very set against the L.F. transformer. I admit that
it is capable of destroying the quality of music and
speech if it is badly designed. Some of the timings I
have had said about my receiver seem to point to
the fact that some transformers must give almost
perfect reproduction. The transformer that I used
at the time was an Igranic (ratio 5 : 1).

Resistance capacity -coupling falls short, in my
opinion, because the impedance of the anode resist-
ance varies as the frequency varies. This is most
noticeable with cheap wire -wound resistances, which
are inductive to a considerable extent.

I have noticed that some transformers make the
piano sound tinny and not at all natural.

Wishing POPULAR WIRELESS every success in the
future.

Yours faithfully,
HASTINGS F. MIDDLETON.

Eton College.
Windsor.

AN L.F. TRANSFORMER'S PERFORMANCE,
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I am somewhat diffident about joining
in the correspondence now running In your paper
on the subject of Transformer v. R.C. coupling, as I
have had no experience of the latter. My object in
writing is in order to set up a definitive standard
obtainable with transformer coupling ; perhaps the
advocates of R.C. coupling would then tell us how -
their reception compares with the following :

I have identified every note on the piano from the
highest to the lowest-i.e. frequencies from about
30 to over 4,000. In addition I have received organ
notes considerably lower than this, but as I cannot
play this instrument, I cannot put a name or fre-
quency to the notes. So far for range ; now for what
one might term sensitivity to the finest shades. When
the B.B.C. put on " records," I can always hear the
needle being placed on the record, the grinding of it
during the duration of the piece, and finally the
needle being lifted off at the end with a characteristic
little scrape. The other day a piano solo was being
played, and the piano was quite obviously one which
I call " the -world's -worst " (those who are concert-
goers will know which make I mean). The tone was
quite unmistakable ; I subsequently verified my
impression. Every instrument in a band or orchestra
preserves its individuality and can be identified,
including the various drums ; one can distinctly
differentiate between the up -strokes and down -
strokes of a vion. bow.

(Continued on page 282.)
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The J.B., B.L.F.

J.B. CONDENSERS
For Short -Wave Receivers.
"A really magnificent little piece of work."

"POPULAR WIRELESS." after testing our 00015 mid. S.L.F. Condensers,
describes them as

"A really magnificent little piece of work."
The experts of the MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., realising that the same
perfection of design, construction and finish is embodied in all our models
recommend them for the famous

P.M. Circuits in " Radio for the Million."
Prices, complete with 4 -in. Bakelite Dial

The 1 B. S.L.F., '00015 mill. 1C' -
The J.B True Teeing S L.F.(Slow motion) 00015 mfd. .. 15: -
The I.B. Square Law '0001 mid

Full Particulars of the complete range of I.B. Condensers on applic,Ziort.

8. POLAND ST-OXFORn sr
LONDON - W.I

gefepnone
GERRARD 7414

1.:11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1t,

WHY IS I R.OLITE
BECAUSE

Known as the Radio Panel de Luxe?
is Etectrica. Properties are excellent.
Highly polished but no surface leakage.
Wavy and cube designs do not show
scratches or finger marks.

4. Does not warp or discolour.
5. Competitive in price

THEREFORE
COMBINE
ELEGANCE WITH ECONOMY.

PRICES
Polished lilac*

r
Mahogany,

Walnut,

Cube, Ways

iS (1*

"-1
per square inch

5 Finishes

Black

Cube Design
Etched

Polished
Black

Polished
Mahogany

Polished
Walnut

Wavy Etched

1:1

-Fill11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111R

illustration Wavy Design.

Standard Panels stocked by leading dealers.

F. A. HUGHES & CO., LIMITED,
204-6, GT. PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.1

telephone Dloscum '2 63 o- I-2.
Telegrams-"Distancing, Wesdo London."

(
Dui 11

ACTUAL
SIZE

for better reception
THE POLAR COIL UNIT-the

smallest, most efficient, most adapt-
able COIL UNIT on the market.

It is the greatest advance on present
methods of coupling coils.

Two coils can be mounted on the carrier, one of
which can be moved to and from the other by means of
a screwed spindle. Coils are of uniform size, and a com-
plete range of eleven coils is available, giving wave-
lengths between 170 and 4,720 metres.

The complete unit fits any standard 4 -pin valve socket.

It can be used for (1) Loose Coupler in aerial circuit ;
(2) High -Frequency Transformer either a tuned primary
or tuned secondary; (3) Unit for reaction either in
aerial circuit or anode circuit ; (4) as a stabiliser by
utilising reverse reaction ; (5) as a split coil unit.

The micrometer adjustment provides extreme delicacy
of tuning and is an efficient guard against OSCILLA-
TION.

PRICES:
Carriers only, 3/-. Coils, 3/-.. Coil
unit, consisting of carrier and two coils

complete, 9/-.
Polar Products are Guaranteed.

Call at the nearest Polar Service Agent or any
high -class -Radio Dealer and examine these POLAR

COMPONENTS. Bay them anti be certain.

Radio Communication Co., Ltd.
BARNES, S.W.13. MANCHESTER. GLASGOW.
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Apparatus
Tostod

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the " P.W."
Technical Dept. for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the "P.W."
test -room under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is asked to
note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiassed guide as to

what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR.

MESSRS. J. HYATT & CO., LTD.
IN a recent report we printed the name
I of the above firm as J.- Wyatt & Co.,

Ltd. Readers should note that the
makers of the cheap wireless cabinets with
which_ the report dealt, are Messrs. J. Hyatt
& Cod; Ltd., Ento Works, De Beauvoir Road,
London, N.1.

THE "MICROFIX " VERNIER DIAL.
This is the latest production of Messrs,

Harlie Bros., of 36, Wilton Road, Dalston.
London, E.8. The unique feature of this
component, which can be fitted to practically
any variable, is that there is practically no
metal in its construction. The movement
is.quite an original one, too, and allows a
very smooth and fine adjustment to be
made. The gearing is 1-120, a ratio that
should satisfy tlie lieetTest DX enthusiast.
The normal " rough " tuning can, of course,
be carried out in addition to the vernier

adjustment. The dial measures 4 in. in
diameter over all, while the fine tuning is
accomplished on a large control knob,
which carries separate indication markings.
The whole thing is very well designed and
constructed, and is cheap at 5s. 9d.

B.T.H. HOME CONSTRUCTORS' BOOK.
The British Thomson-HoustOn Co., Ltd.,

has issued an interesting book describing
the construction of a number of most
interesting receivers.- Full details are given
and the text is accompanied by diagrams
and photographs. In two of the sets a
novel form of reaction control is introduced.
This is accomplished by means of a variable
coupling resistance which operates in con-
junction with a capacity feedback. The
various receivers are styled " Resistors."
Thus we have the " Resistor 2," the
" Resistor 3," and so on.

We must admit that Resistor 5

excites our curiosity. Here we have a
five -valve receiver employing a special
reaction stage, three stages of resistance
coupled L,F. amplification and reaction !
Now Messrs. B.T.-H. hint that the degree
of amplification per stage will be equal
to that obtainable with transformers, and
this we do not doubt if the B.8's advised
be used for these valves have " mu's "
of 50. But a B.8 has a limited grid swing
and it would seem impossible to us that the
third B.8 in the "Resistor 5 " could escape
being overloaded let alone the fourth.
And, further, it would seem to us that the
B.4 in the fifth stage would have its work
cut, for although the B.4 is a jolly good
power -valve it is not a super -power -valve.

However, it is dangerous to be too dog-
matic about anything radio ; during the
next week or so we will rum up the
" Resistor 5 " if we have an hour or two to
spare and give it a practical test. Anyway,
the B.T.H. book is very well produced and
should prove of interest to all constructors.

A USEFUL BOOK.
Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., recently

sent us a copy of " The Rudge Book of the
Road," which formed the subject of a full -
page advertisement in this journal a week
'or two ago. With a substantial artificial
leather cover having a snap fastener, it
contains 31 pages of excellent maps and
many. items of value and interest to the
road tourist. It is well worth the 2s. 6d., at
which it is marked, but it can be obtained
free of charge -on application to authenti-
cated Rudge dealers.

(Continued on page 276.)

(1)
Flare 14"

Height 22"

THE ONLY N,

RANGE
OF

ALL -WOOD

SPEAKERS
IN THE

WORLD!

WHO WOULD COMPARE the BLARE of a TIN
instrument, such as a flute or a violin P To a man
W.B. ALL -WOOD SPEAKERS and HORNS

HEAR ONE AND

(3)
Flare 20'
Height 32"

MODEL A
PERFECT

INSTRUMENT

OF BEAUTIFUL
DESIGN AND
MADE FROM

SELECTED
WOOD.

trumpet with the pure natural sweetness of a wooden
of discretion and taste there can be no doubt that
offer the highest standard possible in Reproduction.
BE CONVINCED.

No. I. A beautiful Mahogany or Oak horn and
stand specially produced for fitting to the

famous LISSENOLA Unit. This makes a ivl
first-class speaker of it. Price for horn 27/6
and stand.. ..

Easily fitted.

No. 2. The V.B.Standard Size Speaker,
with a movement specially supplied to us by S. G.
Brown, Ltd. The combination of the Brown
reed and the wood conduit gives reproduc-
tion already adjudged the most perfect £4/00
ever heard. Price complete

No. 3. The W.B." large Demonstration Model
also with movement by S. G. Brown, Ltd. Owing _
to the size of the horn this model gives forth splendid
volume and reproduces the lower notes that are
never heard on a small speaker. Suitable for large
rooms, dance or concert halls, it is in tremendous
demand because of its astounding _e

/Price complete AAP10value.

STRAIGHT HORNS OF ALL SIZES

MANUFACTURERS:

WALKER BROS.,
St. Joseph's Works,

BRAMLEY,
rel.. Brantley 117 GUILDFORD.

AND BEAUTIFUL CABINET MODELS ALSO AVAILABLE.

The following is a list of Special District Distributors :
LONDON : Messrs. Dayzite. Ltd., Lisle St. ;

Gamage's, Ltd., Holborn ; London Electric
Co., Sherborne Lane East Ham Wireless Co.
(opposite Central Hail\ East Ham.

BRISTOL:Bristol Wireless Co., Queen's Rd.
BIRMINGHAM: Stratton & Co., Ltd., Broms-

grove St.
BRIGHTON : Carter's Stores, Western Rd.

CHELTENHAM Cheltenham Wireless Co.,
Montpelier St.

BEDFORD: Midland Wireless Co., Tavistock St.
WORCESTER : F. W. Coomber & Co., The

Tv thing.
WILTSHIRE : Wilts Wholesale Co., The Parade,

Trowbridge.
Also stocked by all Reputable Dealers
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FULL STOCKS OF ALL WIRELESS
CAMERA, GRAMOPHONE, etc., COM-
PONENTS AT KEENEST PRICES

Post orders are dealt with withcut any
delay. We make no charge for packing or
postage. Send only the actual value of goods
ordered. Every article sold by us carries
the fullest guarantees as to reliability, etc,

Expert advice freely given on all matters wireless.

SPECIAL BARGAIN
WHILST THEY LAST

POr " SERENADA " Our
Price

32'6 20Cs £4-4-0 Speakers 3216
Packing and post free anywhere in the U.K.

SPECIAL DISPLAY AT ALL
BRANCHES OF LISSEN GOODS

It will pay you to visit

V. ZEITLIN & SONS, LTD.,
HEAD BRANCH : 144, THEOBALD'S ROAD, W.C.1.

'Phone: m.scutil 4901 and 4902.

41, High Holborn, W.C.1.; I, Gresham St., E.C.1.  61, Cannon
St., E.C.4. ; and new branch, 162a, Fenchurch St., E.C.3.

bo volt M.A.L.
High Tension
Batterie.s .. each 4/11

Rheostats ..
3o Ohms

Hydrometers
(Unbreakable)

Headphones
Valves-

FRELAT
Anti -Micro
Valve Holders
" DUNDAS "
Loud Speaker

(Full size) ..
Coil Plugs ..
Grid Bias

Batteries,
Volts ..

Knife Switches
Variable Grid

Leaks ..
Screw Drivers
Banana Plugs &

Sockets 2d.
Earpads .. pair 3d.
Coil Plugs on Base each 91.

'Croix
Transformers 3/6

Celluloid Strips strip 3d.

ON DER

TRIOTRON "
Valves ... each

2 mfd.
Condensers..

1/- Accumulator
1/6 Carriers ..

" FLUXITE " tin
2/6 Adhesive Tape

3/11 Variometers
NEL.SON-

4/- MULTI -Valves
Basket Coil

1/- Holders ..
Transfers packet
" MICRO-

25/- RADIO "
4d. Potentiometers

" MURRAY "
Valve Holders

1/- 2 -way R.D.
9d. Coil Holders

Pulleys ..
1/- Insulators ..
3d. Valve Holders

Crystal
(NEUTRON)

Flash Lamp Cases 
}-lb. 16 Gauge Wire 

B.A. &
4 B.A. Rol.. foot

Name Plates per set

each

4/-
2d.

2 for ld.
each 8d.

ra

5/_ Aerial Wire Coil 3.,13

Red & Black Flex yd. 1.0
2/3 Panel Switch-

F.bonite. 1/-
1/- Baseboard Coil
6d. Phigs .. each 9d.
3d.
6d.

.0003 Variable
Condensers 8/6

Earth Tubes .. 2/-
7/6 Cone Loud

Speakers .. 20/-
9d. Voltmeters -.. 2/6
4d. Ebonite Panels

24 x 8 ins. .. 4 6
24 x 9 ins... 5
24 X Co ins. 5,6
24 X II ins. 61-

1./.. 24 X I2 ins. 6.6
Headphone

Cords .. 1 2
Electric Lamps.

Metal Filament
Lamps .. doz. 91 -

too watt
1/- watt type .. 17/6
6d. roo watt
1/- Opal Lamps 24/ -

Beaded Shades each 1/-
23. Nickel Spade
16. Tags gross 1/ -

POST ORDERS. Carriage paid on orders of £i and over.
Terms: Cash with order, on money -back guarantee.

CECIL RIDLEY
' RADIO HOUSE,' MIDDLESBROUGH
'Phone - - - - - - 1366, MIDDLESBROUGH

H.F. CHOKE
Double silk - covered
wire wound in fotir
accurately balanced
sections. Ensures re-
quired constant im-
pedance, very low
capacity, small ex-
ternal field. Trans-
parent case. Ebonite
base. A British pro-
duct well up to
the WATMEL 7'6
standard

AUTO -CHOKE
A famous WATMEL product.
Coils wound in special man-
lier with over a mile of wire.
Transformer volume, with
Choke purity: Totally en-
closed winding. Splendid
finish. Complete with
fixed condenser
and resistance
mounted .. 18'6

TAPPED
L.F. CHOKE
Same in appearance and
method of winding as Auto -
Choke, but without Condenser
and Grid Leak. Winding
connected to 3 terminals,
giving 3 wiring combinations.
For filtered circuits, L. F.
circuits and smooth-
ing circuits in H.T.15f6
eliminators.

VARIABLE GRID LEAK AND
ANODE RESISTANCE

Resistance continuously variable.- Dust -proof case. Ele-
menth not affected by changes of temperature: Perfect
electrical contact with adjusting screw. Tested lrifore
leaving factory. One -hole fixing.
Variable Grid Leaks. 5 to 5 megohms, as illustrated, 2,6
each. With low loss grid condenser, 3,16.
Variable resistances, 3.6 each.

FIXED CONDENSERS
Most efficient shape, round.
Best ruby mica and finest
Bakelite. Accurate to with-
in 5% in all capacities,
2/- and 2/6. Grid Conden-
ser; with fixed grid leak in-
corporated (parallel
or to filament) as 216illustrated

From pour dealer or direct from
THE WATMEL WIRELESS CO., LTD..

332a, Goswell Road, London. E.C.1.
Telephone: cierkenwell 7990.

Lanes . locks., and Cheshi-re Representative:
Mr. J. B. LEVEE. 23, Hartley Street.

Leyenshulme, Manchester.
Telephone: 475 Heaton Moor.
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- (Continued from page 274.) t
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K.L.1. VALVES.
The Marconiphone -Co., Ltd., has issued

a booklet giving information of value to
those desirous of converting existing sets for
use with the new K.L.1 valves. The price
of this booklet is Gd.

A FERRANTI BOOKLET.
The manufacturers of that efficient and

popular L.F. transformer, the Ferranti,
have published a booklet entitled " The Way
To True Radio Reproduction." It costs 1/ -
and can be obtained through Messrs W. H.
Smith and Son's bookstalls, wireless dealers,
or direct from Messrs Ferranti.

A NEW AMPLION LOUD SPEAKER.
Messrs. Graham Amplion, Lt d .. recently

lent us one '-of their new A.R.65.O loud-
speakers to test. It. is an improved and
enlarged version of their popular " junior -
de -Luxe," which:was withdrawn some tine
ago. In general design it closely on
the lines of the modem Anil:Ilion -" Dragon "
types -and has a Jacobean oak flare identical
in construction and appearance to the
famous A.R.19. The heavy, curved sound
conduit has the familiar chocolate crystal-
line finish and the base is of oxidised
copper.

Altogether it is a very handsome instru-
ment and, in our opinion, its appearance is
distinctly more attractive than many of the

hornless speakers that are on the market.
Its performance is good, too. Amplion
speakers always are good-the brand is as
dependable as anything in radio can, be.
Some Amplions are naturally better than
others, but we have yet to meet one that
would fail to satisfy the average amateur:.
An Amplion can be tacked on to any average
sort of set with the assurance that whatever
the quality of input, it will make the best
possible job of the reproduction within the

Large Amplion loud speakers used at the Highbury
football ground in connection with the community

singing movement.

limits of its capabilities. The new A.R.05.0,
for instance, cannot handle the very low
notes like a cone type speaker, but it can
reproduce the high notes most faithfully.
And in the majority of tmnsmiskiions the
higher notes are the most important.. The
average man will lose drums with
equanimity, but if violin solos sound thin
or -strident he will hunger for the comfort-
able mellowness of an Amplion. We feel
quite safe in recommending . this new
Amplion loud speaker to all but the hyper-
critical -=these we would advise to try the
effect of pairing an Amplion with a cone in
a Suitably balanced circuit ; they would
then have those " very low notes " together
with a most pleasing reproduction of the
rest of the scale. The price of the A.R.65.O
is £3 18s. 6d., at which figure it represents
excellent value for money.

LAMPLUGH MICRO STATION SELECTOR.
Messrs. S. A. Lamplug,h, Ltd., of King's.

Road, Tyselcy, Birmingham,. have sent us
a 'sample of their new and improved Mien,
Station Selector. This fine-tuning ,variable
condenser dial was formerly known as the
Cleartron, although we arc given to under-
stand that it is a Lamplugh patent, and
has been manufactured by the patentees
since its inception and that hereafter it
will be marketed solely as a Lamplugh
product.

It is a very excellent dial both in appear-
ance and in operation. The gear ratio of
approximately 13 to 1 is a convenient one
and the movement is perfectly smooth. A
knife edged pointer and a very clearly
defined scale make it possible to obtain
precise readings:

ILCO t*I
,pe 21S

'CA
THE MOST POWERFUL
2 -VOLT LOUD SPEAKER

VALVE
Sonorous N olume and superb
tone quality; economical
current consumption and
extreme robustness - such
are the qualities of this
Marconi Dull Emitter
Power Valve.
Used in the last L.F. stages
it gives louder and clearer
reproduction of speech and
music. 18/6 each.

Fit. Volts 2'0 max. The MARCONIPHONE Co., LTD.Fit. Current o,5 amps.
Anode Volts 120 max. Regd. Office:
Amp. factor 6'25 MARCONI HOUSE,' STRAND, W.C.2
Impedance 6,25o ohms. Head Office:

210-212; TOTTENHAM -COURT RD., WI

Grid

Plate or Anode
(cut away to show grid)

Glass pinch

Fi cements

Anode
support

Write for M arconi
Valve Publiratio:1

No. 443C-
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*4-

WONDERFUL
VALUE

BRITISH
MADE

DULL EMITTER

VALVES
for

2 Volt,  I amp.
H.F. and L.F.

4 Volt, I amp.
H.F. and L.F. fil

OUR GUARANTEE
We guarantee that if any of these valves
fail to give complete satisfaction either
as regards volume, sensitivity or real

es-
purity of tone, we will replace them

11.

absolutely free of charge.

4. iconomk iketric Lt.-41L'aFNITD'OV,vs.i
.6444aidt,46,60664A..t...,Aiiiirs ..._ .A

horn Radio
Dealers Evergwhere

Price

almost
the same as
an added R.
stage of L.F/

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE
CO. AND SMITHS LTD.

4."IPTIPITRWEIrmvilmws"41Piwiro

19;6 Each

Market St., WELLINGBOROUGH

Inductance
Coils-

IC
Low
Loss

Regen-
erative
TUNER

Modernise Your Set!
Modern circuits demand modern com-
ponents, and this is most evident in
aerial tuning systems. This tuner is
the inevitable choice of exacting set
builders, who realise that the entire
performance of the set depends upon
the tuning unit. The MIC Tuner is
the most efficient unit obtainable.
Reaction is smooth and constant over
the entire range of frequencies 200-
2,000 metres.
Panel space is 43' by 2°, two -hole fix-
ing, and 4 terminals only. Tuner will

MIC WIRELESS CO., fit into space where coil -holder has
been without further alterations. If
unobtainable from local dealer, direct

post free. Fall Particulars Free.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

Reasons why

U you should include

this coupling tuit

in your set - -

It takes up little space in a set.
It is not liable to be broken.
It has permanent resistance values.
It allows for simplified wiring.
It is economical in L.T. current (S.P. Blue

Spot Valves consume 0.09 amps.).
It is economical in H.T. Battery consump-

tion (less than 1;20 normal).

Real purity of reproduction can only be obtained with
resistance capacity coupling. The " Cosmos Coupling
Unit with a suitable valve is as effective as an ordinary
transformer coupled stage. It avoids all distortion and
effects considerable economies in first and operating costs.
Designed primarily for use with the " Cosmos - S.P. Blue
Spot Valves, it can be used successfully with any valve
having an amplification factor of 30 or more.

Ask your dealer for Folder 411717, which fully describes
the " Cosmos - Coupling Unit.

Q

Resistance
Coupling Unit

,

0.- The Type V.- The unit incorporating tneType ' Cosmos - Spring Valve Holder 1 (I/6
I unit al

R/6
one. Price As illustrated. Price A

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LTD.,
Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Electrical Co., Ltd.

Metro -Vick House, 155, Charing
LONDON, W.C.Z.

Cross Road,
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YOU CAN EARN
MORE MONEY NOW !

Competent Men Wanted
Spare -Time or

Full -Time Work
A few vacancies still exist for competent
men to represent us in certain districts
where we are not at present fully represented.

Applicants must be capable of making a first-class
lob of installing wireless sets; have selling ability
and initiative; be able to provide satisfactory re-
ferences.

This is a splendid opportunity for the right men in
make a large income or substantially supplement
their present one. Full or spare time work will be
accepted. Many of our Representatives draw
weekly cheques of from £5 to £12 a cNeek for part-time
work.

The unprecedented demand for the popular and
efficient General Radio sets has necessitated our
increasing the staff and doubling production scverat
times over in the last few months, and a great
number of our Representatives in all parts of the
country have doubled and trebled their incomes at
the same time. Further great developments in the
Company are taking place every week, and present
unique opportunities for highly remunerative work
tor able and enthusiastic men.

All applications will be regarded in confidence.

Apply to our Service Department,
GENERAL RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
Radio House, 235, Regent Street, W.I.

PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

R COT
All Editorial Communications to be addressed to The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., M.S.R.L.,

F.R.G.S.
Technical Editor :

G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors

K. D. ROGERS. P. R. BIRD.
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultants :
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P. ; J. F.
CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C. C. E. FIELD,
B.Sc. ; E. J. SIMMONDS. F.R.S.A.

Foreign Correspondents:
F. M. DELANO, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED
GRADENWITZ, Berlin , L. W. CORBETT,
New York; P. F. MARTIN, Italy; W.

PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility
for manuscripts and photos. Every care will he taken
to return MS'S. not accepted for publication. A
stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
every article. All enquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Life, Ltd., 4. Ludgate Circus. London, E.C.4.

As much of the information given in the columns of
this paper concerns the most recent developments in the,
Radio world, some of the arrangements and specialities
described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and the trader would be well advised to
obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents
before doing so.

Readers' letters deeding with patent questions, if ten:
to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers. The envelope should be clearly marked :
" Patent advice."

most iony
ndAmswery/

TRANSFORMER OR RESISTANCE.
R. T. (Andover, Hants).-" I am going to

build a 3 -valve set for use in a country village.
miles away from anywhere, and I want to

(Continued on next page.)
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twelve months
GUARANTEE

means that if this H.F. Transformer is not absolutely satisfactory
in performance, it will be replaced without charge.
Do you need more convincing proofs of our confidence in our
design and workmanship
Ranges are made covering all wave -lengths from 150 to 2,000 and
up, as well as a special Neutrodyne unit.

Each 9/-
0740-4.,

Bowycreo WC

The Bowyer -Lowe Glad. Letchworth. Herts

The
worlds

largest
makers ofcrystal sets

I \offer -the
FR 'UMWNine out of ten Crystal users want thi, p.rmanent

detector. IT SETS YOUR SET permanzntly. It AZ
is soundly made and of fine value at . AZ

FROM ALL GOOD DEALERS
tto

REt ESS
lAr

V 1E
WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET No. 51

BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LIMITED
4 `T,T,S07,1 STRETIT WORKS. MORTTINC4TON ORP N'SCrNT. ur
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued front previous page:)

keep the battery requirements as low as
possible. I understand that transformer sets
take less H.T. volts than resistance -capacity
sets, but that purity is not half so good.
Do you think that, in the circumstances, I
should do better " to risk the distortion anal
build a, transformer set, or ought- I to use the
resistance method ? "

You have been mis-informed regarding the coin'
parativeresults, for it is quite wrong to suppose that
transformer -coupling is not half so good." As
a matter of fact,a.well-designed transformer -coupled
set gives practically perfect reproduction, and only
en expert ear can detect imperfections in the results
obtainable. In the circumstances outlined we
should certainly choose the transformer -coupled
method. on account of the lower voltage necessary
with the type of coupling.

WHY VALVES BURN OUT.
C. J. (Burnham, Bucks.).-" Will you kindly

tell me through P.W.' how valves can be
destroyed by H.T. voltage ? I have had three

THE TECHNICAL
QUERY DEPARTMENT

Is Your Set " Going Good " ?
Perhaps some mysterious noise has
appeared and is spoiling your radio
reception ?-0r one of the batteries
seems to run down much faster than
formerly ?-0r you want a Blue Print ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,
remember that the Technical Query
Department is thoroughly equipped to
assist our readers, and offers an al: -
rivalled service.

Full details, including a revised scale of
charges, can bo obtained direct from
the Technical Query Dept., " I'opular
Wireless," Fleetway House, Farringdon
Street, London, E.C.4.

A postcard will do : On receipt of this an
Application Form will bo sent to you,
free and post free, immediately. This
application will place you under no
obligation whatever, but having the
form you will know exactly what in.
formation we require to have before us in
order completely to solve your problemg,

burnt out,out, and this is what the makers tell me
has happened."

It, is the filament of your valves that has been
destroyed by"the H.T. voltage. This filament is a
nue wire which when heated by the application of
') 4, or 6 volts (as the case may be) from the L.T.
battery, emits the electrons upon which the action
of the valve depends. With one class of valve (the

2 -volt " class) the filaments get sufficiently hot for
this to occur when only 2 volts are applied across
the filament -pins of the valve ; others require 4 volts
or to and others about 6 volts, but, no Ordinary
filamefit.will stand more than its correct 2, 4, or, 6
volts. If a greater Rressute is applied the valve

bums out "
In addition to the necessary 2, 4, or 6 volts

applied to the filament, each valve requires a certain
high voltage applied to its plate. This is supplied
by the II.T. battery, but on no account must this
H.T. voltage be permitted to reach the filament
connections. If one of the H.T. wires touches a
filament lead -even for a moment the filament gets
white hot and.bums out.

Great care, therefore, is necessary in wiring the
set, so thit II.T. and L.T.-wires are kept apart. And on
no account must the valve itself be inserted carelessly
into its valve holder, for it is very easy to touch one
of its filament. legs upon an H.T. wire or socket, and
sometimes - the merest touch is sufficient to destroy
the filament.

If you havd been rather careless in plugging -
in or taking out the valves, or in joining up the
battery leads, this will explain your born -out.

(Continued on liext page.)

CAXTON WIRELESS CABINETS
THOUSANDS OF SATIbFIED CUSTOMERS.

All Polished with new enamel that gives a glass hard surface thi.t cannot be soiled or scratched.
Ebonite or Radice Panels Supplied and Perfectly Fitted at low extra cost. SENT FREE-Catalogue

Of Standard Wireless Cabinets in various sizes and wood*.

Elstree "Solodyne"

Specially designed for this famous Radio Press Circuit. All details and dimensions conform
to their specification, enabling constructors to follow the layout without difficulty.

PRICES:

Light Fumed Oak 61/- Dark or Jacobean Oak 65/- Real Mahogany 6*
Prices include either "full front" with handsome solid raised panel, as illustrated, or beaded
doors, allowing ample space fot tuning controls, etc. Glass panelled doors can also be

supplied at 3f- extra.
CASH WITH ORDER. CARRIAGE PAID U.K. PROMPT DELIVERY.
Packing Case 5i- extra repaid if Case returned within 14 days Carriage paid to Works,

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., MARKET HARBOROUGH.
HEADPHONES REPAIREO

lie -wound and re -magnetised 5/- per pair Loud
Speakers repaired 5,- Transformers re -wound 5
each. All work guarantied and tested before delweri
Write for Trade Prices. 'Phone: Clerk 1795
MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1

[,ECTO IiAOTOMATic

PROGRAMME SELECTOR

Automatically gives the
items that appeal to you,
eliminates the boring
ones, and shuts off the
set for the night. Saves
valves and current.
Simplicity itself to
attach and operate.

THE LISTENERS'
CREATEST COMFORT.
Ask your dealer or write
to sole manufacturers.

Price 27/6. 4"
FREDK. J. GORDON & CO., LTD.,
92, Charlotte Street, LONDON. W.I.

CET THE
RESTOU

CI-OF YOUI- PRO-
GRAMME

2 -Volt 40 Amp. Hrs. (Ignition)

8/6 8fs
EMI

1E19001
Accumulators For Dull Emitter Valves. 1,000 being
sold solely as an advertisement. This is our guarantee of
satisfaction-or money refunded Carriage paid United
Kinedom.-PRICE a CO., 11, Hart Street. Loudon W C..

BUILD A LOUDSPEAKER
Witt*

SEAMLESS MOULDED CONE
(Prov. Patent 26069)

and BALANCED ARMATURE UNIT,
or a LISSENOLA, or BROWN A, you can
successfully construct an ultra -efficient Loud-

speaker Specialities separately or complete
illustrated lists and full particulars far stamp
GOODMAN 'S 27 FARRINCDON ST. E.C.4.
Also Spencer' s Stores, 4-5, Mason' save, P. C.2

Buy your Wireless parts
direct from the Warehouse
at Warehouse pi -ices.
Every known component in stock

Write NOW for list.

BUSH Holisp. ff,

JARS ZINGS SACS
Plain, Waled, Special, High Capacity.

1/3 doz. 1/6 doz. 1/.. doz. 1/6 doz.
POST FREE on 3 doz. and over Packed in special car-
ton with division for each cell ; can be used as a container
for battery when made up. Send 6d., sample complete
unit, particulars and instructions THE SECRET OF
PERFECT WET H.T is our new perforated liner, in-
sulates inside of zinc, 4d. dos. WITH ORDERS FOR
COMPLETE CELLS WE SUPPLY LINERS FREE

Seamless Moulded Cone Speaker Parts Stocked.
SPENCER'S STORES. LTD.,

4-5 Maeon's Avenue, "oleman Street LONDON, E.C.Y.
'Phase: London Wall 2292. (lqr. Bank.)

WIRELESS WARE
I r

00111tHir
,01111tai

11111 Min
III 111111

RUSSELL'S OSC1J JAPING DETECTOR

m41
INCREASES RANGE

Enjoy permanence of Valve -set range & volume
kid ed to any Crystal set in a few moments:

(Dept. P.) 4/9
RUSSELL LABORATORIES. HIE at., stem:flea.=

COST PAID, .2 or
money returned.

Every wireless
component ad-
vertised in this
paper can be
had per return
if ordered from

Ott Cut YOUNG'S STOCKWELL ST..

ALL APPLICATIONS FOR ADVERTISING SPACE IN " POPULAR
WIRELESS" MUST RE MADE TO THE SOLE ADVERTISING AGENTS
JOHN H. LILE, LTD.. 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS. L oNDoN. E.C.4.
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LATEST WIRELESS INVENTION!
NON -VALVE MICROPHONE BAR (PATENT)

AMPLIFIER

WILL WORK A LOUD -SPEAKER FROM
YOUR CRYSTAL SET

NOY THIS

c.
NOR THIS

NORTH IS

BUT THIS

MAKES WEAK CRYSTAL OR VALVE
RECEPTION LOUD and CLEAR

IN HEADPHONES
ENABLES EVEN VERY DEAF PERSONS
TO HEAR FROM CRYSTAL SETS Amp/!e.
ad ,fro, VALVES OR Price
vat', Dealer.
cm from Sole

ACCUMULATORS Q8/
DISTORTION

Arnuiderlovr.s
cmc Pe/enhres FRAGILE PARTS PaSi n-ee

FULLY ILLUSTRATED LISTS FREE
NEW WILSON ELECTRICAL MFG.,COLTD.
18 Fitzroy Street Eaton Road,londonyV.t Phone' Alitrum 8971

EVERYTHING WIRELESS
On Easy Payment Terms.

SEND LIST OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS.
QUOTATIONS BY RETURN POST:

THE P.D.P. COMPANY, 41, Great
Tower St., E.C.3. 'Phone: Royal 4479.

seililatiffitted

VOLTRON
COILS

You know the high quality
of Voltron Valves-now
test Voltron Coils.
Section wound to give
the lowest possible self
capacity ; no eddy cur-
rent loss ; ultra low loss
plug.

Heal for back -of -panel mounting, as the largest
.04 is less than 24 ins. diameter.
I est them against any other good coil-then
ornpare the prices.

At your dealer or direct from the manufacturers.
N0. 25 35 50 75 109 125
Pric_ 1/6 1/6 1/6 1'9 2,''- 2:'3
No. 150 175 200 250 300

ke 2,6 2/9 3/- 3/3 3/6
VOLTRON CO., 169, City Rd., LONDON, E.C.

VALVE REPAIRS
as good Cf Postage Power "f
as new J 11" 3d. extra Valves
For 5,/- your burnt -out or broken valves will be
repaired by our established process. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money refunded. When sending
valves, state fil. volts and amps. required.

MARCONI, COSSOR, EDISWAN,
MULLARD, B.T.H.

We have in stack for sale, repaired and GUAR-
ANTEED Valves of the above: also other makes,
at 5/- each, plus postage 6d.
Valves repaired and despatched within 7days.

LUMOCRAFTS, Ltd.,
64a, Mill Hill Road, Acton, W.3

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from, previous par.)

If, however, the valve burns out when left alone in Its
valve holder, you have a fault In the sets' insulation
-probably two wires touching that should be
separated-and this is the cause of the trouble.

BROADCASTING FROM NEXT DOOR.
P. S. E. (Richmond, Surrey).-" Last week,

during an interval in the programme, I heard
voices, and then somebody said ' Well,
good -night, Jack ! ' Thinking I recognised
the voice, I went round to my, neighbour's
and found that I was picking up conversations
from his house through our crystal sets !

"Both of us use simple crystal sets, and
although it won't always do it, we can often
hear words quite plainly. If the set is altered
in any way the talk disappears, so there is no
doubt that it is coming through the sets.
Our aerials run close together, but oven so I
can't understand how we can hear when
neither of us uses any battery or valve. How
is it done ? "

Such freak transmission and reception has often
occurred before, and it is probably due to re -radiation.
When your aerial is accurately tuned to 2 L 0, It is
energised by the carrier wave from that station ;
and this energy not only oscillates backwards and
forwards in your aerial, but some of It is actually
re-radiated-i.e. sent out again.

The same applies to your neighbour's aerial, and
if they are quite close to each other there will bs
a certain interaction and linkage between them.

If now you speak close up against your telephones
the diaphragms of these will vibrate in sympathy
with the sound waves. and these vibrations will
affect not only the 'phones, but the whole circuit of
which these form only a part.

The exact actions and reactions aro somewhat
complicated, but the effect is to alter the value of the
re -radiated energy from the aerial In accordance with
the sound -waves striking the telephone diaphragm,
In other words, the telephones act like a microphone
and the " transmission " is " modulated."

As your neighbour's aerial is receiving some of
this modulated transmission, and as he has a sensitive
crystal and 'phones in circuit. he can hear this in
just the same way that lie hears, with the same
apparatus, the modulated transmission from 2 L 0.

" P.W." ULTRA CRYSTAL SET.
J. S. A. (Northampton).-" How many turns

were there on the coil for the original
' P.W.' Ultra Crystal Set ? "

The original coil was wound upon a 4 -inch former,
4 inches long, and had a total number of 60 turns, the
aerial and earth leads being connected to the. 20th
tun and 40th turn tappings.,

A BUILT-UP HOWL.
P. E. S. (Becontree, Essex).-" A very

curious fault has recently been spoiling our
reception, and if you can tell me what it is I
shall be very glad, because nothing I do seems
to stop it. The set is a. two-valver (Det. and
L.F.), and the H.T. comes from the mains.
To get good loud -speaker results I have to use
about 100 volts and employing 2 -volt
valves the loud -speaker results are then very
good indeed, but for the fact that sooner or
later the set begins to hum to itself. At first
this noise is quite a modest one, but it slowly
gets louder and louder until the programme is
nowhere in it ! To describe the din it causes is
rather difficult, but it always begins very
slyly, and slowly builds itself up into a roar.

" The first valve is for resistance -capacity
coupling (high -amplification factor), and the
second valve a power valve. Actually I -am
not using resistance coupling, but I employ a
transformer, the makers of which inform me
that the valves I am working are quite O.K. for
use with their transformer.

What is the cause of this steadily in-
creasing howl ? When I turn the set off it
stops, but sooner or later during the evening
it starts off again, and some evenings I have to

(Continued on next page.)

NEW FACTS REGARDING
STANDARD

WET H.T. BATTERIES
(LECLANCHE TYPE)

Result of Recent Tests
Various best makes of Dry H.T. Batteries were
tested by taking some of the cells down and
removing the Sae element. These elements
were put into Tars and used as Wet cells with
our Electrolyte. The result in each ease was a
much greater output Irom the Wet cells. This
proves conclusively that Wet cells are morn
efficient than Dry cells.
Economical Permanent
No Charging Silent in Action

Fqs:IVarq

*,t

90 von., 00 eel Battery Size 11 18"
Complete Sets of Components, 21/-.

Price Per doz. Rubber bands for in -
Jars - . - 1/3 sulating 12 No. I

Sacs No. 1 - 116 Sacs - - 6d. box
Sacs No. 1 (with Ditto, No 2 Sacs

terminals) - 2/3 6d. bog
Sacs No 2 - 3/- Electrolyte sufficient
Sacs No. 2 (with for 20 cells 9d.

terminals) - - 3/9 Shellac Varnish- 6d.
Zincs (new model) 1 /- Carriage iorward
Send lid. stamp for new illustrated list giving
full details, price of batteries for various voltages,
maintenance hints, and useful information.

Special Note-The NEW ZINC is designed to
that Standard wander nines can be inserted in
every cell.

WET H.T. BATTERY CO.,
12, tirownlow St., HIGH 110L60101 *X I

Phone: Chancery 7846. By First Avenue Hotel

CABINETS ! ...----
Write for Illustrated Price List of Cabinets. Le.
us quote you for your own designs and sizes

F. DIGBY, 9, BANBURY ROAD.
SOUTH HACKNEY. E.9.
A NEW REPAIR SERVICE

..t. Transformers, 5/-; 'Phones, 5/.1 Speakers,.T. 6/, Re -magnetising and adiusting, 2;.,
Postage extra. 'id. brings list.-ETON REPAIR
SERVICE, 40, St. Mary's Road, Layton. fi.1.10.

ONLY IL 10.Mi/V LEFT:
We have's few wet H.T. Batteries, complete
in polished mahogany cases with glass tops
and carrying straps, to be cleared at much
reduced prices. A remarkable bargain and
unrivalled for H.T. supply :-
45 cells, a pprox. GO volt, small capacity.
carr. paid. 45 cells, approx. CO volt, large
capacity, 25M, carr. paid. .

All parts stocked Send Id. stamp for com-
plete new price list, or V- complete samples
post free

TROMBA ELECTRICAL
17.WHITh HART LANE,TOTTONIAM.N.17.

The Little " IMP " Combination Da s and Blow-
pipe simplifies all small soldering, Fine intense flame.
Simple as a pencil to use. Dispenses with dummy
soldering iron. Always ready for use. 2/6 Post

Free. Made in .2 sizes. Please slate use.
HAMMOND, MARKET HALL. BURNLEY.

Radiodomes
the most handsome and up-
to-date terminal indicators.
Keep terminals tight. All
wordings. Ask your dealer
for them or write for list to
MONEY HICKS 8' MILLS
2, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.r-

earliand Wimbledon. Rd. Dn. 716954.

Only

2d.

EASTER HOLIDAYS
Kindly Note-

All Advts. for our issue dated
April 23 must be received by

MONDAY, APRIL 11,
at latest to ensure insertion.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from precious page.)

switch off seven or eight times, or close down
altogether."

The trouble in your case is almost certainly due to
the situation of the laud speaker. Probably you will
be able to cure it by placing the loud speaker right
away from the set, in another corner of the room ; or
if it at present stands on or quite near to the set, try
moving it as far as the lead will allow, and tune the
horn away from the set.

This latter is most important, because the usual
reason for a howl such as this is a singing round the
ring" effect, in which the trouble arises in the first
place from the sound waves issuing from the loud
speaker.

When this is directed straight at the set, or wheb the
set stands on the same table as the loud speaker, any
powerful note broadcast is liable to impart a slight
vibration to the valves. This is purely a mechanical
vibration, but as the filaments are probably " sprung "
they shake slightly, and this shaking sets up more
sound -waves of the same frequency, which then makes
them shake still more There is, in fact, a sort of

reaction " effect, though the build up hi this case
is not electrical ; but is merely due to the loud speaker's
sound -waves shaking the filament, causing this to
vibrate and set up more corresponding sound -waves,
which accentuate the trouble. It should vanish
altogether when you find a more suitable position for
the loud speaker.

WHICH CRYSTAL DETECTOR ?
" CAT'S -MOUSTACHE " (Bolton).-" Is the

permanent' or the adjustable -permanent'
class of crystal detector just as good as the
old-fashioned cats' -whisker type ?

We are not quite clear as to exactly what you
mean by " just as good." When they were originally
introduced, the semi -permanent or permanent crystals
had the reputation of being not quite so sensitive as
the type of crystal on which finding the best spot
depended upon the skill and patience of the person
operating the set.

Whether this reputation was ever justified or no,
it has certainly been getting less and less until now
most owners of permanent " crystals claim
them to be quite as sensitive as any of the cats' -
whisker " type. This is stoutly denied by the " eats' -
whisker " adherents, so the only satisfactory solution
to the question is tee -assume that it is either a matter
of opinion, or else that in some cases one type is
better, and in other cases the reverse is true.

Probably much of the diversity of opinion is caused
by the different conditions under which sets are used
--different aerials, earths, distances from rho local
station, etc.-so that no definite rule can be laid
clown, and each individual case 'must be tested on its
own' merits.

COMPONENTS FOR A GOOD THREE-
VALVER.

" MAO " (St. Helen's, Lanes).-" What Com-
ponents are required to make a good, easily
tuned three -valve set, consisting of one high -
frequency amplifier, detector, and one low -
frequency amplifier, and where can I get a
description of a set of this kind ? I should
like to make it myself, as I made up a one-
valver from P.W.' a year ago and it's still
going fine, but I want to reach out a bit more
now."

You evidently missed the description of the
" H.D.L. Three," which appeared in " P W." No. 248
`March 5th, 1927). This is just the kind of set you
1- sluice, and with the aid of the photographs and
diagram§ given Yon should have no difficulty in con-
struction. -

The following components are necessary :
Panel 21 by- 7 by I in., and baseboard to suit

cabinet ; 1 retroactive tuner retroactive
anode unit ; 1 L.F. transformer ; 1 .0005 variable
condenser ; 1 .0003 variable condenser ; 2 S.P.D.T.
push-pull switches ; 2 .0002 fixed condensers ; 1 2-
megolun leak ; 3 30 -ohm. rheostats ; 3 valve hol-
ders ; 1 3 -terminal strip , 1 7 -terminal strip ; 2
grid -bias battery clips ; 2 dial indicators ; wire,
screws, etc.

READERS' ADDRESSES.
Will the following readers, who have sent

in queries with insufficient addresses, please
communicate again with the Query Depart-
ment ?

S. C. Stevens, S. D. Ashworth, P. Bayliss,
J. Garside (Halifax), C. V. Preece, P. Flexen,
S Bryant, M. C. Ward, -- Coldwell, H C.
Elliott, H. B. Dowell, C. Richards, T. R. Parry,
J. S. Laker, M. J. Caton, A E. Hart, A. Moore,
G. I). Alclbury, H. M. Girrng, and A. C. Smith.

ALL OTHER MAKER S PLATES ARE MADE OF ANTiMONY AND LEAD

Are
Electrically
Seriousi y

TING STONE
Pure Leta Grid

C C MAA e4;k1

For tIke
Indisputable

Facts
stated i)elow

Pure Lead is the ONLY Metal that
PERFECTLY, RELIABLY AND EFFICIENTLY

Stores Electricity by Chemical Conversion

The basic principles upon which all Batteries work.

TUN GSTO N E the ONLY H. & L.T. Portable Battery in
the World that uses Pure Lead for Plate -Grid & Paste

The only use for Plates made of Lead and Antimony is to hold the
Paste in position with the aid of Wood Separators and convey the
current. Therefore all other Batteries (only exception Tungstone) are

excessively weighted with a bulk of useless metal.

All the World's makers (except Tungstone) of present-
day Car and Wireless High and Low Tension Portable
Batteries make the Plate Grids entirely of an alloy of
Lead and Antimony (Electrically an inert metal) which
cannot store electricity Electro-chemically converted-
hence the expense of constantly Re -charging and
permanently adding to maintenance costs and giving a

shortened life.

TUNGSTONE in addition to the practical working advantages
derived from the use of Pure Lead offers many other
exclusive features of exceptional commercial value.

Patented and Trade Mark Resistered in the Chief Countries of the World.

TUNGSTONE High Tension 60 Volt Battery 3 a.h. is sold in the United Kingdom on monthly peptic -As
over extended period. Apply for particulars. Further interesting information on points of this advertisement
are to be found on pages 58, 59. and 67 to 73 of the Illustrated Booklet "Photography tells the Story " whi6
will be sent free on apPlicatio to the- T.A 49
ITUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., St. Bride's House. Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4

virxwmaikio
Loud Speakers, 'Phones and L.P Transformers, 5/-.
Any transformer or coil for experimental purposes
wound to customers' specification. All work guaran-
teed and tested. Prompt service.-ICNIGHT, 6, Chapel
Street LONDON. E.0.2. 'Phone. Clerkenwell 4715.

ARIPLIFIERS: 1 -VALVE, 191.; 2 -VALVE. SO/.
2 -Valve All -Station Set, £4. Approval willingly
Wet H.T. Batteries-Jars, lines and Sacs complete,
3/6 per doz. (15 volts). Post 9d. extra. Sample 6d.

3 doz. upwards post free, in divided cartons.
Bargain List Free.P. Taylor, 57,StudleyRd.,Stockwell.London

COUPON -To popularise the wonderful
"NIGHTINGALE" MASTER CRYSTAL DETECTOR

The Finest Detector in the World.
ABSOLUTELY (Patent No. 265463) PERMANENT.

I enclose P.O. value 11- please send me an N.M.C.
Detector complete for easy panel mounting. with
five years' guarantee. (Siiip. 1492 " P. w." No. ea; )
NAME
ADDRESS

N.M.C. DETECTORS. 30. Princes Parade. LONDON, N.3.

Inches
7 X 5, 1,'-
7 x 6,1/3
8x 6,1/4
0 x-8,2/1
0x 9,2/4
2x 10,3.'-
4 x 12, 4/-
6 x 8,3i2
6 x 9,3,6

Inches
6:< 6.1'-
8 5,1 2
9 ; 6,1 7

' 8,23
12.: 8,2'6
12 x 9,2 10
14 / 10,3 5
1- in. thick
Post Free.

Money back guarantee that each and all Panels are
free from surface leakage. Megger test Infinity.
Callers cut any size. Quotations by post or 'phone Clerken-
well 7853. Sainplesand prices post free to the Trade.

CROXSONIA CO., 10, South St., MOORGATE, E.C.2.

Please be sure to mention " POPULAR WIRELESS "
when replying to Advertisers - THANKS
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Efficient, Neat

and Cheap
YOU CAN SEE from the
illustration what a neat
job this "Peerless" Fixed
Resistor is. The Base is
solid insulation and the
Former a strong impreg-
nated material that at-
mospheric conditions will
not affect. The wire is
wound evenly and firmly
and terminals and solder-
ing tags are fitted. One
hole fixing. A very
thoroughly assembled and
finely finished unit in all.

OTHER BEDFORD PRODUCTS :
" Peerless " Dual Rheostat .. 3/9
" Peerless" Junior Rheostat .. 2/6

(already over half a million sold)
" Peerless " Resicon Variable Con-

denser, from .. 15/- to 18/.
(Dial and Vernier 2/6 extra)

" Peerless " Master Switch .. .. 2/9
" Peerless" Valve Switch ..  .

From all good dealers or direct.

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 272.).

My receiver is an AU -British Six built by myself. I
use three stages of H.F. (S.T. 81), 70 volts on the
anode; detector (S.T. 61), anode potential, 90 volts;
and one stage of L.F., Ferranti transformer, S.T. 63,
anode potential, 128 volts ; grid bias, 221 volts ; plate
current, 61 milliamps, the latter practically st"ady,
but very loud notes give it a kick up to 8 milliamps.
G.E.Co, cone and C.A.V. cabinet loud speaker in
parallel.

Yours faithfully,
J. PUSINELLI,

The Little House,
Horning, Norfolk.

TRANSFORMER v. RESISTANCE COUPLING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir-With reference to the remarks in the
latter portion of the letter by " Maltese Cross," in
your issue for the 12th Inst., I think that your
correspondent is quite wrong, and I am under the
impression that the published curve of the A.F.3
transformer represents within 5 per cent. the per-
formance of any transformers of that type under
normal working conditions-that is to say, with a
plate current between 2 and 3 milliamps-in fact.,
they guarantee it.

Doubtless the makers will have something to say
about the matter themselves, but it seems to me on
the face of it that a firm of the standing of Ferranti,
Ltd., in the engineering world, would hardly be
likely to be guilty of the misrepresentation suggested.

Regarding N.P.L. curves, the writer is under the
impression, but he is, of course, open to correction,
that the N.P.L. is not in a position to take tests of
audio -frequency about 4,000 or below 250 cycles,
and that the to not guarantee the accuracy within
quite large limits at the 250 period and 4,000 period
points, so that to refer all matters to that body for
settlement would seem to be quite misguided,
although the limitations of that particular institution
in this respect probably account for the fact that
very few transformers or other amplification curves
extend over a larger range of frequencies.

Yours faithfully,
47 Northfield Road, J. Basins.

New Morton, Manchester.

EDITORIAL NOTE.
We publish Mr. Beggs' letter as it will undoubtedly

be of interest to many of our readers who have
gained a wrong impression from a recent letter from
" Maltese Cross." We should like to point out that
in our opinion " Maltese Cross " did not suggest
that the firm of Ferranti, Ltd., had in any way been
guilty of misrepresentation in their advertisements.
The reputation of this 'firm is too high to permit of
such an absurd suggestion. " Maltese Cross," how-
ever, did give his own opinion, based on the results he
had obtained. It is, of course, also a matter of
opinion as to whether or not " Maltese Cross's "
results were accurate.

FROM MR. G. M. PART.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Gangway ! Just a little space, please, as
no fewer than three of your other correspondents have
got on my tail in the great transformer controversy,
now a highly diverting one, with " Maltese so very
cross " again.

Mr. Wilson first-I have only replaced my trans-
former and the resistance -coupled stage-to quote a
current advert-" makes the old set sing." The
improvement is truly wonderful, and I. have no
regrets. I think the necessity for high anode potential
is one of those popular superstitious which die hard,
but as-following Captain Round's footsteps-I
prefer to use anything up to 160 volts in any case,
this Consideration has hardly influenced ins one way
or the other.

Mr. Baggs-I never suggested that the science
museum set was a commercial proposition ; it
obviously isn't, but it seems to me somewhat signifi-
cant that in producing a demonstration sett the B.B.C.
engineers, who do know their job, even if some of
us have doubts about the programme compilers, used
resistance coupling and an out -size in chokes and
not transformers. In ordinary "commercial" sizes
the choke method has, as Mr. Beggs implies, little
advantage over transformers.

This gentleman assures us that the A,F.3 has no
appreciable " cut off " as low as 50 cycles ; " Maltese
(very) Cross " assures us that under working condi-
tions its curve is very different from what Mr. Baggs
thinks it is ; Mr. Bonavia Hunt on theoretical
grounds deduces that no transformer made avoids
a " nasty " cut-off below 200 cycles. I can't help
thinking he is pretty right, and that if there is a snag
anywhere it is in the transformer, though undoubtedly
the A,F.3 under certain working conditions is a very
fine instrument. Even resistance -capacity coupling
is far from perfect, and just at present I am experi-
menting with battery -coupling which gets over the
frequency variation of the coupling condensers in the
former method. None of these methods are likely to
be really. " popular " in the way the transformer is.
The latter has four terminals marked in lain figures
gives no trouble, wants no adjustment, and wor14

(Continued on next page.)
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LOUD SPEAKER BARGAIN.

This highly efficient 2 -ValveLoud -Speaker tet is the finest
wireless value ever offered.
It gives a volume and quality of tone unattained
by any instrument of a similar price and is the
essence of simplicity. Fitted with coils covering
all the British wave -lengths, including Daventry
THE CABINET is of beautifully polished Oak. A
all components are of the highest quality Dull
Emitter Valves with patent valve holders. H.T
Battery, 2 -volt accumulator and complete Aerial
Outfit. LOUD SPEAKER of exclusive design
with unique magnetic system and

'-
7 17 6

Improved mica diaphragm. Price
TERMS : Our Bargain Of
Price Is for deferred pay- proved
ments. Send 10/6 now.ds etrialeuc)
complete purchase in if
monthly payments of 10/6
If you wish to pay cash, 5
per centdiscount is allowed
Catalogue Post Free.
Up-to-date Crystal & Valve
sets at keenest prices

G. Grams Ltd. Sheffield
Fullest

APProval

B U Li( OR PACKED CRYSTALS
syN.zi NCI TE  TELLURitial-SYN GALENA 01"..
05C Z /NC/TENIOLINTEDCRYSTAL5n. DETECTORS.
IRON pyRiTE5.1,,o CiV1SrALs-eatem.gryen.E es R/GMT

N IMOUDziTalefilEMINS,5*TIYICKENHAM.

WET H.T. POROUS POTS'
Genuine miniature porous pots for Wet H.T. to
fit 2t X II jar registering 1-4 volts: 3/- per doz.
Non-conductive Glass jars, 1!- doz Waxed, 1/8
per doz. Sacs,1/8 doz. Zinc., 1/- doz. Send lid.

stamp for Price List and Instructions.
Carriage and Packing extra.

Trade Inquiries: .

THE ETON GLASS BATTERY CO.,
(Dept. P), 46, St. Mary's Road, E.1 O.

TRANSFORMERS REWOUND
Transformers, Phones, Loudspeakers, Re.
wound and Repaired to Maximum Efficiency.
All one Price 4/ each. Don' discard if burnt out, All
work guaranteed for 14 months. Write for trade terms
TRANSFORM CO., 115, LINKS RD., TOOTING, LONDON, S.W.17,

WdY NOT dint 1HE HESE?
Take advantage of this unique offer and buy
STANDARD LINES ON EASY TERMS

Any standard article advertised in this paper
may be purchased from us by easy terms.

THE WOOLLDRIDCERADIOCO'l LTD.,
(RADIO COMPONENTS DEPT.)

26 & 39, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.0.2

WHEN replying to advertisements
please mention "Popular Wireless"

to ensure prompt attention. THANKS!
NON-COttnAlS1VE

"HARTEL" vs ET H.T. BATTERIES
Super -Capacity Leolanehe Type.

As tested and recommended by Popular Wireless
of January 22nd.

Ensure Low Upkeep and Perfect Reception
30 Volts Battery in Case ...

42f
13/0.

6000 ,. . . (4(8 tappings) ... 25/
.1 . ,

Carriae 1/!,. 2/, 3/- respectively.
Jars, 2/.; Sacs, 2/.; Complete Cells. less Jars,
316 doe., with perm. separations. Send Ed. Stamp

for Sample Cell. Manufactured solely by
Yorkshire Ignition Co.. Ltd.,1 AS, Broomhall St., Sheffield
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CORRESPONDENCE
(Continued from previous page.)

equally well (or nastilylover a wide range of working
(omlitions-M other words, it gives " John Citizen "
peace and a quiet life. My ears may be unduly
sensitive, but I am afraid I want something better,
even if it gives me a little trouble in adjustment.

Yours faithfully,
G. M. PART,

SunnYside," Frain, Tunbridge Wells.

POOR B.B.C. STATIONS ? 
The Editor, POPCLAR WIRELESS.

cannot let pass without comment the
statement made by Mr. John Donnelly, in the first
paragraph of his letter appearing in a recent issue
of " PM." In all fairness to the B.B.C. I should
like to record my own experiences.

On various occasions, I have written a number of
htters to the B.B.C., both as Company and Corpora-
tion, and every point raised by me has been given
consideration and has been replied to within a
)easouably short time.

I am not quite clear what Mr. Donnelly means by
" recognition." Be surely cannot mean that he
expects only to have to write to the B.B.C. to have
his pet grievances rectified? And it is difficult, in
view of my own experiences, to think that his letters
have evoked no reply.

By the way, Mr. Donnelly should look to the selee-
. tivity of his set. A simple wave -trap, too, would
relieve him of the " local station " nuisance.

Yours faithfully,
F. G. FILE.

" Dcganwy," 6, Kingsway,
East Sheen, S.W.14.

THE NEW LOFTIN-WHITE
CIRCUIT. s

(Continued from page 259.)

correct moment, and thus we can obtain
much tighter coupling than would otherwise
be possible without that annoying feed -back
effect which produces self -oscillation. This
aspect of the Loftin -White circuit is a very
important one and, taken in conjunction
with the constant coupling achievement,
produces a circuit of great importance and
interest.

From the description given it will be seen
that the general principles of the Loftin -
White circuit are easy to understand, but
from this the reader should not imagine
that he can walk into his kitchen with a
collection of parts and a soldering iron
and successfully join it up " right away."
The Loftin -White circuit requires a mod
deal of working out in order that it shall
function efficiently and not in a casual
" hit-and-miss " sort of way. For example,
SO far as the reaction control is concerned,
this can be arranged so that the set is just
below oscillation point over the whole
timing range. It is, of course, quite easy
to fix up a circuit which will give results
better than the ordinary without achieving
the real stability and constancy of the
Loftin -White arrangement. If .the effects
are not constant throughout, either in
coupling between stages or in the reaction
control, then it is a proof that various
values have been incorrectly chosen.

At the same time the experimenter can
easily arrange his apparatus to try out for
himself the general principles of the Loftin -
White circuit without any special com-
ponents, and I am showing in the photo-
graphs herewith an experimental assembly,
using parts readily available to everyope,
by which some very interesting experiments
can be made. It can be wired up in several
ways. Next week some more practical
details will be given. Meanwhile, it can be
stated that C2 is generally of the order of
.002 mfd. and Cl a variable of -0005 maxi-
mum. The experimental board shown is
for trying -out interstage coupling first of
all. R1 shonld be variable. R2 can be the
usual leak value, and Ita a fixed resistor.

SETS OF COMPONENT PARTb
RADIAN() " THREE " (March. '27, Wireless Con

structor). All parts as specified with Terminals
2 Ormond S.L. Variables, with friction gear, 2916:
3 Coil Sockets, 5/3; T.O.O. -0003 and Clips and 2-meg
Leak, 5/10; 3 Benjamin Valve Holders, 8/3; 3 Fixed
Resistors and Bases, 716; On and Off Switch. 1/6;
Gecophone 1st Stage L.P.. 24/-; Brander 2nd Stage
L.F., 17/6; Engraved Strip, with Terminals and Nuts.
3/6; 2 B.L. Terminals for Front Panel, 1/6. 1 Gross
Pinch -on Spades, 1/-; Quantity Rubber Flex, 6d
Total, £5 5 10. Post tree for £4 12 6 nett.

EDISWAN R.C. THREESOME. Set of Parts -
2 Ediswan R.O. units, 71- each; 1 Ediswan P.V.2
Valve. 18/6; 2 Ediswan 2.0.2 ditto. 14/-; 3 Lotus
V.H. at 2/6; 3 Fil. Rheostats at 2/6; 9-v. Grid
Bias. 2/-; Lotus 2 -way L.H.. 71-; .0005 Tuning Con
denser, 6/11. The lot, post free, £3 19 6. (Lis,
price, 91/5. With cheaper (but good) rheostats
valve -holder and 2 -way, 69/6.M.C. "THREE." " Feb. 5, '27. 2 000b
Variable Condensers, Geared or with 5.11. Dials, at
16/-, 2 -004 and 1 -001 Fixed Dubilier. at 3/-, 9/,
T.C.C. .0003, with a 2-meg. Grid Leak, 4/10; 000I
Ormond Reaction Condenser, 4/-; 3 Lotus Valve

Transformer, 2-1 (L.P. , 17/6; 3 Resistors, 3/9;
Holders, 7/6; 1 II.F. Choke, 9/6; B.T.H
2 Special Coils, ready or use, 4/-, 11 Belling Lee
Terminals, 412; Terminal Strip, drilled, V.; Push
Pull. Benjamin, 1/3. Total, 98/6. Post free, 851
nett. With cheaper condensers, valve holders, term)
nals, and fixed condensers, 67/6.

"A.W." BALLOT 3 (J. H. Reyner,
1912/27). Original parts. Ormond, .0005 S.L.F.. 1
S.M. Dial; Ormond P.M. Vernier; 15 ohm Igr. Res.,
2 -way c.o. Switch, W. & W.; ,Benj. c.o.; 2 C.A.V.
L.F., 2 Lotus V.11.; Beni. 0003. with leak 4.90
valve -holder; 2 Fixed Resistors, -0001 Dubilier;
Choke (H.F.), 4 Terminals, Strip. Wire, Screws, etc.
List total, £4 15 0. Sent post free for 65/,
Second Selection 65/.. all good components.

EVERY PURPOSE 2-VALVER (Det. & Mag.)
(PM.. March 19/27). By L. H. Thomas. Tee. Staff.
Easy to build, easy to handle, suitable for all wave
lengths, Original components specified. 2 Panel
Brackets, 11- 2 Ormond Friction Geared .0003
Variable. at 14/6; 1 2 -way Lotus L. Handle. 8/-:
2 Benj. Valve II., at 2/9; 1 0.1.V. All -Purpose L.F.,
15)-; 2 Rheostats to suit valves, at 2/6; 0003 and
3-meg. Leak, 3/., Midget Condenser, 3/9; Single Open
Sack, 1/6; 2 Mid. T.C.C. 4/8; Fixed, 0003, 116:
2 Terminal Strips and '8 Terminals (DL.), 5/ -

'total List, 83/-. Sent post free nett. for £3 135.
Second Selection (but includes C.A.V. Transformer and
Slow-motion Condenser; all other parts high quality
and suitable for eet), post free, £2 17 6.

Cabinets, 8,16 by on sale 17/11
Panels, 16 by 8, from '5/.

T.C.C. MANSBRIDGE. 0003 S.P., .00025 S.P..
.01, 02, 2/4 earls; 1, 216; 25, 3, 3/- each; 5.
3/4: 1 mfd, 3/10; 2 mid., 4/8.

L.F. TRANSFORMERS. Ferranti A.P.3, 25/-;
A.10.4, 17/6; Eureka Concert, 25/-; 2nd Stage, 211.;
Baby 1st or 2nd, 15/-- Reflex. 15/-, Forme
shrouded, 10/6; Success (Black), 21/-; Royal, 20/-;
Ormond, newest model, 15/6 Marconi; " Ideal." all
stages, 25/- each; C.A.V., 15/-, Pye, 17/6; ditto
Telephone, 15/-, Gambrel], 2 stages, 25/6; Ideal
Junior, 18/6; R.I., 25/-; Multi -Ratio, 25/--

ORMOND. Square Law Low -Loss. 40005, 916;
0003, 816, (1/6 each less no vernier); Friction
Geared, .0005, 15/-; .0003, 14/6; .00025, 13/6.Straight Line Frequency Friction Geared,
00035,

2011.;, 0S0Q03 5,L
AW. LOW -LOSS SDU1AL;.

-0005, 16/- erieh. Ormond Friction Dial, 101-.Filament Rheostats, Dual, 2/6; 6 ohms or 30
ohms, 2/-. Potentiometer, 400 ohms 216.
Standard, .0005, 51., .0001, Reaction, 4/-; Air
Dielectric, 2/-; No.utralising, 4/-; Neutro.
dyne. 2/.. Twin Gang, 0005, 32/-; Triple. 401.

LISSEN PARTS (Coils subject to delivery,. v at. Or
Lk., 2/6; Lissenstat, 10/6; Major, 716; Minor, 3/ ;

Fixed Leaks, lf-; Valve -holder, 1/-, Mica Condensers,
1/- -002 to -006, 116; L.F. or 11 F. Choke, 10/;
Switches, 2 -way or key, 1/6; S.P.P. Pull. 216;
D.P.D.T.P. Pull 2/6- Rheostats, 7-35 ohms. 2/6 ea ;
1.1.13., 116. Coils. 35, 3/3; 40, 3)3; 50, 316; 60.
3/6; 75, 3/6; 100. 4/-; 150, 4/3 200, 5/-; 250.
5/6; 300, 519. X Coils, 50, d/-; 60, 6/4; 75, 6/4:
250 9/9; Lissenola. 13/6; L.F. Transformer, 8/6.

SERVICE. Neutralising Condensers. Panel,
2/6: B.H., 3/6;. Micrometer Detector. with splendid
crystal 2/6- postage extra.

MILLARD, COSMOS, MARCONI. B.T.H.,
EDISWAN, COSSOR VALVES. The latest
always in stork.

PARTS IN STOCK FOR THE
ELSTREE SIX, SOLODYNE.
MEWFLEX, ELSTREEFLEX,
1927 FIVE, COMBINE FIVE,
AND ALL THE CHIEF

CIRCUITS.

RADIO MICRO.
(Guaranteed genuine).

3.5-v. .06-a.. G. l'.., 5111
1.8-v. .2-a.. .. 5111
3.5-v. .3-a., Power 8/6
3.5-v. .1-a., 916
1.8.v. .2-a., 1016
Post 1/- each per valve

HIGH EFFICIENCY
COILS AND TRANS-

FORMERS.
All wound exactly to de-
signer's specification, with
27/42 wire, and complete
with Ebonite Supports and
Base. EVERYMANS
FOUR.-Aerial Coil, 14/-.
Transformer, 15/, Com-plete Set, 28/,
Carborundum Units, 1216
Detector only 51.

See " P.W.," March 26, for full -page Advt.

DETAILED LISTS
FOR POSTCARD

LEWCOS, EOWYER - LOWE.
FINSTON,COLVERN.WATMEL
MAGNUM SCREENED COILS.

ACCUMULATORS.
2-v. 40, 7111; 2-v. 60.9/6; 2-v. 80, 12/6; 2-v.
100, 14/6; 4-v. 40. 13/11;
4-v. 60 17/11; 4-v. 80.
23/6; 6-v. 60. 26/6; 6-v
80, 35/6. ALSO another
good make, 1/6 extra on
each of above. Post 1/- each
BRITISH HEADPHONES. -
Brown's Featherweight, 20, -
Brown's A Type (Reed), 801-
n T rr 15,-. sterling. 20/ -
LOW LOSS SQUARE LAW

11003 and 0001

4/11 each.
By Post, 5/11
With Vernlet

1/- extra.

THIS MAGNIFit;cosi
2 -VALVE SET

(D, and L.F.) as shown, in
ndsome Americad Type

Cabinet, 12 by 8 Panel,
ALL PARTS ENCLOSED.

Complete with 2 Dull Emitter
Valves, Tantico latest COM%
L.T. and H.T. Batteries, Aerial
Equipment, 4 -way Leads, 4,000
ohm 'Phones, OR Lissenola,
012 Loud RA 16 6
Speaker alr.

Marconi Tax Paid. CI.

AX

Carriage and Packing, .0/

SET ONLY 45,
T PAID,

With Power *end 4Q/6
D.E. Valves, 2 Coils !.'
Carriage and Decking, 5i

FORDO or MOTOR
S.L.F. CONDENSERS

With handsome -

4" TRIOLITE 716dial and knob ..
By Post 7/1 1.

ANOTHER GOODRODEL
S.L.F., with 4 -inch Dial.

'0003 & '0005, each 5,11.
By post, 6,5.

CRYSTAL and 08E TAM
AMPLIFIER (LZ), in hand-
some polished cabinet, tested for
use, 22/8. Post 1/R (With D.E.
valve,. 30/-). Or Complete Set,
valve. H.T., LT., units, aerial
Equipment. 9XX coil, 45/11.
Post 2/-. Extraordinary Offer.
ASTOUNDING 2 -Valve Ain-
VAL7E in L.F. plifier, 2511.

amplifiers In or COMPLETE
handsome with valves,

polished box, H.T. and L.T.
1 valve, 14/11. Units, 44/6.
Carriage 1/8. Carriage 2/-.

ALL CIRCUITS, PARTS, COILS
and SETS STOCKED._

STANDARD
GADIERELL COILS.

i12 4/10, a 4/10. A 5t-,
B1 513, B 5/6, LI 519.
313, El 619, Id 7/9. P 8/6
; 19/, Centre -tapped coils

6d. extra.
GAMBRELL CENTRE'SAPPED COILS.

61.: 5VX, 8/3.
GOX, 6;9; 250X, 819.
NEUTROVERNIA

CONDENSERS
(Latest Model) for Panel or
Baseboard Mooting, 5/6.

MAGNUM.
Newest Vibro valve -holder,
with terminals and tags,
216; Screen and six -pin
base, 12/-; Split primary
Aerial coil, 6/-; 11.1'. Trans
formers. 10/- en., Short or
Long \Vave (Split Second
aries, 10/- ea.); Reinartz
Short Wave, 10/-, Long
Wave, 14/.; Neutralising
Condenser, 5/-; Single Coil
Mount on lase, 1/9;
Aperiodic D.P.. 10/.; B.B.0
or 5XX H.F. Transformers,
71- each.
M.C. THREE. Aerial &
Transformer Coils wound
on Paxolin Formers. rudy
for use, 4/. pair. Post 6d.
xlva Made he Wearits

CALLER'S COLUMN

NOT SENT BY POST.

EBONITE GRADE A. Stock
slave, 8x 6 and 7 x 5. 113
8 x 6, 1i8; 9 X 6, 1/9; 10 x 8,
2/9; 12 x 6, 2/9; 12 x 8, 3/3;
12 x 9, 4/- ; 14 7, 4/0. ALSO
CUT TO SIZE while you
wait at 44. per sq. inch 3/16th ;
and Id. sq. inch for t in.
Special cheap panels for Crystal
Pieta.
H.T. BATTERIES. No cheap
and nasty batteries sold
here, only highest quality
at lowest prices. Adieo
(Trade teat award best
given) 60-v., 6111; 100-v.,
12/11 nett; the new 66-v.
Eveready: 9161 Crown

Polo," 60-v., 6/3; 100,
10 / 11; good quality "H."
60-v., 5/11; 100-v.. 916:
Hellesen's; 66-v., 12,6-
99-v., 21/-; Siemens, 60 &
100-v. stocked; 1.5 L.T.
Hellesen' s, 216; A die.).

131/8, 21.; .T.H., 21 :
Flag, 21-; Britinuiac, 1/8.
CABINETS. - American type,
solid polished hinged lid and
baseboard. 8 in. x 6 In. x 7 in.
deep, 5/11 : 10 In. x 8 In. x 8 in.,
8/11; Me. x 610. x 8In.
10/8 and 123; 141n. x 71n.,
18/0; 161n. x Sin., 16/11.
Any size made to order in
a few days.
HEADPHONE CORDS. (load
quality, 1/3,1/8. Loud Smoke
Cords, 1/9. 4 -way Battery
Leads, 2:-; 7 -way, 3/8.
GEARED COIL STANDS.

2 -way, 2/3, 2/8, 2/11 up.
3 -way, grand value, 5/11.

Back of panel from 2/11. All
ebonite and best quality. Only
needs seeing. Penton, Newsy
G.E.C. Lotus, Polar stocked.
AP:21.618.-100 b. 7/22 Bard
drawn, 1/11. Extra heavy,
2/2. Phosphor 49 strands, 1/-.
Electron stocked. Special
LNDOOR Aerials, phosphor.
with ebonite separators and
rubber rings (12 ft. x 8 strands),
total 100 ft., 4/S. 0.V., 2a.
Robber Lead-in, highest qualit y,
10, yd.., 1/-; 10 yds.. 113;
10 yds., 1/8. Extra heavy, 24.
and Pd. yd. E. & B. Twin Flex
(hest), 0 yds., um 12 yde..
1/6; 36 yds., 4/-. Inn. Hooks.

for lid. Egg Insulators, 2
for 1)4. Ins. Staples, 4 a 3d.,
Earth Tubes. Copper, extra
value, 2/3. Climax, (also
at 2:8).
SWITCHES.-On poreelain
DPDT. 1/3; SPOT, 10)4.
Superior articles. Nickel, Panel.
Ebonite handle. DPDT,
SPDT, 1/-. Push and Poll,
Std and 1/- All Lissens stocked.
TERMINALS. Etc. - Nickel
W.O., 'Phone, Pillar, 1/- doz.;

'3 for 9d. Brass do., 10d. du.:
14. each. Nickel Valve legs,
2 for It& Stop Pins, 2 a 141.
Spade Tags, 6 a 1d, Solder-
ing, ad. doz. Ormond Nuts,
Ed. doz. Washers, 12 a /d.

and 4 B.A. Rod, 341. ft- Onts
the best sold here. Screw
So:wlem, 2 for 144. Pius do.
Valve Pins. 2 a Ed.
PERMANENT DETECTORS.-
Liberty, 3/6. Red Diamond ea
topper), 2/-. Lion Micro, latest
cannot be equalled, IS,
Brownie, 3/-. Enclosed Jinx.
Ray, 1/-, 113. Service Micio-
meter, with crystal, 2:9. Burn -
dent 4/ -,Min Met, 4/6.
RED & lLACK Wander Plots,
3d. and 3d. pr. Spades, Sd. pr.
Pins, 24. pr. Plug. & Societ
3d. CDs Wander Plug. 24.
Igranic,
COIL PLUGS. - Ebonite on
Base, 644., 71d. Lobo, 84.
Berne -Jones, VP. Lew Lem,
Bid. Panel, (Sid. Varioos

i
ilellesent:VODS , 10;6. Flash.Su
amp Adico, 43d. each;
113 doz. A. well-known Cl
inc,- 3 for 1/3. No cheap
aibbish sold!

CALL HERE FOR LISSEN, BENJAMIN, RADIO -MICRO.
COSMOS, HOLLAND, EDISWAN, MARCONI. COSZOR,
OSRAM, JACKSON'S (J.B.) DUFILIER, McMICHAEL,
SUCCESS, BEARD & FITCH, BOWYER-LOWE. LEWC08,
IGRANIC, EUREKA, ORMOND, UTILITY, FORMO. EDISON
BELL, FERRANTI, R. I., POLAR, NEWEL P. & M.,
MAGNUM. WE HAVE THE GOODS' CALL AND SEE LEI.
ALL LINES IN DEMAND STOCKED. SPECIAL TEEMS.
RADIO CLUBS. GENUINE EXPERIMENTERS.

BE SURE YOU ARE AT RAYMOND'S!

K. RAYMOND
27 & 28a, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE,W.C.2

HOURS 9.15 to 7.45 139.csk oflOstlsess Tlkseattire..SATURDAY 9 to 8.45 Nearest Tube, Leicester Sigraistele.
131(1141:10.A.V" 11 to 1 'ILalksomsa 8IE5r3parcl 4637.
OPEN ON GOOD FRIDAY and EASTER MONDAY 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
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Eleven
Blue Prints

for 6d !
The " Best Way" Pictorial Blue
Prints book consists of an up - to -
date and comprehensive range of
blue print diagrams drawn in a
simplified pictorial style so that the
amateur constructor cannot possibly
go wrong when building up a set on
the lines of any of the circuits with
which the book deals. There are i
circuits in all. Buy a copy to -day.

`BEST WAY"

PICTORIAL

BLUE PRINTS
60. At all Newsagents, etc.

"COMET"_
TUMBLER
swi rcH

Single hole fixing
panel type.

The Switch you have
been looking for . . each 119
The LONDON COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL
STORES, LTD., 13, FatTing-Gon Ave., E.C.4,

To All
Advertisers
PLEASE note that communica-
tions concerning advertising in

POPULAR WIRELESS
MODERN WIRELESS
WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

must be made to
JOHN ' H. LILE, LTD.,
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4

Whom : Cify 7261.) -

and NOT to the Editorial
or Ptiblishing Offices.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 271.)

Construction and Maintenance Company.
" Permalloy " is an alloy with an extremely
high magnetic permeability : the alloy
consists of about 78 per cent. nickel and
22 per cent. iron. Its magnetic permea-
bility at very low magnetising forces is
20 times as great as that of the best soft
iron wire, which was the best loading
material for cables previously obtainable.

Valve "Disease."
Sir Oliver Lodge, who can always be

relied upon to bring freshness and imagina-
tion to the consideration of a problem, made
a very interesting suggestion at a recent
meeting of the Royal Society of Arts in
connection with the destruction of the fila-
ment of a wireless valve. It is known that
if any oxygen be present in the -valve (and
oxygen may, of course, be present in the
form of water -vapour which, in the imme-
diate vicinity of the filament, may be decom-
posed into oxygen and hydrogen), the
oxygen may act as a catalytic agent or a
" carrier." It may enter into combination
with the metal of the filament, producing a
volatile oxide which subsequently decom-
poses, depositing the metal and releasing
the oxygen : the oxygen is thus free to repeat
its destructive attacks upon the filament.
In this way a very small quantity of oxygen
may, in course of time, bring about the
removal from the filament of an amount of
metal enormously greater than that which
would be required to enter into combination
with the oxygen present to form any known
oxide of the metal.

Sir Oliver suggests that cancer, as it
affects human beings and certain animals,
may not be a microscopic growth, nor even a
pathological growth, but may possibly be
due to some " catalytic " action taking
place in a way having a greater or lesser
resemblance to that mentioned in the case
of a valve filament. This is a very interest-
ing suggestion.

Filament Disintegration.
Perhaps I may be forgiven for men-

tioning that the discovery of the catalytic
or " carrier " effect with oxygen and a
heated metal filament in a partial vacuum
was first made by the present writer, and
is published in a paper entitled " The Dis-
integration of Metals at High Tempera-
tures ' in the Philosophical Magazine for
February, 1913.

It is there shown that .a very small trace
of oxygen will continue to eat away the
metal of the filament indefinitely.

I found that the oxide or oxides (for
usually a mixture of different oxides is pro-
duced) are endothermic (that is, absorbing
heat at. their formation, the heat, of course,
being provided by the hot filament). This
endothermic compound, moreover, is vola-
tile and, like most endothermic compounds,
unstable when the temperature is lowered.
The result is that when the oxygen is endo-
thermically combined with the metal, the
resulting compound, being volatile, escapes
in a gaseous condition and, passing away
from the hot region of the filament, its
temperature falls and it dissociates, de-
positing the metal (usually in the form of a
film) upon the glass bulb and releasing the
oxygen, which is again available to take
further part in the same type of action,

The FUTURE
°f

rley
Bi-duplex winclugi

The success of the famous Varley
Bi-duplex winding has been so marked
that, in response to a general demand
on the part of the public, we arc adding
new Bi-duplex wire -wound components
to our existing range.
Just as in the electrical world proper, the
Varley Bi-duplex winding has built up a
reputation for real reliability, so in the radio
induitry to -day the name Varley stands for
the really efficient wire -wound product.
This is only the beginning of big developments
of our wireless activities-activities which will
mark a real advance in modern science and
result in a vast improvement in existing radio

_reception.
Descriptive Leaflets with full particulars of Varley
Ri-duplex wire -wound .4 node Resistances-up to
5oo,000 ohms-Tapped Resistances and H.F.
Chokes on application

The VARLEY MAGNET COMPANY,
(Proprietors : Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.)

Granville House, Arundel St., London, W.C2.
Telephone City 3393.

PATENTS. TRADF MARKS
Inventions Advice Handbook & Consultations FRED.-B. T. KING, C.I.X.E., Regd
Pate. c Agent (G.B., U.S. & Canada), 146a.

Queen Victoria Street. London. E.C.4.
40 years' relerenees. ' Phone : Cent 682.

6vHOME' jo ryour
-c-th WIRELESS SET

OUR taw/v.4'4Ru
CABINETS

are DITSTPROOF and house
the whole apparatus, leaving
no parts to be interfered
with. All you do is
UNLOCK & TUNE IN.
Made on mass production
lines, hence the low price. tfProvision is made to take
30
panebl, from 16 by 7 up to

y 18 ln.
Carriage paid and packed
free England and Wales.
Thousands supplied with

full satisfaction
MAKERIMPORT Co.
Dept. 5. Melvill Chambers.
Ma Lord at. LIVERPOOL.

Prom .S4 15 0.
Write to -day for descrip-
tive pamphlet and sug
gest ions for adapting your
receiver or panel in our
Standard Cabinets.

Immediate Delivery.

INk

CATWHISKERS & CRYSTALS ABOLISHED
for Id.

per year.
Guaranteed
Indefinitely.

P.,a No. 265.469.
Fixed Permanent Detector and Stabilising Unit. No
Batteries required with Crystal Circuits. Indispen
sable for Reflex and Hale Circuits Front all dealers,

or post free from Patentees. 2,2.
A. W. GRIFFIN & CO., Manufacturers, REDDITCH

You only remit a trifling deposit in advance an
ride a Mead "Marvel ' 400A Cycle one month.
Afterw ads you pay balance in small monthly
instalments. Packed FREE and carriage paid
" MARVEL" 400-A4 198. 6d. CASH:
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Fact rysoiled cycles CHEAP. Accessories
and Tyres at popular prices. Write TO -DAY
for illustrated Catalogue of 28 new season's
models, also special offer of sample cycle.

CYCLE CO., Inc. (Dept. P.184)
SPARKBROOK, BIRMINGHAM

TiE R/R DID
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THERE is no quicker or easier way of
finding any  station between 200

and 4,000 metres than with the R.I.
Retroactive Tuner. Right, first turn, is
the rule with this time -and -money saving
instrument.

All bother with coils is eliminated and
a greater efficiency is gained, for the
R.I. Retroactive Tuner secures the
correct aerial reaction over the whole
range of wave -lengths covered. In addition
this tuner costs appreciably less than a
set of coils with coil holder to cover the
same range.

The R.I. Retroactive Tuner provides the
easiest, most efficient and most economical
method of tuning which you can incor-
porate in your set. Follow the lead of
all the famous set designers and con-
structors and improve your tuning
arrangements from to -day with the R.I.
Retroactive Tuner.

PRICE 39/6
. Write for the R.I. Green and Gold Catalogue.

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO

AdrI. R-11. Ltd., 12, ilirte SI., NMI; Opfer.' St., Losedwa,
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A master
filament
huge in proportions and gigantic in
emission surface . . . tough and always
ductile so that it may be tied in knots . . .

proved by National Physical Laboratory
Test to be constant and lasting . . . gi ces
majestic volume free from microphonic
noise ... too economical even to glow ...
a wonderful filament ... British made ...
securcid by demanding Mullard P.M.Valves

Mullard
THE MASTER. - VALVE

ADVT. THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO. LTD..
MULLARD 1 -17 -USE, DENMARK ST..

LONDON. W.C. 2.
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